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Dr. Ott in Belfast.
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and work together for its best interests.
At the close of Dr. Ott’s inspiring and
uplifting address. M. L. Slugg, president of the
Belfast Board of Trade, thanked the Doctor for
his vision and urged that the men of Belfast
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hoped Belfast would get together, pull together, andlay out a sensible program to make
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The latest bre k by Germany created more
less discussion at the State House Thursday among the Solons and all who talked about
the situation admitted that it was a grave one
Governor Carl E Milliken said:
"If the situation is as grave as is represented
in the news despatches, then there should be.
in my opinion, no further delay in
handing the
or

German

ambassador his

passport. It should
not be necessary to wait for a further offense
Hon. Taber D.
dent of the

"Any

Bailey of Bangor, the presiSenate, said:
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this latest declaration

regard
affront to the ancient ar.d

as an

well understood customs and laws

Officers. Elected.
The following officers and committees were
elected for the ensuing year: President, Mre.
E A, Wilson; vice presidents,Mrs. H. H. Carter,
Mrs. Elbridge S. Pitcher and Mrs. William K.
Keene; secretary and auditor, Mrs. Harry L.
Kilgore; treasurer, Mrs. JuiiaG. McKeen; board
of managers, Mrs Essie P. Carle, Mies Maude
Matthews, Mrs. C. H. Stevens, Miss Evelyn
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forefathers for the protection of

trav
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Rep. Stanley of Dixfield —Act providing close
time on partridge spruce partridge, woodcock’
wild ducks, brant, geese, plover, snipe, aora
and other rails, coots and gallinules, as follows:
On partridge, in the counties of Oxford, Franklin, Somerset, Piscataquis, Penobscot, Aroostook, Washington and Hancock, from Nov. 15
of each year to Sept. 14, following, both days

Peavey, Mrs. George R. Willamson, Miss Annie inclusive, and in the counties of Androscoggin,
Field, Mrs. Eugene L. Stevens, Mrs John Cumberland, York, Knox, Waldo, Lincoln, SaKnight, Mrs. Charles A. Pilsbury and Mrs. G. gadahoe and Kennebec from Dec. 1 of each
G. Abbott; chairman of sewing committee,Mrs. year to Sept. 30 loliowing, both days inclusive:
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woodcock from Dec. 1 of each year to the
day of September following, both days inclusive; on all varieties of docks, brant and
geese from Dec. 16 of each year to Sept. 15 of
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act to amend the Revised Statutes

Belfast. The report of the last meet-

not read

as

Secretary

Three comrades

Stin-on hart the

reported

were

as

having died since the last meeting: Oscar
Staples of Waldo, Robert Whitehead of Belfast and James Henry Kneeland of
Searsport*
The salute to the flag .was followed
by all
Binging America with Miss Amy E. Stoddaxd

AUGUSTA.

AT

was

records.

relating to exemptions from attachment, providing that all produce on farms “grown on
not exceeding two acres of land and all hay
until harvested” be exempted.

at

the

piano.

The address of welcome

was

Augusta, Me.. Feb. 1. More than 1,000 Riven by Commander E S. McDonald of Thomas
women from all parts of the State crowded inH. Marshall Post'and it left no doubt as to the
to the House of Representatives this afterendeavors of Belfast to make this meeting a
noon for the Woman Suffrage hearing before
the Judiciary Committee.
Women were boost- pleasant and profitable one, with a “welcome
ed up to sit on ail the window sills, so dense
so warm that they would forget the storm outwas the throng.
The jonquils of the suffragists and the ciim- side." President Trask responded in the abson roses oi the antis were much in evidence.
sence of Comrade Stinson, and preached, as he
The opponents massed on either side of the
said, a short sermon on what the G. A. K. was
Speaker’s desk. Upon a little table were piled
is now,and will be. Miss Katherine E
5,000 cards tied in yellow ribbon, and each card once,
bore this mscriptioi?: “Believing in the ballot Brier, with Miss Stoddard accompanist, sang
for women, I hereby express my desire for the “A Little Bit of
Heaven," and as an encore
right to v te upon equal terms with men.”
“The Little Gray Home in the West."
Mrs. Deborah Knox Livingston of Bangor sang,
In appreciation of Miss Brier’s assistance, and
conducted the side of the proponents.
Particular .interest centered in the speech of at the
suggestion of Comrade I. A. Conant,
Mrs. Katherine Reed Balentine of Portland,
she was made an honorary member of the Ashead of the Maine Suffrage Association, and
daughter of the late Hon. Thomas B, Reed. sociation. A yard Craig, with MiRs Edna CurSne has voted in California. Other speakers tis accompanist, played a cornet solo,“Columwere
Mrs. Florence Brooks Whitehouse of
bia,” and in response to an encore, “Tramp,
Portland, president of the State Referendum
League; Henry M. Donnelly, deputy-labor Tramp," etc., George E. White, an honorary
commissioner, and Judge Edward C. Reynolds member. sang“TheBattle Hymn of the Repubof South Portland
lic," the audience joining in the chorus. Max
Mrs. John F. A. Mon ill of Portland, grandand Doris Collins, primary grade pupils, sang
of
the
late
Gov.
Anson
P.
daugnter
Morrill,
conducted the side
of the anti suffragists. “There's a Flag That We Live Best of All,”
Other speakers for the opponents were Mrs, and,as an encore, “There’s a Babe in the Man- |
Clarence Hale, Mrs. Sidney Thaxter, Mrs. MorMiss Alices. Simmons, reader, and Mips
rill Hamlin and Miss L. C. Ogden, all of Port- g«r."
land; Mrs. Edwin Ford of Chestnut Hill ana Hazel Doak,violinist, were absent,and a solo by
Robert Luce of Boston, ex-Lieutenant Gov- Mrs. Della Frisbee, “Loyalty to Country," was
ernor.
substituted, she playing her own accompaniThe women on the anti side of the hall g&ve
Max Colling recited “I Just Can't Wait
most respectful
attention to all speakers in ment.
favor of the suffrage amendment; but when ’Till I Grow Up," and was followed by Doris I
had
the
floor
the
they
suffragists yawned, Collins, who recited “Dolly’s Broken Arm."
whistled and otherwise made it difficult for
the speakers to be heard. So far was this Three fine tableaux representing the Blue and
carried that Chairman Davies of the judiciary- the Gray soldier boys in their respective unicommittee was obliged to rap for order. When
forms; then with pointed guns, and lastly at
Mr. Luce, the last speaker on the anti suffrage
the feet of the Goddess of Liberty, representside, was delivering nis remarks the mterrup
tions were so pronouuced that order was again ed by Miss Edna Curtis, were very pleasing to
demanded by the chair.
the veterans.
Stanley Eaton recited “The
Then followed vocal seStars of Our Flag."
WEDDING BELLS.
! lections by Roscoe Smith of Morrill, who sang
! “The Dying Soldier s Requests; E. F. AnderSpaulding-Wright.
Armand Lawrence son of North Belfast, who
sang “father Come
Spaulding of Bingham and Miss Sarah Ellen, Home;” Fred Hart of Belfast, who sang, “The
only daughter of Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Wright Rube Song” and “The Soldier Boy,” playing
of this city, were married last Friday at 6 p.
his own accompaniment in the latter.
Mrs.
m. at the bride’s home, No. 31 Pearl street.
P. D. H. Carter and Mrs. Della Frisbee sang
Rev. Horace B. Sellers of the Methodist church
“Tenting Tonight,” with Mrs. Carter at the
officiated, using the single ring service. The
piano. Rev. William Vaughan of Trinity Rebride was becomingly gowned in white emformed church spoke of loyalty to schools
broidered chiffon over white silk. She was atchurch and country, and referred feelingly to
tended by her brother’s wife, Mrs. John Earle
on of the G. A. R.
the
He

Wright,

aiso

a

wedding

recent
over

passing

bride, who wore
white silk, her

Wtight

Mr.

gown.

best

was

em-

mar..

bridal party stood in a white arch, which
was surmouiiud by a large white
marriage
bell
A reception followed the service, Mrs,
Oja Smith and Miss L::vaughn Knowltog asMrs.

Wright

in

serving

ice

cream

gave

glow-

ing tributes to the late Col. Wm. F. Cody and
Admiral Dewey. He was in New York when
the Admiral returned from Manilla. He had
destroyed the Spanish navy, but came back as
simple as a child. Col. Cody was the son of a
veteran and was himself a scout, with a record

own

The

sisting

of which he

happened

ed ranks of the North: “Boys, we are going
back.” Mr. Andrews said, “1 am between 80
and 90, but I feel at times as if I could shoulder a musket and go to my country’s defence
now;” and he looked as if he meant it.
He is tall, well built,and vigorous in mind and
body. I. A. Conani, L. C. Putnam, Geo E.
White, Mrs. A. K. Fletcher and Charles E.
White spoke entertainingly arid reminiscently. Comrade Auelbert A. Dailey of Viual-

even

stirring drama on Tuesday and Wednes- haven, formerly of Belfast, was
present and
day evenings, February I3th and 14th, by Bap- made a short
speech. He is the only survivor
tist Yeung People’s Association in the vestry.
of the Belfast City Grays, organized March
Curtain eight o’clock sharp. Synopsis: Axt. 1,
20, 1867, with Salathiel C. Nickerson, captain,
Morning at the rectory of St. Mark’s. The and on his removal from the State he was sucbreath of suspicion. The marked paragraph.
ceeded by Lieut. Thomas H. Marshall. ComA

The shadow of sin. The minister’s love. Act.
2. The garden party. The detective. Face to
face. Until tomorrow.
Who was the man
behind the syringa bush? Act. 3, In the
shadow. The defiance. “Lead, kindly light.”
The face at the window. A man as well be
minister. Suspected. Act. 4, A professional
aecret. The butteifly and the flame
Twixt
love and law. For her sake. The detective
on his job.
The proof. He is free at last
Tickets 25 cents for either evening, but not
transferable. Proceeds for church improve-

rade Dailey served in the Fourth Maine Battery of mounted artillery and was mustered
out June 17, 1865. Comrade E. F. Anderson
enlisted in the Navy when 12 years old.
He
remained south during the reconstruction

period, and came home in 1866. He was formerly of Montville but now resides in North
Belfast.
The exercises closed with all singing “God
Be With You 'Till We Meet Again,” with Mrs.
Carter at the piano and a prayer by Mr. Andrews.
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East Maine Seminary Wins.
Bucksport, Me., Jan. 31. East Maine Con-

Seminary
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Mills Burned.

L. L. Rogers’ mills io Troy were totally destroyed by fire last Saturday noon, together
with much valuable machinery. It is said that
$5000 will not cover the loss. Mo insurance.
The fire broke out while the men were at dinner.
Much sympathy is folt for Mr. Rogers
and for, tha men thus tbrown|out of employment.

a

vicinity.

Mr. and Mrs. Frank A. Brain ball returned
Tuesday night from a two weeks’ visit in Boaton,
Mrs. F. L. Harlow of Brewer has been the
guest for several days of Mrs. Clarence E,
Read.
Mr. and Mrs. George Wardwelt are
spending
the week in Castire with their
daughter, Mr*,
Stephen Cash.

Hen. William T. Cobb of Rockland was
s
visitor last Thursday in Augusta and
passed a
portion of the day at the State House.
M as Blanche Jennys, a student at
the Uni-

versity of Maine, spent Sunday with her parents, Dr. and Mrs. Charles W. Jennys.
Mr. and A-rs. George L. Bowman returned
to Boston last
Friday after a short visit with
their cousin, Miss Abbie Poor, Union street.

Mrs. Frank S. Pierce, who is
spendig th#
winter at the Lowder in Bangor, visited her
mother, Mrs. John Montgomery in Bucksport
last week.
A

N. Houston Small has returned from

rs.

a

ten

days' visit in Bangor, wher^ she was
called by the death of her
auut, Mrs. M. M.
Fitzgerald.
L)r, and Mtb,
the

nounce

H. E. Snow of Bucksport

engagement of

Margaret Louise,
of

an-

their

daughter,
Parker Spofford Kennedy

to

Bucksport.

AJrs, t. Richard Crocker of Fort Kent has
been the guest for several
clays of Mr. and
Mrs. E. M. Crocker. She was called to
Bangor
by the death of an aunt.
Mrs. William L. Cook returned
Monday from
North Conway, N. H,, where she
spent several
days with her sister, Miss Frances A. Sargent,
a teacher in the
public schools.,
Donald S. Clark returned last
to
his studies

Boston,

the

at

after

Saturday
Technology,

Institute of

spending

his par-

week with

a

ents, Mr. and Mrs. Harry W. Clark.
At the recent

district meeting of the WomForeign Missionary Society of ihe Methodist Episcopal church in Thomaston
Mrs. J.
an’s

Frank Rich of Glencove

was elected president.
Charles D. Wood of Orono, Rev. A. E. Luce
of Old Town and Rev Oscar
Smith of Bangor,
members of the hoard of trustees of the
E. M.

C.

Seminary,

in

were

business.

Bucksport

last week

Miss Inez Jackson of Morrill
the public schools of North

on

teacher in

a

Conway,

H.,

N.

returned home Monday on account of
illness,
sister, Miss Amy JackBon, issubstitutfor
her.
ing

and her

Alphonso Ritchie, who is in the electrical
department of the U. S. S. Virginia, now out

commission at the Charlestown
Navy Yard
yesterday to visit his parents, Mr and
Mrs. Elijah Ritchie.

of

arrived

Mr. and Mrs. Amos Clement left Portland
last Sunday night for Florida, where thev
will
spend the remainder of the winter. Mr. diement haB just recovered from an
operation ia
the Maine General Hospital. Portland
Frank C. Ferguson cf New York
City, who
has been attending the
of
left

Bangor last Friday

University

for

his

Maine,

and

home

will enter Columbia
University. iie
Junior class at Maine.

to-day
was

a

member of the

Albs Hazel Hunt of Burnham
underwent
suigicai treatment last Fnuay morning at the
Augusta General hospital, the operation
being
successful, and the condition of the patient
was reported that evem
as
ig
good.

Mrs, Henry G. Ingersoil, nee Miss Gertrude
Coombs, who has Ueeu spanning the week ir»
Harmony since leaving Beltaet, wlie.e she
two

spent

weeks

with

her parents. Mr. and

remained in Boston
ed home

tnat

until

Tuesday

ami return-

accompanied hy Mrs. Albert (J. Burgess, wnu Had been in
Boston for
mgnt,

several weeks.
Mrs.

Augusta Frederick, Miss Mary E.
Charles VV. Frederics will leave for
the South early next week.
They plan spending a few days at Palm Beach, with longer
visits in Daytona and St.
Augustine. anTl the

Owen and

usual

spring

visit in

Washington.

Misa Clara B Healing ieft
Tucsdaj for a
few weeks' visit in
Malden, Mass., where she
will be the guest of Miss Dorothea
Sargent, a

member of the Nortbport
Country
will also visit her aunt, Miss Annie

ton,

in

Allston, and other friends

in

Ciuo. She
al. KnowlBoston,

Mrs, E. L. Benner of Worcester, Mass Mrs..
Mary B. Cox of Liberty and Simon Braustreet
of Freedom were called to
Belfast last Friday
to attend the funeral of
their sister, Mrs
James H. Petkins. Ansel Braustreet 01
Tree-

dom,

a

brother,

account

is in
of ill health.

Florida ior the

winter on

unarlotte omall of Burnham
her 80th
birthday. Jan. 18th.

observed
Mis. Ismail ia

very

joys

and active

smart

excellent

for

her^yeais

a.

<1

en-

health, aside from being troubled by lameness.
Her daughter Mrs O, o. ilcAllisttr, resides with her to care for her. E!t
bmall, a sou, who resides in Pittsfield,
spent
day with his mother iu observance of her

the

birthday,
following transfers of real estate were
recorded in the Waldo County Registry uf
i Deeds for the week ending Feb. 7, 1917:
| John F. Crowley, Bangor, to Talbot Company,
The

Boston; land in Islesboro.
John T. N. Park, Searsport, et a!., to Etta M.

Rockland High Defeats Camden High.
Camden, Me,, Jan. 31. Rockland High School Park, do; land and buildings in Searsport.
won its fifth consecutive
Talbot Company, Boston, to Cornelius J.
game in the Knox j
I County League tonight, defeating Camden Lynch, Bangor; land in Islesboro.
Frank Weymouth, Morrill, to Qenrge WeyHigh, 21 to 20. The home team held the lead
; until within a few minutes of the close of the mouth, Belfast; land and buildingB in Morrill.
Sadie A. Hssty, Hampden, et al, to Bradford
Camden High girls defeated
game.
the
W. Bartlett, Jackson; land and buildings in
Rockport High school girls, 16 to 8.
Jackson and Monroe.
E. M. C. S. Defeats Higgins.
Mattie L. Cole, Winterport, to Charles A.
Bucksport, Feb. 2. In the fastest and most McKenney, do; land and buildings in Winterexciting game of the season, scrappy at times, port.
E. M. C. S. won from Higgins Classical Institute here tonight by a tally of 20 to 11.
The Shoe Situation.

Roger's

Charles P. Hazeltine returned
Monday
few weeke’ visit in Boston and

Mra

from

a

might well be proud. He served Mrs. Hubert P.
Coombs, has returned to her
his country m ell. Comrade Andrews gave a
\ home in Portland
vivid description of seeing Sheridan on his
Elmer A. Sherman returned
ride from Winchester to Cedar Creek and told
Monday from a
trip to Boston aim Providence. Mrs. anerman
of what
when he said to the scatter-

and

assorted cake.

ference

Miss Della D, Knowlton has returned from
month’s visit with friends in Wilton.

Waldo

county ehall
in all criminal matters.
in

very

sembly call by Avard Craig, and twenty-six
Mrs. Alice Washburn and daughter Sadie
County Bar and members reported present,including the local
went to Belfast last week, where
of the judge trial justices G. A. R. After brief remarks by President
they will
pass the remainder of the winter.—Madison
have authority to exercise Trask prayer was offered by Rev. Michael An- Bulletin.

df the

member

a

Mrs G, B. Marsano returned
Monday from*
visit with friends in Rumford.

or sunshine.
Comrades Putnam, Roscoe
Smith of Morrill and Ruel Hollis of Belfast i
were appointed a
committee^on the time and
place of the n< xt meeting and later reported
aa follows: Time,
March 1st; place, North
Searsport. In the noon hour a sumptuous dinner was served and covers were laid for
100,
not including the waiters, and the usual smoke
talk followed.
The afternoon session opened with the as-

the police court in
the city of Belfast.
The act provides that the
court shall have original and exclusive jurisdiction in all civil actions wherein the debt or
damage does not exceed $20. The judge shall
Also,

P. D. H. Carter haa recovered from
aerious ill turn.

storm

etc.

on

leg- !
I
•sideut Wilson, endorses he asked how
mittee, same as last year,
many in the audience knew
the following year, both days inclusive; on
in insisting upon and
what was to be done in the local churches next
black-brested and golden plover, and greater
°* 'he American
btate of Trade.
people. Sunday. He might have been told that that
and lesser yellow-legs, from Dec. 1 of each
National Government. information was in The
Journal of
,r“: “t
Republican
Active. Distribution large for a midwinter year to Aug. 16 of the following year, both
any hour.
the day before fur all who cared to read it, and
period. Cold wave helps retailers. German days inclusive; on jacksnipe, or Wilson snipe,
further that it had taken over thirty years of
5p'Khl SOCIETIES.
note disturbed trade and depressed prices late, coots and gallinules. from Dec. 1 of each
year
personal solicitation to induce all the churches Securities, cotton and
grain all lower. Ocean to Sept. 15 of the following year, both days inMu]] ati
to
the
offer
free
of
^
accept
publicity. We may freights and insurance rates advanced. Ex- clusive; on rails, except coots and
at
the
gallinules,
AGr,J'«
meeting add here that the columns of The
*
Journal ports of grain smaller. Record break in cotton. from Dec. 1 of each
*
odge next Tuesday evenyear to Aug 31 of the folhave always been at the service of the Car shortage trouble still acute. Lumber,fuel
’e
8erved
and
iron
and
steel
at
intermission.
congested. Little covering lowing year.
tti,j kn(
churches and their affiliated societies.
The I for winter wheat. Weather very cold at west.
Violation of the provisions of this act is to
1
,nd ban «iven *>y
family of a former editor, William H. Simpson, —Bradstreets’ Feb. 8d.
be punished by a fine of <10 and costs for each
ello»s to their families end
N« it
were Unitarians and that
society used to adJn '!a*'
offense, and in addition thereto <1 for each
“Hope Dry" Legislations.
la»t Friday night was ▼ertiae tboir
8(JC
dances, fairs and suppers, and
bird of the above-named varieties taken,caught
A‘ 8 U’Cl0Ck tbe
P»> *as
lowing the same courtesy was extended to the other
Nashville, Tenn., Feb. 2. Governor Rye killed, had in possession or transported.
and enjoyed: MuBic,
‘'•if,.,, *'
churches. In the large cities such notices are today signed tbe “bone dry" bill which puts an
Mr8, CaMeton
Rep. Allen of Sanford—Act authorizing the
Perry music, paid for, and we have seen in the Saturday end to all shipments of liquor as beverage into
m,.
“ol0' Mra Harry
hunting of racoons during '.he month of OctoMacomber; edition of the Washington, D. C., Evening the State after March 1.
Indianapolis, Ind., Feb. 2. The state-wide ber of each year and providing that during any
p,uKrant w>a';“uaic. orchestra. After Star from two to three columns of advertis- prohibition bill which would make Indiant. dry
when it is lawful to hunt racoons it shall
* waa
at-joyed with music ing from the various churches. The Kennebec after April.1918, was passed by tbe Senateito- days
kilos'
^lD(i CEkn ,c8tr8. At intermission ice | Journal of Feb. 3d had a 6-inch advt. of day, 88 to 11. The bill had already passed the be lawful to hunt them in the night.
Were served.
Rep. Haney of Winn—Act repealing the proHouse, but now goes back to
for scPenney Memorial Free Baptist church of Au- tion on Senate amendments. tbat.body
hibition of fishing through the ice in that por-

7

or motor driven vehicle.
The act provides that the State Highway commission may
upoq proper application in writing grant permits for the operation of Jitney busses, socalled, or any other steam or motor driven vehicles, making regular scheduled trips for the
carriage of passengers or freight from one

Finger

Thursday's grist:
i Military Affairs—Ought to pass in new draft
on resolve relating to the equestrian statue of
i Major-General Oliver O. Howard and a stand! ing statue of Brevit Major-General Joshua L.
at Gett>sburg.
, Chamberlain,
Rep. Grant of Hope—xPetitiun signed by
|
George A. Thorndike of Camden and 720 others, asking repeal of Sunday hunting law.
Rep. Packard of Rockland Petition signed
by A. H, Bachelder of Rockland, and 90 others,
asking repeal of Sunday hunting law.
From

Meeting in Belfast with
Interesting Program.

Searsport. At the suggestion of Comrade L.
C. Putnam it was voted to hold the
meeting
when Belfast waa to entertain whether in

steam

V.

McKeen; of the purchasing committee, Mrs.
entertainment committee,
Wilson; of the
Mrs. Eugene L. Stevens; of the floral com-

an

elers upon the seas and the dissemination of
; commerce. The rules of international law

—

$549 07
MRS Julia G. McKeen, Treasurer.

Hold their F< bruary

The gifts included silver, cut
glass, hand painted china, linen, etc. The
bride’s going awav or.!ss,coat and hat were in
brown. They left Saturday morning for their
have been evolved through a long series of
j new home in Bingham, and in March will go tc
Pierce Pond, where Mr Spaulding conducts a
years through the brains and study of the
sporting camp. The biide is a graduate ol
world’s greaust statesmen and should be rethe Belfast High school.
She learned the
spected by all nations.”
! millinery business in the H.' H. Coombs store
and
has
Rep. H. C. Buzzell of Belfast said:
been
recently
j
employed in Bingham,
"I think that the time has arrived when some- I The groom’s mother, Mrs, Charles Spaulding,
and his friend Oral Bean of Bingham, came tc
thing should be done by this government to attend the wedding.
show Germany where her place is and to make
her keep that place.”
of Scorn.
The

by

PERSONAL.

The Waldo County Veteran Association
Canada, was introduced by Representative held their meeting in Memorial hall
Feb. 1st,
Emery G. Wilson of Portland.
despite the inclement weather. Members of
Friday Mr. Buzzell of Belfast presented the Thomas H. Marshall Post and Circle had
gathpetition of W. O. Matthews and 17 others ered there
early to arrange for the reception
of Lincolnville favoring the
repeal of the and dinner.but were doubtful even at 11 a. m.
Sunday Hunting Law; also petition of Nor- if the meeting would be held. A little
later
man
A. Read and 40
others of Belfast President Jonathan 'G. Track
and wife arrived,
favoring the same.
having driven from Newburg, a distance of 20
In the House Tuesday Representative Buz- miles.and it was voted to hold the session, with
zell of Belfast introduced an act to regulate Comrade Thomas Gannon of Belfast as secrethe operation of jitney busses or any other tary in the absence of Alfred Stinaon of North

broidered chiffon

to be committed

Jan. 1, 1916. 404 74

1916

for which they

in

90

Cash on
Noteot

office shall conuntil expia-

in

office

Prominent women from all sections of the
State appeared before the Committee on Legal
Affairs Jan. 31st advocating the passage of
the bill providing for State aid for mothers
with dependent children. Frank L. Dutton of
Augusta conducted the hearing for the proponents. Speakers in favor of the measure
included Mr. L). W. Adams of Augusta, Mrs.
Florence Brooks Whitehouse and Mrs. John T*
A. Morrill of Portland, Mrs. W. F. Jones of Norway and Mrs. Deborah Knox Livingston of
Bangor. Aldermau William H. Sanborn of
Portland and Percy R. Horton, secretary of

$709 37
$J32 73

$709 37

now

their said

elected, or until

or

$304 63

on

All clerks

hold

tion of the term

hand.$218 58
Association. 260 U0
Received during year. 240 79

Expended for

CiiUse.

tiune to

Secretary.

Expended for incidentals including telephone on 2nd floor. 171

appointment of clerks of the judicial

courts

read

The Treasurer's Report.
1, 1915.

in relation

The act provides that clerks of the judicial
shall hereafter be appointed by the
Justices of the Supreme Judical Court or a
majority of them, and hold office for the term
of four years, unless removed by the justices

street,
of the

were

the

Augusta—Act

of

courts.

Cash on
Note of

Dr. Edward

|

tt,

the

The activities of the Womans’ Hospital Aid
during the year of 1916 have been somewhat
limited as a body,but the individual members
feel an ever growing interest in the institution and its work. It is the constant aim of
the Aid to keep close touch with the needs of
the Hospital by visiting the wards and frequent consultation with the Superintendent,
Miss Valentine
Our President, Mrs. Adelbsrt Millett, has
been untiring in her tfforls.
The Hospital club joined us in giving a fair
in July which w as a success ar.d nett* d $152.03.
The Aid wishes to thank all who helped to
make the fair a success and all those who contributed so generously Donation Week, and
the public in general for its kndr-esss and interest.
Respectfully submitted,
Julia a. Vickery, Secretary.

Friday night

Amherst Ott held the close attention of an audience that filled the Colonial
Theater. His subject was “Will Your Dreams
Come True, or tne Haunted House,” and the
r*d the services of him! lecture was a ph>soiogical study in which many
to ihe President.
Col. striking illustrations were used to
emphasize
H
President and wants and
bring home the points the lecturer wished
Many German organiza- to make. He was intensely dramatic at times,
port to the President and the
patriotic and religious sentiments he
Prussians and Austri
expressed brought frequent hearty applause.
naturalization papers.
He was eloquent, pathetic and humorous, freek nearly a score of
To
quently moving his hearers to laughter.
-i. neutral
and eight
attempt to report this lecture’would be like
'i to nave been sunk
chasing fireflies, and we ehall only touch upon
!e Allies
hope U. S. will a few points. What he said of
publicity was

nd

against the granting of a charter authorizing any portion of(the town of Verona to form
a separate
corporation.
On motion by Mr. Buzzell of Belfast, House
Doc. No. 44. An Act to repeal Section 73 of
the Revistd Statutes, relating to Sunday being
a closed season for
game or birds, was taken
from the table and on further motion by the
same gentleman, was referred to the Committee on Inland Fisheries and Game.

Waldo County Veterans

i

ona,

Hospital

He

than at any time

^

treasurer

tion ot the
Passadumkeag river below Lowell's
dam in the town of Lowell.
A bill to authorize the* Maine Central to
build a branch from Bancroft to connect with
the Government Railways of Canada, to furnish
a direct route
between New England and

By Mr. Conary of Bucksport; Remonstrance
of R. E. Gray and others of the town of Ver- SUFFRAGE HEARING

President's Report.
officers and members of the Woman’s

to stay here.”

make

tinsel

It is

razil

|

witty things

Old Home week.

as

to

you can’t
better to

want;

don’t your city is duonied.
Dr
he addressed an auaience of 600

scnool

{

wise and

the

oi

Home Week
Providing that a town may designate at its annual town meeting any week

design and in its
modern laboratory,

annual business meeting of the
an’s Hospital Aid was held last Friday
home of Mrs. E. A. Wilson, upper High
with a good attendance. The reports

one

Co., the Lubec Sar- mothers are in New Eugland.” lhe young
plants of Math- | men are building $160,000 schoolhouees, tbe
Durham Co.
older men are ashamed of what they have for

i

a

nenneDungport—ah aci io
Revised Statutes relative to Old

neicner

tend

ai

in

The

-mug

f

-^p

THE WOMAN’S HOSPITAL AID.

c

S'

the town of Orland.

lecturer said, but which we cannot report, we
can only assure those who did not hear him
that they missed a great deal.

$60,000 was offered
good thing to bring

don’t

cities

tour

for manual training, etc., and ic should
twenty years in advance of present needs.

be

find.com-

work

minx, to use
and told of the

room

of the town to be sure,
a beautiful residential

industries,

local

others

ro

possible

equipment, should have

New Jersey city he
instrumental in locating a

California and could

Co’s fertilizer

{arrows shoe

•A

Le#bn

there is lack

ocean

taugni

a

While it is

other

that

its owners,

gratulationa.

new

you

time has

f

to

that
Of

was

which

$15,000.

now

and

\

communities for

cimuren

public buildings were not such as they
should be, architecturally and otherwise.
When the new school building is built it

your teams for work
Wnat is your program?
find that one of the chief

Begin
generation will stay heie
and work together for their town. Don’t let
your young men take their education somewhere else and sell ii!
Keep them hert! If

It

The utiiiza-

some

one man

content

run,as in

easier

an

said

something.

Fundy

of

respect it.”

for

handling

improved.

t
1

United Stat.es.

and

nev

as

up

ocean

to it

see

happy here.”

With the increasBath by the boom

I

just

charter of the Rockland, South Thomaston
St. George railway.
/By Air. Conary of Bucksport: Petition of
W. H. Farnham and 15 others favoring a cloBed
time on brooks flowing into Hot Hole Pond in
the

to the lecture. In educational
Olt advocated the practical. He

return

j

storage room,
load directly

cars,

e

1

our

people.

thousands of

; iere are

of

Aid:
them—good ones—it is far
I beg leave to report that during the past
buiid up what you already have. Stand by
work
has been carried on in the usual
the
year
your neighbors, lend a hand at home. Teach manner we have held our monthly meetings
men to act
collectively. Growth is not by ac- regularly with the exception of one month.
cident. Stop talking of boosting; that is a Owing to the absence of several members.who
are regular attendants, no meeting was called.
foolish word. Sell Belfast to its own citizens.
There has not always been a quorum, but in all
There is more advertising of a certain cigarour woik harmony has prevailed and we are
grateful for the support given us, but hoping
ette brand than there is of the interests of
that we may extend our roll of members nd
Use community buiiding obtain
your 6.000
larger results in the coming year.
bulletin boards. In a city of this size put up
We have done very little sewing, and it has
seemed unnecessary to hold our regular sew30 boaids where men and boys can see them
ing circles as has been done heretofore.
every time they cross the streets. Change
One uartv was iriven at the beurinnimr of
your advertisements every month; use the
the year and a goodly sum realized from it;
also
the Aid with the Hospital Club held a fair
iunuamentai principles in hand-drawn
designs
of good colorings.
Dr. Ott called attention to | on July 19th, to which the people contributed
most
j
liberally and helped make it a success.
one of his bulletins—a beauty—with this motDuring Donation week many gifts were re“Our
to,
Community is Our Job, the Rerft of ceived, and at Christmas time a barrel full of
the World is All Right.” The real secret of useful articles was sent to the hospital from
i Liberty friends. For all of which we are very
advertising is to see a thing and see it often. grateful.
The churches and schools can heip in this
I thank the officers and members for their
I
kindness and the various committees for the
comraun ty building work, i'he small cities and
faithful and efficient services they have rentowns are what save the very life of the
j dered. I wish to thank alt friends whose help
country. The big city is a menace to its State and kindly interests have been much appreand you can’t help it.
Have your musicales ciated.
Respectfully submitted,
Estelle K. Millett, President.
and plays in your own city. Say, “1 will be

the

prepare

unity

win for Belthey will work

steal

least lut) h. p.
will be employ-

market for

a

rtn

fair

to

and

that

at

g

Teach

to

up

program, and when this iB

a

ar.d

in

Bay of Fundy. The
‘.ere in
barges, mostvN. S., and stored
merit.
The company
;nery

Prom

for

pulp-wood ship-

the

together.

most

residence built

the

-hop, and the wharf
ated by the FrenchMr. Cowles said
make Belfast the

a-

in the

Hitch

pull together.

section

built

on

grow

but it

office by the Con-

■

the response.
future generations
see

large factory, an asset
was placed in

Front street,

on

g

as one

may

brain and their hands,
great
things done by those who had had little or no
schooling. He had been told that Belfast was
to have, or wanted to have, a ne** school budding. and said he was glad it was not built before he came, as he found that many of the

iorget r;

The material in Belfast is

lesson.

wameu

good of Belfast and

in their games

one? I

it

three

a

we

placed little value on learning as exemplified
in reciting the lesson from text books.
He

plaining, kicking, fault-finding and lack of
loyalty. Work for community health and you
will have something to do.
Put up your
standard for community
beauty, work for

..uding several hun-

cxtending

to

they

Have you
reasons in
of

-u-t

cut

societies,

for the

anywhere

as

am,

leal

boys

when

Belfast.

for

ilm.ugh their
York, what has
Duplex Roller

ana

flag

surprised
present and

tne

the Be-

to

meu

new

Teach the

deal made in

lace last

ui

tciwups

Slipping Port.

i.

I

But to

one has been taught to hate the other.
Friendship and fraternal organizations form

.«ie

this subject of
publicity

that, regarding the Grange

matters Dr

and

jj

everybody

on

most

years you have been taught not to do it; you
have been taught division
in religion and
in patriotism.
The towns have been divided

Brooks..
\iarried., ..Died..
of

tvs

Official notice was given Governor Carl E
Milliken Wednesday afternoon, Jan. 31st, that
the Republican joint caucus on Tuesday evening voted to sustain the Governor in mogt of

J

People. .Cody

\lt

Legislative Notes.

topics,

helpful and worthy institutions, we so- the material recommendations in his inaugural
ltcited by circulars sent to the
address before the Legislature, including the
secretary of
and was the guest of the Belfast Board of
resolve providing for a constitutional amendevery grange in the county
announcements
Trade at a banquet in Odd Fellows hall at 6 p. ■and
reports of meetings and whatever would ment giving the Governor the right to remove
m.
Covers were laid for over 200 men, and advance the
sheriffs, which was unanimously adopted.
interests of the order,
believing
the members of Aurora Rebekah Lodge caterthat such publicity could not fail
“I am greatly pleased at the action of the
to.be beneed and served a delicious and abundant menu. ficial.
These circulars were sent out more Republican caucus,” said Gc vernor Milliken.on
The tables were decorated with red and white than
thirty years ago and a like invitation has receiving the notice, which was delivered by
pinks.
Dr Ott, Mayor William K Keene, been extended
through the columns of The Senator Leon F. Higgins of Penobscot, chairPresident Morris L. Slugg and officers of the Journal
many times since, and has resulted in man of the Republican -mate committee, and
Board of Trade, with several of the local a fair representation of
Representative Charles P, Barnes of Houlton,
grange doings in the
clergymen, occupied the head table. At 7 p. county, though not so full aa we could wish. chairman of the House Republican committee.
m.
all adjourned to the lodge room, when
While it is, and has been for fifty
years, at
Mayor Keene introduced Dr. Ott, who had least the present editor has been in
Measures of interest presented at Wednescharge
been announced tor an address to men only on for 38 years—the earnest
desire of The Jour- day’s session:
.‘Civic Betterment or Community Building.” nal to aid and
Senator Conan t of Waldo—Resolve appropromote every worthy instituHe expressed his pleasure of meeting so large
tion, enterprise and object, it has often been priating $1,000 for each of the years 1917 and
a body of men under such pleasant
conditions, | extremely difiicult to obtain the necessary in- 1918 in favor of the trustees of Freedom Acadar.d said: "i find you are making the complaint
even from those most interested
emy for maintenance, and $2,000 for the making
| formation,
that your member* of the board of Trade are
of urgent repairs, the replacing of worn out
[ Few seem to realize the value of publicity,
not pulling together. That is not strange
I notwithstanding they may read every day of equipment and the providing of suitable science
that same fault is found everywhere. You
( great movements carried to success and great laboratory facilities.
want to do team work now. but for years and
fortunes acquired by advertising.
By Mr. Butler of Knox: An Act to extend

Edges
es
unty Corresponda' .ed bis Bearers.. Brigaa
,ral McArthur. .Lighting

f

say

Dr. Edward Amherst Ott of Waukegan, 111.,
made his second visit to Belfast last Friday,

at Lxtreme

ling

coaae.”
While

a

heatr^

FiPger of Scorn..
Waldo County Vetern Real Estate..Per-

re

by

and

closing with, "Cozy church; comfortable
seats;
helpful sermons; good music,
wel-

a

Men in Odd Fellows Hall, Followed
Lecture in the Colonial 1

I

hi

name

Gue&t of the Board of Trade at a
Banquet and Delivers an Address to

Legislative Notes

..

gusta, which included a cut of the
church,
hours of services, minister’s

Frank Pierce, purser of the
steamship Belfast, Andrew Sides, agent of the
Bangor line at
Hostofi and William Tarbox, ticket
agent, Ban-

gor line, Boston, left Boston Feb. 2nd for atrip to Jacksonville. Mr. Pierce stopped off in.
Boston Wednesday and Charlie
Nash, the oilling clerk of the Beltast, was also
for
the eastward

purser

trip Wednesday night.

W. O. Fuller of Rockland read a
paner entitled “A Night Wl.fi Sherlock
before the Camden teachers and
a few inv.ted
guests at the home of Miss Julia Annis
TueBday evening. It was a most clever and intereating paper, showing how closely Mr f uller
had Studied Sir Conan
Doyle's literary style
and method. It was much
enjoyed by all. A
pleasant social evening was

Holmes?"

freshments

were

enjoyed. 'Re-

served.—Camden Herald.

Len Caswell, one
citizens, celebrated

of

Rockport’s respected

81st birthday Jan. 23d
at his home on Church street.
He was given
a shower of r6
post cards and received 26 letters end packages from
diffsrent places, many
of them friends iu
Chicago. He also received many gift*,
among them a birthday
cake, and tba congratulation* and beat wishes
his

Some footwear interests report careful buying in evidence, yet there is a steady influx of
spring ana summer contracts and factories run
to capacity in most cases. The leather market
is in a waiting position, with shoe manufacturers taking only such small quantities aa are required for pressing needs, and price concessions
are anticipated, with hides giving way.—Dun's
of many friends for
continued health and
Review, Feb. 3d.e
parity.

proa-

Washington

it is

as

Today.'

ii.
The first thing that impressed me
about Washington, and continues to do so
whenever 1

daily,

fines of our

st’ep

outside the con-

rooms, is its streets, and the

Every
air of spaciousness everywhere
street and avenue is asphalt, broad and
smooth as our finest boulevards and
speedways in the East. Not a bit of
mud to be found in the confines of the
city, except one steps

aside onto

a

our Congressman, Hon. John A.
Peters, the affable gentleman who addressed the citizens of Brooks in August,
during his campaigning tour through the

THE CHIEF CHARM
OF LOVELY Ml
i

vacant

comDineu

wim

streets, and the fact that there are no
as
high buildings towering into the sky
in New York, give the spaciousness
which every visitor

to

this citv must

notice at once.

Standing adjacent
is the

new

Post

to the

Office,

Union Station

another

magnifi-

at
structure, in white marble, built
a cost of
$d, 000,000, and the building
site of 174,000 square feet cost $450,000
Above two entrances are these incent

scriptions: ‘‘Carri< r

of

news

speakers, both men and women, of national repute. Senator Sutherland, author of the Suffrage Amendment now
before the Senate; members of the
tional arbitration commission, the

House,

Engraving,

etc., all of which I will
Since that time, I have

describe later.

through many sessions of both Senate
and House, familiarizing myself with
faces and names, listening to more or
sat

less spirited arguments on different subjects, some of which I was deeply interested in, especially Prohibition, which
iias been animatedly discussed of late.
Senator Sheppard of Texas having successfully carried his bill for District Prohibition through the Senate, after a hard
fight, with a vote of 56 to 32, much to
my delight. It has yet to pass the House,

~

NORAH

WATSON

86 Drayton Ave., Toronto.
Nov. 10th, 1915.
A beautiful complexion is a handsome
woman’s chief glory and the envy of her
less fortunate rivals. Yet a soft, clear
skin—glowing with health—is only the

but it is believed that if it

people

snould not

and knowl-

box,

ought

to

Fruit-a-

general

hardest

lead

Light district
thereby making

Red

Washington,

out
it

being

acknowledge

universal
will stand

Photo

ser»

ant of

parted friends,

consoler

sent

or

—

just

of

people

afte:

that it is bound to

prohibition; hut
out and fight

some

of them

them both

as

as

that all should be given it alike,
i
we are as capable of balloting

believe

that

for the best interests

as are the men,
many instances more so, for
women vote out the saloon the moment
they get a chance at it. Those who do
not wish
to take
any interest in the

and in

lined with—rum

these

I.a Touralne
into view

>n

came

issue, but
fighting it

shops I call them
suavely name them questions pertaining to their home
town,
It is a disgrace that our
“Buffets.”
or city,
of the lonely, bond of the scattered famschools, civic improvements,
is considered by many as beautiful, is par- Capitol should have “open house” in
Both
life.”
common
ot
ily, enlarger
etc., are not obliged to, that is certain.
such disgusting evidence everywhere,
these buildings stand facing the capitol, tially concealed by trees, as the greater
They can continue on in the same old
which is but a short distance away. This part of the grounds lay 'to the west. and the large number of broken bottles narrow rut, hut they will find that the
Post Office should not be confused with This building is open to the public every scattered over pavements, city streets more progressive ones will
step over
and parks, especially after a holiday,
the Post Office Department building of day. and a couple of hours spent going
them aitd go on, leaving them behind.
a striking feature
through is something to be remembered give silent testimony. Not many blocks There are times when the
gray granite, which is
Suffragists, or
It has unique all one’s life.
away, just off F. Street, is a big pile of
of Pennsylvania avenue.
more particulaiiy the Millitant Suffraa
brick
one
of
nufilling
square block,
First, the great Rotunda, opening
interest because here is the heart of the
gettes, do such "fool things" that one
with from W’hich is the famous National Stat- merous distilleries, from whose doors
one department of the Government
longs to shake them; but on the whole,
are
convans
and
on
close
its
constantly loading
uary hall, the House and its committee big
which eact, one of us is in
they are on the right track, and will get
the dignified Supreme Court products. This plaqe has a bar, a sumrooms,
stant touch.
there, too.
As one'Stands in front of the Union room, the Senate chamber and its rooms, mer “beer garden,” vaudeville, etc.
I had intended Mling you something
Our
old
across
State
of
Maine
—that the
the Senator’s reception room, called the
good
Station, or Post Office, looking
of the funeral here, Jin. 20th,of our great
the plaza the land rises, ami me euurui- ivj aroie room, ueing entirely constructed ‘‘Rummies” are always endeavoring to Admiral
Dewey, bur fear I have a ready
of Italian, Tennessee and Vermont mar- disgrace by buying and shipping in their taken
ous white structure of our capitol looms,
up too much space with this install“devils
broih” —will be much “dryer” I ment, so will leave that
for another
surrounded by Droad acres ot beautifully bles, the president's room, which is
Vesta Davis Higgins.
This building needs mostly conspicuous for its immense now that we have Gov. Carl Miiliken at; week.
laid out grounds.
but little description of course as to its crystal chandeliers, the room of the the helm, an avowed Prohibitionist of
exterior, and every school child should Vice President, who is President of the unimpeachable honor and integrity.
I
Another thing that is of great interest
be familiar with its outlines, but there Senate, the richly furnished Public Re.
A fine, tall daughter, the pride of
—a
serious
with
some
concernher parents, may have grown too fast.
issue,
tunny phases
ception room. I can mention but few
may be some things of interest
also—is the Suffrage question; you
If, with her height, she is calm, evening it not sb well known to all. The of the beauties of the interior, for fear to it
tempered, rosy, with bright eyes and
building itself covers 3 1-2 acres, and in of making this article too lengthy, but know that when the President read his
a springing footstep, you have nothing
to fear for your girl.
But this rapid
its stately dignity and architectual beau- the magnificent marble corridors and message to Congress in December, the
the world. stairways, the marble columns, the won- women unfurled a banner over the rail
growth is sometimes gained at the exty ranks among the noblest in
of her strength. Wayward temStanding like a glistening white gem in derful frescoing and sculpture, the tes- of the balcony, with the words “What pensea constant
per,
hunger for sweets, headthe midst of acres of smooth lawns and salated floors, are worth coming a long will you do for Woman’s Suffrage, Mr.
aches, and a pain in the back and side
President?”
And
since
there
is
a
of
distance
masses
that,
to
see.
And
from
the
with
after a little healthy exertion mean
looking
winding walks,
terraces,
on guard at both
that instead of entering womanhood
shrubbery, and broad avenues of fine old windows everywhere, one gets long picket line of women
and without disturbance, as
vistas, stretching over almost the en- gates of the White House, with banners smoothly
trees— a marvel of landscape gardening—
she should, she is paying already the
so
that
the
President
and
tire
never
inscribed,
In
buildI
similarly
tire,
it is a sight ot which
city.
studying the Capitol
penalty of thin blood. Watch for
moods. Look, after she has climbed a
rarely a day but I stroll through the ing at different times, I have endeavor- can’t get away from the sight of those
or run upstairs, for breathlessness,
grounds, or stand in front of the grand ed to see nearly every room it contains, words one day even, until the 4th of hill
a color that comes and goes, and a
pile with swelling enthusiasm and pride. begging to be allowed to sit in the chair March, They are in dead earnest, and heart that beats fast and painfully.
There is a something about this, our or the dais occupied by our Speaker of mean to keep it up faithfully until that
These mean anemia, and an anemic
capitol, which one must see to under- the House, Champ Clark, during sessions date, when they will gather from all girl will never make a healthy, bloomof
the
ing woman. Site is Woodless. Let her
of Congress; in the seat of the President parts
country —100,000 of them,
Etai d this feeling, which never fails to
have Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills for Pale
and surround the White House. Not
of
ana
the
Vice
President
of
with
a
sense
me
Senate,
Marshall,
patriotism
inspire
People. Soon a better appetite, bright
in
as
did
last
and
in
the
as
we
chair
the
parade
of
Chief marching
they
year,
love of country: such a feeling
high-backed
eyes, calm temper and fresher color in
have when looking on va3t numbers of justice in the Supreme Court room, but just to make the big demonstration.
lips and cheeks will tell you she is making new blood. Then all will be well.
marching men—our country’s defenders. | this chair being flan/.ed by the eight These parades are no “meb” either, for
“Building Up the Blood” is a useful
some of the first women of the land lead
The main building is of Virginia sand- chairs of the Associate Justices.
booklet that will be Bent freeon request
1
find
that
rich
them.
1
visitors
from
Maine
was finished
and
society
presume
many
women,
white,
stone, painted
by the Dr. Williams Medicine Co.,
Schenectady, N. Y. Your own drugin 1797, the corner stone being laid by have asked for the same—what we call and many of our Senators and Congressgist sells Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills.
privilege, and indeed I felt quite puff | men’s wives and daughters are working
President George Washington in 1793.
Price SO cents.
Four years ago when 75,000
Above it is a bronze tablet inscribed, ed up with pride on these occasions, in it.
“Beneath this tablet the cornerstone of looking with considerable awe on the women marched these streets, a gang of
Unimren Ui:?'
the capitol of the United States was mace in my hand, which so many not- “hoodlums” rushed a part of the parade, tore their banners, etc., otherwise
FEW FLETCHER’S
laid by George Washington, First Presi- ed personages wielded with authority.
One clear, bright day last week I sal- it was a wonderful demonstration by
dent, December 18th, 1793. On the hunOA HTOR \ a
dredth anniversary, in the year 1893, in lied forth with my field glasses to make women, and one of the prettiest that
WHITE’S CORNER, (Winterport.)
has
1
A
am
told.
seen,
ascent
to
the
an
Washington
the
Executive
the
dome,
experience I
presence of the Congress,
the modern Joan of Arc, Inez
and the judiciary, a vast concourse of had been looking forward to for some young girl,
Mrs. C. B. Jewett is convalescing from
The entrance to the narrow, Milholland, led the parade in flowing a
the grateful people of the District of Co- time.
surgical operation.
loosened
white
robes
and
staircase
is
golden
hair,
from
the basement
lumbia commemorated the event. Grover winding
Miss Grace Batchelder of Jackson is
and I began briskly counting the bearing the Suffrage banner, and riding
Cleveland, President of the United floor,
spending a few weeks with Mrs. Hattie
a milk-white horse. This young Suffrage
as. I rose, winding
around
and
Clement.
Bteps
States.”
love,

At dealers

by American Preps Association

American Frenchmen and Canadian Frenchmen reaching these shores
in the French army. They all saluted the statue of Liberty when it tirst

they can. So many States and
other countries have it now, it is but

long

much cleaner; and now his whole heart
is in his plea for District Prohibition,
which is much needed here, the streets

6 for

dele-

come—will he universal within the next
fifteen or twenty years, at most, just as

It was his bill that

betterment.

swept the

is a hard fought
the men here who are

Suffrage
even

Our Capitol

but

sent as

vice.

Senator Sneppara is an earnest man,
and deep thinker, working hard for the

$2.50, trial size, 25c.
by Fruit-a-tives
Limited, Ogdensburg, New York.
a

be forced

of all the forces of rum.

the relief and in the future, I will not be
without “Fruit-a-tives”.
NORAH WATSON.
DOc.

lag behind,

were

prison reform, and other movements in
which Inez Milholland Boissevain was
interested, attended this memorial ser-

in the van for universal, world-wide Prohibition; which is bound to come, in spite

tives” for one week, the rash is completely gone. I am deeply thankful for

edge, instrument of trade and industry,
of
promoter of mutual acquaintance,
men and napeace and good will among
tions.” ‘‘Messenger of sympathy and

hoping for.

are

women

by different States. Maine was
represented by the Rev. Mabel M. Irwin
of Dexter. Prominent people from all
parts of the country, representing not
only woman’s suffrage, but labor, peace,

auring mis term, it will
carried 2 to 1, which all good-minded

be

“I was troubled for a considerable
time with a very unpleasant, disfgttring
Bash, which covered my face and for
which I used applications and remedies

After using

other noted
gates

10 an issue mere

natural result ofpure Blood.

without relief.

can

nana-

tional Chairman of the Congressional
Union for Women’s Suffrage, Representative Baker of California; Annie Martin of Nevada, National Chairman of the
Woman’s Party, wives of Senator Kent,
Senator Warren, of Congressman Humphrey, Nelson, the beautiful Mrs. O. H.
P. Belmont of New York City, and many

taken through the White
Treasury, Bureau of .Printing

sies in being

ot

tnese

delssohn

the Senate and House, as well as passes,
or a request that I be shown all courte-

and

OFUfij^J

The Washington Menbackground.
Quartette furnished what I
thought the sweetest, most solemn music
to which 1 had ever listened, and I had
the privilege of hearing many eloquent

by political friends and enemies
alike, all voicing the same sentffhents in
regard to his wonderfully pleasing personality and agreeable manner, which
wag much in evidence during my call.
Mr. Peters kindly gave me a card giving
me
admittance to the card gallery for
Senators friends during all sessions of

made land.

Nearly every street in some section
conit, has a small park, most of them
taining a statue and pretty iron park
seats, or a fountain surrounded by seats,
cement walke, and shrubs of numerous
varieties. No other city has such a large
and
number of these “breathing spots,

much ad-

was

RETURNING SOLDIERS HAIL STATUE

marble Btatues of the nation’s heroes as a

mired

Paving blocks
lot,
are used in some localities, and between
street car tracks, but the universal pavof asing of streets and sidewalks is
phaltine, and most perfect streets they
10
are, measuring in width from thirty
wider.
much
avenues
the
and
sixty feet,
Where streets intersect, in many places
the largJ paved square holds in its center a memorial statue, there being some
46 of these set in streets and parks.
new

or

At that time he

State.

Soft, Clear, Smooth Skin Come* With
The U»e Of “FRUIT-A-T1VES”.

other in white, and a third in gold, each
bearing aloft their brilliant bannere, and
forming in a circle about the room,
straight as sentinels, the gleaming white

office of

here

1

And its still shrinking I

OUTGREW HER STRENGTH

Senate and House extension
of Massachusetts marble were
completed in 1811, and were partially
burned by the British in 1814. Later
on these extensions were rebuilt and occupied by Congress in 1857. On this
corner stone is the memorial tablet with
the words of the great orator, Daniel
Webster, then Secretary of State: “If,
therefore, it shall be hereafter the will
of God that this structure shall fall from
its brse, that its foundations be upturn-

aiuuuu,

uutr

nunuieu,

iwu

nunureu

—

—

here

misgivings seized

me, common
but after a short

“enough,”
breathing spell, ambition urged me on.
The last sixty-five brought me the realed, and this deposit brought to the eyes
ization of the steps being equal to the
of men, be it known that on thiB day the
in the year, which I might have
Union of the United States of America days
learned by asking a guide in the Rotunstands firm; that their Constitution still
da. At the last turn, nearly exhausted
exists unimpaired, and with all its origand shaking, the welcome
sunshine
and
every
inal usefulness
glory, growing
greeted us, filtering between the fluted
day stronger and stronger in the affeccolumns supporting the statute of Freetions of the great body of the American
dom. One shuddering look over the
and
more
more
people, and attracting
balustrade in tront of us, to the
the admiration of the world. And all high
floor of the Rotunda far below, where
to
whether
belonging
assembled,
here
the parties of tourists looked like flies
public life or to private life, with hearts
moving to and fro. I quickly found mydevoutly thankful to Almighty God for
self sitting flat on the floor, the world
the preservation of the liberty and hapwhirling about me, but after a few
in
sincere
piness of the country, unite
moments I was equal to admiring the
and fervent prayers that this deposit,
beautiful ceiling painting before us,
and the walls, and arches, the domes
which is called the Rotunda Canopy,
and towers, the columns and entablaand a great work of art. Turning, we
tures, now to be erected over it, may enstepped
through onto the outer balcony,
the
United
save
dure forever! God
where the panorama of Washington lay
States of America.”
out before us, the beauty of the
The imposing dome of the Capitol is a spread
view fully repaying one for the toilsome
cor spicuous object in the landscape Been
down the long vistas
for many miles around. Surrounded by ascent, Looking
of the Mall to the Monument, pointing
the
aloft
bears
it
great
columns
fluted
Armed Liberty, skyward 555 feet, my former ambitions
of
bronze statute
to go to its top rapidly oozed, until I rewhich is 20 feet high and weighs 14,985
said

membered that the Monument is fitted

pounds.

The east front faces on an immense
Over
or esplanade, as it is called.

plaza

of steps is builded every
four years, the platform for the inauguon the coming 4th
ral ceremonies,
the broad

Bense

flight

Praises be! And the
muscles for days afterward

with an elevator.

lame,

sore

showed that 1

was

not in

when mountain

training

as

climbing in the West.
On the first of December, just prior to
^which
the opening session of Congress, I called
of March I hope to witness.
The architecture of the| west front, at the House office building, Bituated
near the Capitol, and was shown to the
though not so imposing as the east front,
•

leader

lag-

ging by thiB time—three hundred, then
clinging to the rail at a landing, and
looking fearfully about at the gloomy
network of steel, the huge steel girders
for we are within the walls, (he spiral
staircase hanging as it were, in a web of
steel framework, and in many places beneath us the dusty plates of the dome—

|
j

married, and died wnue
mi. anu lvirs. i.,.
w. ixeaiey were reto California women in her cru- ! cent
guests of Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Clemsade across the country for Women’s j ents at the village.
of the

large

day

I

was

one

number who attended the

memorial service for this young woman,
at

Statuary

3 o’clock in

hall of the

Capi-

surrounded by the silent figof the Nation’s great, among them

Here,

tol.
ures

another

whose temperance message to the race is living on after her—
woman

Frances E.
women

from

Willard—notable
to

and

every State in the
tribute to the

nearly

Union gathered

men

pay

brilliant young life gone out. It was a
gorgeous and solemn memorial service,

the famous

Everywhere

hall
was

pagent-like scene.
draped the tri-color of
a

the crusaders against banks of flowers.
The processional entering the Capitol
was

headed by

the vested boys choir of

St. David’s ProteBtant Episcopal Church,
Baltimore, singing “Forward be our

Watchword;”
ing women in filmy purple draperies,
then

a

column of marchan-

Mrs. M. A. Haley spent Jan. 25ch and
26th at the home of her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Bean, in Dixmont.

Mrs. Luella Nickerson and Miss Cora
Parsons of Swanville visited their sister,
Mrs. C. H. Libby, Jan. 26th.

Say SOCONY

Mrs. G. L. Clark, who has been caring
for Mrs. C. B. Jewett during her illness,
is at this writing at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Leonard Clark.
Mrs. Julia White received news Jan.
25th of the death of her sister, Mrs.
Arvilla Hoffman of Lynn, Mass., after
two weeks’ illness of pneumonia.

C. B. Jewett and E. A. Larby have
contracted with White & Bussey of West

Winterport

Don’t bolt your food. Vour stomach is not a food-chopper. Take time
easy, while you eat, or you will soon
have a hard time with your stomach.
Remember your teeth are to chew
with. Keep this in mind and your

stomach will be grateful. Indigestion
and dyspepsia are caused by fast eating. Go slow, and don’t bolt your
food. When your stomach is upset,
your liver out of order, or your bowels need attention, take “L.
F.”
Atwood’s Medicine. It will soon settle the stomach, regulate the bile, and
establish good habits. For over sixty
years, many hale and hearty people
have found it a reliable stomach remedy. Try it yourself and know how
good it is.
Buy a 35c bottle at tout nearest store,

or write to-dar for free ssmple.
“L. F.” Medicine Co.,
Portland, Mow

the

York.

lot

to cut and haul the lumber
bought by them of G. H.

Worms Make Children Fretful.

||fl

i

1

j

to the

grocer’s boy.

STANDARD OIL CO. o/NEWYOR
(Principal Offices)

'/“*

New York

Albany

Buffalo

Bosfor.

j
i
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CLUBBING RATES
The

following clubbing

n

Foreclosure Notice.
Leon L.
WHEREAS.
the County of Wald

iv

offers are only for

subscriptions to The Journal paid

one

by his mortgage deed dat
corded in Waldo Registry

year

Page 284, conveyed

advance:

The Journal and Farm and Home,
The Journal and McCall’s Magazine,
The Journal and Woman’s

$2.00
2.10

Magazine,

2.25

The publications included in our
clubbing offer may be sent to different addresses.
Send in your

Mrs. S. E. Dawson, who had been the
guest of her niece, Mrs. G. H. York, for
a few weeks, returned
to her home in
Monroe, Jan. 28th.

on

EAT SLOWLY^
and Grow Strong

colds.

1

Not a cent’s worth of fuel is wasted.
\
Perfection is on when you want it and
when you don’t. Garry it upstairs, dowi
stairs, wherever extra heat is needed. N
coal; no dirt; no ashes.

The families of C. E. Bartlett and
A. B. Wellman are recovering from
attacks of the prevailing epidemic of
severe

B

SOCONY Kerosene is about where it
has been for years—an average of 10 to
15 cents a gailon. Burned in a Perfection
Oil Heater, you get 10 hours of comfort
from every gallon.

since

Last Christmas

■

H

KEROSENE

_SOCONY

speaking
Rights.

B

Save money—burn

—

The
wings

B
B

coal-hod now holds less for the
money than it has at any time since
the 1904 strike. Prices for domestic
sizes range from $12 a ton to 15 cents a
pailful—if you buy in small quantities.

THE

subscription

is open for

gagements for

now.

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUB. Co.,

1917

Belfast, Maine.
SCOTTISH UNION

&

SURANCE

NATIONAL

IN-

CO.,

EDINBURGH, SCOTLAND,
Assets December 31, 1916
estate.$ 213,728 36
Mortgage loans.
121,900 0C
Collateral loans.
0
Stocks and bonds. 5,686,010 11
Cash in office and bank.
438,584 46
Agents’ balances. 632,132 62
Bills receivable.
0
Interests and rents.
97,166 23

Win, M.

Real

All other assets.

en-

Thayer

Business

I

|

j

;

j
{

AMERICAN SURETY
NEW YORK, 100 1
NEW YORK

Manager

Assets Decern h<

0

Gross assets.
$7,189,621 78
Deduct items not admiltted.
621,349 03

|

to m*

certain lot or parcel ol
Mon tv lie and bounded as t
ginning on the westerly
ing from Hogbaca, so cm
lage and at Stephen M\
said road;thence northw*
land to corner of R, C. A
by said Averill’s land t*>
thence southeasterly «*i
lai.d of Van R Eels to w
twenty-five feet of said
eighty-four feet; then<*»
and twenty-five feet
said road to place of
fifty acres, more or less. w
and whereas the conditio
been broken, now there'
breach of the condition t
closure of said mortgagDated this twelfth
1917.
JAV
D. & M.

THE

VERMONT

MUTUAL FIRE INSUR-

!

Mortgage loans.
Collateral loans.
Stocks and bonds.
Cash in office and bank
Agents’ balances.
Interest and rents
All other ussets.
...

If your child cries out in sleep, is nervous
puny and listless, he may be a victim of worms.
Begin treatment at once witb Kickapoo Worm
Killer. This candy laxative in tablet form
kills the worm and removes it quickly and
easily. Don’t permit your child’s development
to be retarded by the continued draining ol his
vitality by worms. Get Kickapoo Worm
Killer at your Druggist.

75

Arthur S. Roche of Castine, the author, has offered a prize of $25 in gold
for the best short story written by a

00
43

Total liabilities and surplus.$6,668,172 76
3w6

member of the graduating class of 1917
of the Eastern State Normal school.
The story must not exeeed 2,000 words in
length, and not more than two stories
are to be submitted by any one member
of the class. This is to be known as the
Ethel K. Roche prize. The class num-

WL w. c.

ANCE COMPANY, MONTPELIER,
VERMONT.

00
21
11

26c._

Prize for Castine Normal Students.

bers about 90.

Admitted assets.$6,668,172
Liabilities December 31, 1916
Net unpaid losses.$ 336,689
Unearned premiums. 2,657,291
All other liabilities.
171,233
Cash capital, deposit.
200,000
Surplus over all liabilities. 3,302,969

libbyT

31,1916
Real estate.$ 60,000 00
Cash in office and bank. 149,247 41
Agents’ balances. 201,864 27
All other assets.
1.634 47
Asset* December

Gross assets.$402,646 16
Liabilities December 31,1916
Net unpaid losses.$ 14,165 35
Unearned premiums. 45,829 17
All other liabilities. 44,583 86
Surplus over all liabilities. 298,077 77
Total

liabilities and surplus.$402,646 15
3w6

DENTIST,
MEN

37 Main Sheet,

Belfast, Me

FOLEY KIDNEY PULS
BlA0D|£_
FOR BACKACHE KI0NCY8 AND

WANTED-TU BRING OR MAIL

tbeir Safety Razor Blades to me to be sharpened better than new. Single edge, such as
Gems, 25c. Gillettes, 35c; Durham Duplex
50c. per dozen. C. E. S^orp^o. 72 Main street
Belfast,. Me.

Gross assets.
Deduct items not admitted
Admitted assets.
Liabilities December 31. 19*
Net unpaid losses..
Unearned premiums.
All other liabilities..
Cash capital.
Surplus over all liabilities

Total liabilities and surpl'i3*6
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BEWITCHED HIS HEARERS.

|

Whan James Whitcomb Rilsy Rscitad
On# of His Posms.

■nnriMrmrTiwmmnnM^

1

In liis "platform career," during
I those years when he weut about the
country reading his poems. James
Whitcomb Riley saw with his eyes and

|

! heard

his

with

what

ears

This is

Daisy

Baker's Mother. Her
hints and suggestions on household

people

thought of him. Never any other man
stood night after night on the stage or
platform to receive such solid roars of
applause for the “reading" of poems—

economy and home

baking,

which will

appear in these columns from time to
time, will be found of interest and

value to every

and for himself.
He did not “read" bis poems; he did
not “recite" them, either. He took his

housewife.

whole body into his hands, as it were,
and by his wizard mastery of suggestion left no James Whitcomb Riley at

1
J
jj
*

jg

Instead the authe stage.
and heard whatever the
Incomparable comedian wished them
all

upon

dience

saw

and hear.
He held a literally
unmatched power over them for riotous laughter or for actual copious tears,
and no one who ever saw an exhibito see

tion of that

m

forget it—or

power will

jj

forget him.
There he stood, atone upon the stage,
a blond, shortish, whimsical man in
evening clothes—a figure with “a whole

SNOW AT BELFAST, MAI\It, ON CHklal'jiAS OAY.
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b

lot of style," and a whole lot of its
style too! He offered a deferential prefatory sentence or so; then suddenly face and figure altered, seemed
to merge completely into those of a
person altogether different from the
own

IIUI
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Ins, KIESO SICK
SEVEN MONTHS
Compound.

ivpn

|

«

'<

auu aiuea until

n.

1 became so weak I
aid hardly walk
from chair to chair,
and got so nervous
I would jump at the
slightest noise. I

entirely unfit

was

to

do

house-

my

work, I was giving
up hope of ever being well, when my

sister asked

me

to

on’s

Vegetable Combottles and today I
man able to do
my own
:

,

n'

(

W!S.h every suffering
Lydia E. Pmkham’a

;rS

[mm

k

un/; and find out for
rood it is.”—Mrs. Carl

fcnr

mth Ave., Aurora, 111.
b-r of unsolicited tesat the Pinkham Lab-
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(

which

tilt,:
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!

from time

by permission, are
of Lydia E. Pink-

h
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are

Compound,

male ills.

in

the

in the United
invited to write to
ham Medicine Co.
Mass., for special
ill 1 ring you health
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opinion that
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1
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somp
did not

ihis winfpr
of Gov, Milliken’s

warning against

H
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will
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The Sunline with the recent
vislate in the interest of
.l'l.,,nK
sportsman, who can
fitweek and rent on the
eXr*UHion of the resident
y,(i,iK
,x
>s
bays a week and finds
d'ion with rod
and reel on
,e,r"er of the above laws
We
believe, have public
and without it they
Rimp|v
the statutes.—
■

I'1

not vote

fishermen.

in

?t

too

'i stc relay's batch of
*"prohibit Sunday fishhunters’ license law
”
necessary for every
°y in this State who
a stream
or lake to
pay
"r be
liable to a fine of
!
for sixty days,
ports men who wish to
would object to a
!i*w, but we venture
1
majority of the letf-

r,k

"8*0rtb ^rner|Can
ArL-?CUmber

latest
new

Elhry Bowden, Esq.,

visitor in

was

a

ern

State.

sending us this article and the accompanying illustrations Mr. Angier
In

says of the Belfast view: “That picture makes
me homesick,
and I would
like to be able to get behind our little
black horse and take

good

sleigh

ride

It reminds

me

of the times

I used

to hook my sled behind some
farmer’s pung and be hauled
up Primrose hill, to slide down.
1 don’t believe
the hoys
of today begin to have the

pleasure

we did in those
happy
the old-fashioned sleighing and

parties.
“Things
are

the
east

looked so bright for
present. The tourists
very fast and business

at

as

coming in

prospecis
is happy.

days of
coasting

never

this country

are

Of

bright,
course

so that
we

everybody
getting

are not

manufacturing business that
has enjoyed, hut our pro mce

the
and

truits have brought good
prices and are
in great demand, so tnat we are as
prosperous as those of the east.”

pressively performed, a brief program
was followed by remarks
by several members who highly complimented and commended
he new officers lor the excelof their work.
Refreshments
served after the meeting closed.
At the next meeting, Feb.
14th, Miss
Jessie BaKer chairman of the committee
On entertainment will present a "surprise” feature.
lence
were

Mrs. Joshua Treat, Jr., has been suf-

home for the winter

a

through the beautiful streets of Belfast

Bangor, Jan. 25th.

at

developed, and the
of the Union Pacific to run a

publicity campaign to reach, through
publications, ten million eastpeople will surely he a help towards

once more.

mo

at

ths.

LIBERTY.

Walter A. Cowan, Esq., returned Dec.
24th from a brief business trip to Augusta.

]

Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Nealey of Whites'
Corner visited Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Clements Jan, 25th.

j

Ralph

I. Morse of Belfast spent Saturday and Sunday, Jan. 27th and 28th,
in town witn his parents, Hon. and Mrs.
L. C. Morse.

George Cram, a much respected citizen, died Jan. 2Uth at his home after an
illness of several months.
He had been
! in
poor health for the past few years
hut had been able to keep about his work
Augustus Campbell and Mrs. Ada j until within a few months of his death,
Weeks are ill. They are attended by Dr. when he suffered a shock of paralysis
from which he never recovered.
Walton of Frankfort.
Mr.
Cram was a kind neighbor, an
Capt. J. H. Thayer left Jan. 26th to husband and father, and will indulgent
be much
join his schooner after spenuing several missed in his home and in the commuweeks with his family here.
He
is
survived by his wife; by
nity.
Mrs. E. P. Hopkins and family wil1 two daughters, Mrs. Stella Maloney of
Connecticut, Mrs. Everett Sherman of
soon move to Newport, where Mr. HopBeverly, Mass., and by one son, Sherkins is employed as a plumber.
man Cram of this
village. The funeral
A teachers meeting was held in the service was held at
the home Jan. 23d
Grammar school reom at the upper vil- and was
largely attended by neighbors
lage Saturday afternoon, Jan. 27th.
and friends. The interment was in the
cemetery at Sherman’s Corner, West
A. J. Clark of Bangor, a former resi
dent, called on several old friends while Liberty.
in town on business Jan 26th and 27th.
AI a special
meeting of Arbutus ChapWilliam Dotten has returned from ter. No. 19, 0. E. S., January 20ih, the
Boston, where he had been employed in officers for the year 1917 were installed
overhauling the engines of the E. S. S. by Past Matron Mrs. Eva N. Kipley in
her usual pleasing manner. She was as
Camden.
sisted by Past Matr n Miss Eda
Greeley
James freeman, who had the misforas Marshal, and Mrs.
Rose Greeley as
a
few weeks ago,
tune to fall on the ice
Chaplain. At the conclusion Past Pasuffered considerable pain several days tron Ernest
Wing of Searsmont, in belast week.
I half of the Chapter, presented the reThe funeral of Mrs. D. M. Spencer was tiring Matron, Mrs. Stella Nelson, with
a Past Matron’s
jewel. After a short
held Jan. 24th, Rev. A. J. LocKhart
officiating. The interment was in Hamp- musical program. Past Patron A. J.
in
a
few
well chosen words,
Skidmore,
den, her loriner home.
presented Mrs. Ripley with a sum of
Frank A. Littlefield of Monroe was in money from the Chapter as a token of
their appreciation of her kindness. This
town Jan. 25th to conduct a sheriffs’
sale of tarjn property at White’s Corner Chapter h#s been instituted for twentytwo years and Mrs.
owned by E. N. Bartlett.
Ripley has done the
installing every year except two. The
The installation of the I. 0. Foresters, following are the new officers:
Worthy
Friday evening, Jan. 26th, was witnessed Matron, Mrs. Jessie Luce; Worthy Paby a large number of members and in- tron, W. J. Greeley; Associate Matron,
vited guests and a banquet was served
Mrs. Meda Leeman; Secretary, Mrs.
Eva N. Ripley; Treasurer, Miss Susie
by a competent committee.
A. Copp; Conductress, Mrs.
Minnie
Mr. Cunningham, local manager of the
Sprague; Associate Conductress, Mrs.
electric system, with the aid of C. S. Ethel
Sherman; Chaplain, Mrs. Rose
Curtis, completed installing the street Greeley; pianist, Mrs. Ora Bryant;
lights last week. They are a great con- marshal, Miss Ella Greeley; warder,
venience and it is hoped they will become Mrs. Etta
Knowlton; sentinel, George
a permanency.
Sprague; Ada, Mrs. Helen C. Hurd;
Mrs. Manila Carpenter; Esther,
Ruth,
The basket ball game Wednesday evenMrs. Stella Nelson; Martha, Mrs. Clara
ing, Jan. 24th, between the team of the
Bagley; Electa, Mrs. Ruby Hoit. At
steamer Belfast and the
Winterportera, the regular meeting Eeb.
5th there was
was a fast one and resulted in a
victory work with four candidates.
for the former. The honors being even,
a game for supremacy will be
played in
the near future.
Mrs. Janet McMann of Cambridge,
Mass., is the guest of her daughter, Mrs.
E H. Clements.

Ohi^d,

Cushing Chapter, O.iE. S., held a fine
meeting Wednesday evening, Jan. 24th.
After the degree work, which was^im-

«
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the Cost of Living?

! I

“Start in with baking at home.
It’s easy to make good bread—
better than you can buy—and
you’ll be surprised how much you
can save.

“What you save on the cost of the
bread is only half the story. The
better your bread, the more your
family will eat, and, in eating more
bread they will naturally eat less of
other more expensive foods.
“There is twice as much food value
in a pound of flour as in a pound
of meat—and the meat will cost
you probably five times as much.

be

the further development of this
great

business

fering with an abscess in her throat.
George Cole, who has employment
is

move

to

the eastern

W1MTERP0RT.

Kineo,

long months

emale trouble, with
re pains in my

_

large territory

J. W. Watson was in town Jan. 25lh
to attend the sneritf’s sale.

lealth by Lydia E,
bit-

|

j

the'eastern winter.
Tne publicity which h is x‘ended from
the early 70‘s lias resulted in making
known California’s natural wonders and
other points of interest to the travelers
and tourists, and the cimi^, productive
soil and possibilities of California tor the
homeseeker. They have learned that Cali
fornia affords everything that can be
found in other sections, or abroad, that
tor either a winter or summer home there
is no section that afford the comforts, or
a location that er.aoles one to
enjoy the
outdoor sports or living in the open-air
that can be enjoyed in this part of California; a section where the extreme heat
of an eastern summer, or excessive cold
of the eastern winter can so easily be
avoided, and one can always be comfortable.
Take for example what is to be
founi around San Jose, which is but one
little
very
spot on the great map of California; in every direction are to be enjoyed, most delightful drives through the
fruit sections, or up Mt. Hamilton to the
Lick Observatory, or to Amm Rock
springs, or in another direction to Saratoga Springs, the Big Basin, and the big
trees, of the Santa Cruz mountains.
This is but one illustration of what California has to offir.
What was looked
upon as a barren western territory has
developed into one of the nr>st valuable
and important possessions in Uncle Sam’s
territory and is fast becoming the State
most sought by the tourist and winter
home seekers of the east.
When it is considered that California
covers an area of 15S.297 square mil«js it
can readily be understood there is yet a

iv-iiC.i

farm bawl, perhaps or a thin little girl
stood before you, “done to the life."
Then tlie voice came, “done to the
life." too-done to tne last half audible breath at the end of husky chuckle
or wistful sigh
There was no visible
effort on tlie part of the magician. The
audience did not strain or worry for
him as audiences so often do for those
who "entertain" them, because his
craft lay not in contortion, hut in a
glamouring suggestion that held spec
talois rapt, and magnetised.
Nat Goodwins opinions upon the
production of realistic pathos in com
edy may be accepted as academic. Mr.
Goodwin said: "1 used to recite 'Good
by, Jim'-until I heard Riley do it
Then 1 asked the Lord to forgive me
and never tried it again I"-Booth Tarkington in Collier's Weekly.

LOOKING NORTH ON FIRST STREET IN SaN JOSE CHRIST VI AS DAY.
Calif., Mercury

.ui.

I What CanYou Do to Cut Down

sa

Uiy

FOR FLETCHER’S

CASTOR I A

LIGHTING

A

CATHEDRAL

Simple Yet Spectacular Method at St.
Isaac’s, In Petrograd.
In an article in the Atlantic Monthly
describing a midnight mass on Easter
eve in St. Isaac’s cathedral. Petrograd.

S

Warrington

rn

Dawson says:
“A sudden blaze of innumerable can
dies, hanging high overhead in great
chandeliers tore away the gloom and
told us that the ceremony was to be
At the Isaakiewski Sobor outgin.
match did what a switch or button does
elsewhere, save that here the opera
tion was as ingenious and initiative
as could be devised, instead of being
a machine made contrivance scattered
by millions over the world.
“A waxed string, an end of which
hung down within easy reach from the
marble paving, ran from one wick t<»
another then from group to group,
from chandelier to chandelier, until
all the candles in the cathedral were
connected. The match was applied to
that string. A spark spitting tiny tlame
raced up to the first caudle and so
sped on its way, an earnest, busy iittle
lamplighter, quick as the snap of a
finger, adroit as a monkey and almost
unfailing in its success
tiniung

v

ii'.nmH'un

&u

u

\-»u;u

1 counted very few which did not blaze
the touch and most of these flared
an instant and sputtered out. showing
that the string's work at least had
been done. The general effect, indeed,
was as if each wick had been an electric bulb, but the whole, instead of
lighting when one switch was turned,
depended upon a hand swept over successive buttons."

at

The Kitchen Floor.
A practical way of dealing with the
kitchen floor and at the same time
economizing laboi, is to cover it with a
plain, dark colored linoleum, such as
red, blue, green or black, and to polish
it. A shiny surface is easy to sweep
up and keep clean, and if polished once
a week on the other days it need only
be run over with a mop. If treated in
this way it will always look nice and
will save at least twenty minutes' work
a day.—St. Louis Post Dispatch.

Fogs of Peru.
has hundreds of square miles
along its coast of rainless country. In
this tract rain is never known to fall.
Yet the region is uot entirely barren of
vegetation. Some parts of it, indeed,
are comparatively fertile, This is due
to the extraordinary fogs known as
Peru

“garuas." They prevail every night
from May to October after a summer
that is sultry and extend up to a level
of 1,200 feet above the sea. Above
1.200 feet rain falls.
An Eye to Business
•‘This play is the worst ever. I am
going to demand my money back
Wait until after the next act. oid
mail. Ten years elapse between acts 1
and 2, and you can demand interest on
your money for that length of time.”—
Boston Transcript.
Mean Thing!
Maybelle—See the beautiful engagement ring Jack gave me last night.
Estelle—Gracious! Has that just got
around to you?
Chinese Language.
The Chinese language is reckoned to
be the most unwieldy and intricate in
existence.

1

The PastooToilet Company.

Bcalon.Maaa^V
I

“One of the best flours that I knowthat I have used in my own
baking
for years, is made in
Ohio—right in
the Miami Valley where the rich limestone soil produces a soft winter wheat
of peculiarly superior quality.
“Ask your grocer for

a

sack of

-r-

J

i-

g

1

Flour.

|

i

‘It’s easy to work with; you can use
it for everything, and it
gives a most
delicious nutty flavor to your
baking.
“Try it in your own home.”

f

O
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BRIGADIER

GENERAL

MCARTHUR,

State of Maine.
In House

Brigadier General William

Representatives.
January 18, 1917.
the
Senate concurring, that the
Ordered,
time tor the reception of petitions and hills
for private and special legislation be limited to
Friday, February 9, 1917; that all such petitions
and bills presented after that date be referred
to the next Legislature, and that the Clerk of
the House cause copies of this order to be
published in all daily and weekly papers in this
State until February 8, 1917.
House of Representatives, Jan. 18, 1917.
Read and passed. Sent up for concurrence.
W. R. ROIX, Clerk.
In Senate Chamber, Jan 18, 1917. Read and

M.
McArthur, died Jan. 29th at his home in
Limington, Me. He was in the Union
army nearly five years, rising from captain to command of the 8th Maine Regiment, and was mustered out with the
rank of brevet brigadier general. Gen.
McArthur attained some fame more than
30 years ago by drawing the capital prize
of $50,000 in the Louisiana State lottery
and he drew several smaller prizes as
well. He was graduated from Bowdoin passed in
College in 1853 and there is but one sur- | 3w4
vivor of the ciass,which contained,among
others, the late Melvi.le Weston fuller. I
Gen. McArthur had practiced his profes- !
sion in Limington since the war until a 1
dozen
He
was
ago
years
severely

]

concurrence.

W. E. LAWRY, Secretary.

Pay Highest Prices for

loua

ami

suuemi

inucn

j

ill

[

He was
consequence the rest of his life.
born in the house where he died, July 7,
send for price list.
He always lived at Limington Cor- j
1832.
ner.
He served in the Maine House in i
W. D. HINDS,
186 and in the Senate two years later,
He was a delegate to one of the R-publi- ;
31 Plum St., Portland, Maine.
can national conventions which nominated
4w3p
|
Gen. Grant to the presidency.
He never
married and is survived by a niece, Miss ;
Ksabelle McArthur, a poet and elocution- j
ist, who has ministered to him in past !
A brother served in the Union
years.
army and attained high rank. Another I
brother served with the Confederates. He j
was a son of Arthur McArthur, one of the i
OF THF
mostprominent lawyers or theold school in !
Maine, and is descended from one of the I
oldest families of northern York county. !
BOYINUTON OPTICAL CO.,
He raised a company in April, 1861, at
his own expense, but in those early days 44 South Main Street, Winteroort, Maine
it was not accepted by the government)
OFFICE DAYS. MONDAYS AND TUESDAYS
and was mustered out. He raised another ,
company the same summer and it was ;
made Co. L of the 8th Maine and he be- j
came its captain.
He was made major
in March, 1864, lieutenant colonel in Auj
gust, colonel in March, 1865, and was
given the final title on being mustered House for small
on Cedar
out of the service Jan. 18, 1866.

j
|
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Notice of foreclosure.
Herbert A.
WHEREAS.
in the County of Waldo

Clark of Frankfort,
and State of
Maine, by his mortgage deed, dated the sixteenth day of July, 1914, and recorded in the
Waldo County Registry of Deeds, Book 318,
Page 55, conveyed to me, the undersigned, a
certain parcel of real estate, situate in Frankfort, in the County of Waldo and State of
Maine, and bounded, as follows, to wit:
«C
On the east by land of Joel Lane; on the
north by land of Horace Lane, formerly of
John Hobbs; on the west by land of Fred Coffin, Wilmot Hamilton, E, P. Treat, land formerly of Frank Batchelder, and land formerly of
Fred B. Hall; on the south by the highway,
containing one hundred forty-eight acres, more
or less.
Also, another parcel of land adjoining the
above described parcel, being the same premises conveyed to Albion J
Curtis by Betsy
F. Littlefield by her deed, dated November
25, 1881. and recorded in Waldo Registry of
Deeds, Book 190, Page 425, said lot containing
nine acres, more or less; and whereas the condition of said mortgage has been broken;
Now, therefore, by reason of the breach of
the condition thereof, 1 claim a foreclosure of
said mortgage.
Dated this twentieth day of January, in the
year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred
and seventeen.
3w4
MARIA A CURTIS.
By Walter A. Cowan, her Attorney.

E. H. BOYINGTON,
Eye-Sight Specialist

To Rent

j

family

Terms reasonable. Inbuire of
RALPH I. MORSE.
street.

Constipation

Causes Bad Skin.

dull and pimply skin is due to a Bluggish
bowel movement. Correct tbiB condition and
clear your complexion with Dr. King's New
Life Pills. ThiB mild laxative taken at bedtime
will assure you a full, free, non-griping movement in the morning. Drive out the dull, listeaa feeling resulting from overloaded intea- \
47 Main Street,
tinea and sluggish liver. Get a bottle to-day.
At all Druggists, 25c.
MUSIC MDSE
A

tf4

PATTERSON’S

MUSIC SHOP,

THE CENTRAL MANUFACTURERS’
MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY,

RENTING

J.

VAN WERT, OHIO.
31, 1916
Real estate.$
40,000 00
213 800 00
Mortgage loans.
Stocks and bonds...
517,000 00
Cash in office and bank.
67 002 62
138.585 78
Agents’ balances..
Interest and rents.
8,732 43

LEE

Belfast, Maine
TEACHING
REPAIRING

16,013

!

00 f

GEO. t. JOHNSON,

Attorney

at Law

assets.$1,001,133 73 !
BELFAST, MAINE.
Admitted assets.$1,001,133 73
j
Liabilities December 31, 1916.
Practice in all Courts.
Probate practici
Net unpaid losses...$
73,634 07 ! a
2ft
I
specialty.
I
Unearned premiums.
415,916 47
All other liabilities.
39.542 78 \ -|
Surplus over all liabilities. 472 040 41 1
Examined.

Eyes

HYOMEf

ENDS CATARRH, ASTHMA,
Broochith, Croup, Cough* and Cold*, or
Tiooey back. Sold and guaranteed by
A. A. HOW'S & C3.

FOLEY KIDNEY PIUS
FOR BACKA 2H~E KIDNEYS ANO BIADDIR

MAINE.
COUNTY OF W ALDO. SS.
Taken this 22nd day of January, A.D* 1917,
on execution dated January 10th, A. D. 1917,
issued on a judgment rendered by the Supreme
Judicial Court for the County of Waldo, at a
term thereof begun and held at Belfast, within and for said County of Waldo, on the first
Tuesday of January, A. D 1917, on the fifth
day of the term, being the sixth day of
January, A. D. 1917, in favor of R.C. Whitaker
of Unity, in the County of Waldo, collector of
taxes for said town of Unity for the year 1915,.
and against Mrs. James O. Clifford of Bangor,
in the County of Penobscot and State of Maine,,
and particularly against the real estate owned
by the said Mrs. James O. Clifford or in her
possession on the first day of April, A. I). 1915,
situated in said town of Unity and described
and bounded as follow*:: Home lot in village,
bounded east by land of Annie Morse's heirs;
north and west by land of b. A. Whitten, and
south by land of J R. Tabor, for the sum of
nineteen dollars ar d seventv-three cents, debt
or damage, and fifteen dollars and fif ty-four
cents, cost of suit, ami will be sold at public
auction, at the office of F W Brown, Jr, in
Brooks, in said County of Wald on Wednesday, the 28th day of February, A L). 1917, at
ten o’clock in the forenoon, so much of theabove described real estate as will be sufficient
to pay the amount due on said execution with
all necessary charges of sale.
FRANK A. LITTLEFIELD,
3w4
Deputy Sheriff.

Sheriff’s Sale.
STATE OF MAINE.
COUNTY OK WALDO SS.
Taken this 22nd day of January, A [> 1917,
execution dated January 10th, A. D. 1917,
issued on a judgment rendered by the Supreme
Judicial Court for the County of Waldo, at a
term thereof begun and heid at Belfast, within and for said County of Waldo, on the first
Tuesday of January, A. D. 1917, on the fifth
day of the term, being the sixth day of January, A. D. 1917, in favor of R. C. Whitaker of
Unity, in the County of Waldo, collector of
taxes for the said town of Unity for the
year
1915, and against William Walton of said Unity,
and particularly against the real estate owned
by the said William Walton o: in his possession
on the first day of April, A. D. 1915, situated
in said Unity, and bounded and described as
follows: Home farm, 150 acres, bounded on the
east by lands of Charles Dean and John Lewis;
west by land of J. C. Harding’s heirs and
Bog
land; south by lands of Mrs. O. B. Cookson and
Harry Waning, and north by lands of Norris
Pushor and Alton Blanchard, for the sum of
thirty-nine dollars and nirety-five cents, debt
or damage, and seventeen dollars and
seventy
cents, cost of suit, and will he sold at public
auction, at the office of F. W. Brown, Jr., in
Brooks, in said County of Waldo, on Wednesday, the 28th of February, A. D. 1917, at ten
o'clock in the forenoon, so much of the above
described real estate as will be sufficient to pay
the amount due on said execution with all
necessary charges of said sale.
on

Gross

Glasses Fitted.

j
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MIbKIN-■ S S.ALb.
STATE uF

PATTERSON. Proprietor.

Assets December

All other assets.

i
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Hl,„

Veteran of the 'Civil War, Gone to his
Reward.

wuuimeu

3

William Tell

....

A

1
g

one

I
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WILLIAM 1LLL FLOUR u the Flour
of th, Triple Guarani".
Guaranteed under the Ohio Better Flour Label,
by the manufac‘“rer who made it, and by the
grocer who sells it

Total liabilities and surplus.$1,001,133 73

FOR PERSONAL HYGIENE
Dissolved in water for douches stops
pelvic catarrh, ulceration and inflammation. Recommended by Lydia E.
Pinkham Med. Co. for ten years.
A healing wonder for nasal catarrh,
sore throat and sore eyes. Economical.
Hm eatiaordinafy deammg and germicidal power.
Sample Free, 50c. all drufriati. or poatoaid by

“All you need is a good recipe and a
flour
these two things are
essential.

good

Frank F.

Graves,

Registered Optometrist,
Belfast, Me.. 1. O. O. f. Bldg
NOTICE. The subscriber here*

EXECUTRIX’S
by gives notice

that she
has been duly
appointed executrix of the last will and testa-

ment of

PH1LENA F BAGLEY, late of Waldo,
in the Count) of Waldo, deceased,
All persons
having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for set
tlement, and all indebted thereto are requested
to make payment immediately to Charles W.
Barnes of Waldo, Maine, as my authorized
BERTHA L, PEASE.
agent.
Dorchester, Mass., Jan. 9,1917.

3w4

FRANK A. LITTLEFIELD,
Deputy Sheriff.

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE JOURNAL

Republican Journal | WILL THERE BE WAR WITH GERMANY?

The

BELFAST, THURSDAY. FEB 8,1917

Startling events followed each other
in quick succession the past few days,
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY BY
and at this writing. Monday, it is not
The Republican Jour. Pub. Co. possible to foresee what the end will be.

PILSBURY.} j^ness Manager

C iARLES A.

Peptiron Pills, working together.
They reach the impure, impoverished, poisoned, devitalized blood, and

Last

pers at once.

Donahue.

them

paa declara-

of treaties, pacts, promises or
agreements; and there was general
agreement that Ambassador Von Bernstoif should be handed his dismissal pa-

a

was decided to mark
Get it?

Many

disregard

number of half-tone portraits some were unrecognizable, and it

In labeling

Immense Amount of Good.

declaration for ruthless-

new

in submarine warfare.

pers regarded it as virtually
tion of war on the part of Germany and
a? further proof of the utter German

months.

an

Caustic and virile were the comments
of our leading newspapers in regard to
ness

Subscription Terms. In advance, $2.00 a
three
year; $1.00 for six months; 50 cents for

Doing

No other medicines possess such
curative properties as these two great
restoratives, Hood’s Sarsaparilla and

Germany’s

ADVERTISING Terms. For one square, one
inch length in column, 25 cents for one week
and 26 cents for each subsequent insertion.

A COMBINATION
THAT WORKS WELL

Saturlay,

at 2 p. m.

run-down, overworked, exhausted system.
They awaken the
aid
digestion, purify and
appetite,
vitalize
the
blood,
give renewed
strength to the whole body, produce
sound, natural sleep, and a complete
restoration to good health. Two dollars
invested m these two medicines will
bring better results than four dollars
spent in any other course of treatment
or attendance.
It will be wise to get Hood’s Sarsaparilla and Peptiron Pills today. They
are sold by all druggists everywhere.
Accept no substitutes. 200 doses $2.
the worn,

wedding

bells.

Boynton-Meservsy.

Oscar J.

ton of Searsmont and Miss

Boyn-

Jennje

Me-

Dodge Brothers

servey of Morrill were married at 3 p.
m., Jan. 31st at the residence of the officiating clergyman, Rev. Walter T. Hawthorne

of

church,

who

The bride

ing

Congregational
used tfie single ring service.
North

the

wore

a

suit of blue.

for their

new

very becoming travelThe couple left at once

MOTOR CAR

home in Searsmont.

Gray-Clement. A quiet wedding took
place on Wednesday evening, Jan. 24th
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Levi Gray
in South Penobscot, when their youngest
daughter, Helen Alberta, became the
bride of Walter A. Clement of Sedgwick.
The Ceremony was performed by Rev.
W. L. Bradeen of North Brooksville in

There have; been no bursts of
this great business.

Both production

Coneress met in joint session and President Wilson appeared and read a mesin which he announced the severthe presence of immediate relatives and
A New York buyer bought 30,000 bar- sage
at 8 o'clock the bridal
ance of diplomatic relations with Gercan ships owners, from transferring their friends. Promptly
rels of Aroostook potatoes last week at
entered the parlor to the strains of
party
the dismissal of her Ambassador vessels to
barrels
many,
thousand
a
barrel.
other
Twenty
any
$5
registry. Prepara- Lohengrin’s Wedding March played by
of the lot were bought of Arthur Libby and the recall of our ambassador from tions for war are going on, though the Mrs. Phebe D. Wessel. The bride was
to
neutral
nations
all
asked
Berlin.
He
of Fort Fairfield. This single deal will
President still has hopes it may be avert- given away by her father, and the single
used. Her sister, Miss
mean
the use of 150 cars to move the take like action and thus range the moral ed.
But the sinking Feb. 5th of the ring service was
Fona, was bridesmaid, and Arthur Gray,
force of all other countries with that of British steamer
stock.
Everstone, and the kill- cousin of the bride, was best man. The
the United States in the interest of peace.
ing of Edward Wallace, an American bride was becomingly gowned in white
This stand of ihe President was iri ac- seaman
Heard on the street: “Belfast is a
belonging in Baltimore in the silk poplin, carrying a prayer book of her
and wore a veil fastened with
d-d hard place to get a living in.” cord with a practically unanimous public
of the boats as they were leav- mother’s,
shelling
orange blossoms and carried a bouquet of
True, if that means living without work- sentiment, and party lines are for the
the
adds
to
the
ing
sinking steamer,
bride’s roses. Following the ceremony a
But with

ing.

for all who

employment

work

time obliterated, and we are all simply
Americans and mean to protect our citizens from murder and mayhem at whatThe tires of
ourselves.
ever cost to

wages from 25
cents an hour up there would seem to be
no reasonable ground for complaint.

willing

are

to

and

patriotism,

spreading

The
to
we

has added

prohibition

of

I

Eagle.

cript says that prohibition is responsible for a spread in lea drinking that

Prussian Militarism has now exhibited
itself in all its ferocity and barbarism.
If any doubt existed before the German
note was written none exists now that
there can be no lasting peace in the
world until Prussian Militarism is absolutely crushed.

may make New York a rival of London
for the number of its "tea-totaliers.”
l

___-

It would be

pity

cut off

to

kindled

been

price faction,’haVe

any

peace

anew,

the Boston Trans-

article in

An

uy

ai

and the A merican people will stand
behind this declaration of the Brooklyn

the number of tetotaliers; and also,
are toid, to the number of tea drink-

ers.

uampeneu

me

diplomatic

seriousness of the
Presson

in

situation.
George

a

M.

conference at the

L.

State

were

nor

Milliken

naval militia
of their

that the coast
were

guard

and

in the finest condition

history, fully equipped

and ready
to a man for any emergency that might
arise, while the 2d Maine Infantry, with
its recent practical experience on the

Mexican border, would be a valuable arm
of the service, if it was necessary to call
upon it.

What

relations with Germany before she has
actually done us damage. It is not certain that she can do it. —Lewiston Sun.
What about the Lusitania, the sinking

defeat,

faith is hardly necessary, but the head
of the Kaiier’s cabinet now unblushingly announces that the German Government’s submarine pledges to the United
State-

were

many had sought by arraying the whole
civilized world against her to have a pretext for laying down their arms and

making

made only to be broken
Lad more submarines.

Germany
Germany has h
when

playing

n

with

was

the

best

possible

term9

for

peace.
The

this

Sundaynewspapers

which contain-

kept ed the President's message also had the
a
promises,
openly de- news of the sinking by German subfies us ami warns us against attempted marine of the American steamer Housatonic, with Americans on board, and if
intervention or mixing in.
from the

government

none

of her

lirst, lias

and

now

sunk without warning it was
felt that this must become a serious factor in the crisis with Germany, and not

she
Since writing the paragraph in last
on the revival of the old

week's Journal

smokehouse we have

heard of

one

was

unlikely lead

Bel-

to

a

declaration

of war.

stated that

adequate

fast family who have home-cured bacon

But later advices

ham, using
smokehouse and

warning was given, that the submarine
towed the officers and crew for an hour
and a half and then called an English pa-

and

They

bones,

grandmothers

trol boat which carried the men to

used to make,
all bkin and

land.

it makes one envious to hear of
in these days of high priced,

work

pigs

such

sugar barrel for a
corn cobs
for fuel.

aiso have home-made head cheese

such'as our
and

a

feet that

are

not

The nation s forces were at once set to
preparing for the eventuality of

things

and inferior,
Don

C.

packing

house

products.

Seitz, publisher

York World,

was

one

of the

war; financial problems were considered,
resources of men and
as well as the
of the New l ships, for the defense of the dignity and

|

speakers

at

recent banquet of the Portland
the
Economic Club, and said, among other
shadow of the
things. "People
great cities are apt to look with disparagement upon the papers in the smaller
in

Eng-

the

|

country. Measures for
taking over the private shipyards, munition factories, etc., were prepared and

honor

m

ny

of

the

were

voluntarily

government. Guards

offered

were

placed

to

the

where-

permit him to come again. Of that sole
visit he said, last year: “I knew the
men of Grant’s great army fifty years
It was made up of fine fellows.
1
ago.
was immensely
struck by its psychology
of justice and determination. They were
filled with the spirit of carrying through
those things which they had undertaken
after having reached the full conviction
of their undeniable propriety.
“They were your people then, and a
better people never lived. I have not
visited your country since then, but 1 remain entirely confident of the splendid
nature of your destiny.
1 do not think
those men ever would have stood by
quietly while Belgium was ravaged, nor
would they have remained quiescent after
the destruction of the Lusitania.
“I befipve the action, or more accurately the inactivity of your President, will
do America more harm in the world’s
eyes and in he: own psychology than anything which ever has occurred to her.
“If Mr. Wilson had but spoken! I have
no thought that America should have entered the war, but the moral influence of
ner expressed
disapproval or Germany
an 1 her
approval of the cause of the
Allies would have been powerful.
“I believe, and I believe America will
learn, that it is possible to maintain a
neutrality which may be too terribly expensive in the end. Suppose.for the sake
of argument, that we are crushed by victorious Germans. Can you doubt that
your turn will come next and be delayed
by norhing except Germany’s necessities
of time for preparation for the task?”

needed,
they
cities. They shou'd cot sider that the and steps taken for mobilizing the miliNo decided reduction in present high
local press is a defense against the out- tia. Extra guards were placed about the
prices can be looked for in the near
side competition.”
He then cited in- many German steamers .interned in
future, if at all, unless we should have a
staice of papers receiving the support American
ports, and in several cases it protracted spell of “hard times,” which
an
Packing of merchants and of having was found that their machinery had been heaven forbid. Between the demands
a great position in
the community in disabled and
preparations made for sink- of organized labor and organized capiHe said ing them by their German crews. One tal, the
spite of outside competition
increasing burdens of taxation,
the citizens should stand back of the German steamer-at Charleston, S. C.,
the added expenses of all manufacturing
paper in their community, and pointed was sunk before the break came, evi- and business concerns,due to ihe
requireout that the newspaper is what the peo- dently a premature act on the part of her ments of State and
National legislation;
is
that
all
It
ple want it to be.
and last, but not least, the habits of exvirtually
reported
captain.
the machinery and engines of the 23 travagance which
many years of prosThe shortage of freight cars, which
German steamers lying in Philippine perity have fostered, and there is little
has added materially to the high cost of
ports have been damaged by their crews. hope of a lower cost of living; and
living and created a coal famine in many It is said that this government has no now, with the
prospect before us of a
places at a time when this fuel is most immediate intention of seizing those foreign war,
higher
prices and additional
needed, is directly due to the legislation ships but they will be closely watched taxes must follow the
beginning >f hosever

it was considered

were

against the railroads in the past few and guarded.
years. Their running expenses have
It is of course too soon to hear from
been so increased, and their earnings so
the neutral powers in response to the
decreased, tnrough this legislation that
Note from President Wilson asking them
they have been unable to keep up their
to join in the protest of this government
equipment to meet the requirements of

tilities

or

the

preparation

It is announced from

for war.

Washington that

diplomatic

relations with

Mexico

will be resumed

immediately,”

that

“full

an

ambassador will be sent to that country,
and it is expected that Carranza will

an

But

producing

one

Although producing a Itfrge daily volume, Dodge Brothers
are “losing business” bv keeping production within the
1

bounds of continuous betterment.
But

against this great loss is an infinitely greater
gain—the implicit faith of the people in the integrity
of Dodge Brothers’ manufacturing methods.
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It will pay you to visit

II1C

guests. They were the recipients of
many useful gifts, among them a piano
to the bride from her father, a handsome
spoon made of coined silver from her
mother, five dollar gold piece from the
groom’s mother, checks, chest of silver,
eutglass, linen, china and many other
useful gifts. Both young people are well
The bride is a graduate of Wilknown.
liam L. Dickinson High school in Jersey
City and has been a teacher in the public
schools. The groom, son of Mrs. R. D.
Gray, is employed in Brooklin as chauffeur for Col. Thompson of Washingtoi,
D. C., a summer resident of Brooklin.
Congratulations and best wishes are extended to these young people by their
Among the guests were
many friends.
Mr. and Mis. Roscoe D. Gray, Mr. and
Mrs. Roland Durgin, Mr. and Mrs. Willie
Gray. Arthur Gray, Laura Howard, Preston Gray, William Cain, Mr. and Mrs.
Richard Grindle, Rev. and Mrs Bradeen, !
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Wessel and Willie

1

1

us

and examine this

ear.

The gasoline consumption is unusually low.
The tile mileage is unusually high.

(
J

Touring

Car

or

!

|

Roadster, $785; Winter Touring Car or Roadster, $959: Sedan, $1185
(All prices f. o. b. Detroit)

j

Ij
I

|

George Ade i.ooks Back

from

Fifty.

George A ie is fifty years old, and the
famous humorist says in an article he
has written for the February American
Magazine:
“The first

lessons learned were those
We studied our
of political
hatred.
Nast cartoons before we tackled the
now
that Samuel J.
primer. I know
Tilden was a courtly old gentleman who
lived in Gramercy Park, but in- '76 he
was a snorting demon with eyeballs like
coals o: tire.
“How our elders held to the old
grudge against Copperheads and Knights
of the Golden Circle! Tne traitors at- i
tended church and traveled the straight
and narrow way,but they could not cover
the blackness of their souls with boiled
shirts.
“We believed that if the Democrats
won, the blacks would be returned to
slavery, the rebels would be pensioned,
the earth would slip on its axis and the
whole solar system would be disarranged.
“What has become of the partisan
who wore the oilcjoth uniform and carried the smoky torch? He is circulating
a subscription list and trying to get the
Chautauqua back next year.”

I

I
"

Belfast, Maine

|

Telephone 307

|

_

THE BIG MAN OF AUSTRALIA
m

l

Probably the Moi
Tribute Ever Giw:; Medicine Offered In' ]r :
ed Maine \'

HILLS ALIENATION CASE.
Law

Court

Sustains

Awarded A. G.

Verdict Which Was

■

Hills of Union.

A rescript from the Law Court sustains
the finding of the jury in awarding a
verdict of $2142.33 to Alfred G Hills of
Union in his suit against S. W. Paul of
Searsmont for alleged alienation of the
affections of plaintiff’s wife. The case
was tried in April, 1916, in Rockland and
aroused considerable interest in Knox and
Waldo counties where both parties are
well known.
Hills claimed, on the stand, that he
been employed as overseer at the Paul
Ranch in North Searsmont, a farm of
2000 acres, employing from 20 to 30 men,
and owned by a Boston capitalist, The
defendant was manager of the property
and was alleged to have spent much time
in the home of the plaintiff, which was
situated on the ranch, during the latter’s
absence from home, as a result of which
alienation and separation followed.
Numerous witnesses, including employes of the farm, were summoned to
co, roborate the plaintiff's version of the
affair, and the defendant was likewise
supported by friends and other employes
who substantiated his claim that owing
to ill health he remained at the home of
Hills in order to be in touch with the business of the farm; his own home being a
mile distant.
The motion for a new trial was overruled. Charles T. Smalley of Rockland
for plaintiff; H. C Buzzell of Belfast for
defendant.

by severing relations with Germany.
Spain, which has troubles of her reciprocate
by sending a representative
own, has been reported as threatening to
to Washington. Perhaps so, now that he
declare war against Germany, and Brahow the railroads are legislated against,
has secured the withdrawal of our troops
Wheat and Milk for Children.
zil has signified tier intention of sending
William M. Bradley of Portland, presifrom Mexico. When the Mexican coma protest to Germany,
in which other
New York, Jan. 30. If the people of
dent of the Portland Railroad Co., told
mission was organized it was confronted
South American countries are expected
this
would reduce the cost of
the^committee on labor at Augusta Jan. to join. Austria has not been heard by Carranza’s ultimatum that our troops living,country
they must learn what to eat and
must be withdrawn from Mexico, and
31st that if the hill decreasing the hours
how to live, according to-Prof. Irving
from at this writing, but if she ratifies
when the commission had agreed upon Fisher of Yale, who addressed members
of labor to nine hours a day was passed,
the submarine policy of Germany it will
of
the Economic Club of New York ioa
it would cost his company $45,000 more
protocol he refused to sign it because it
lead to a severance of relations with
"Aii that is necessary,” he dedid not contain that provision. Now he night.
a year tor wages.
Of course this and
that country. The Manchester, England,
clared, “is wheat and milk for children.
has had his way, and people are wonder- The meat
all other burdens must in the end be
problem is not much of a probGuardian “believes that President Wilborne by the patrons of the railroads,
ing what Gen. Pershir.g was sent into lem in my family. My boys eat wholeson has already received assurances that
wheat or brown bread and butter and
Mexico for.
the people.
other
milk. If today we could come to this
^reat neutral powers will follow
life n> one would complain of the
"The
You have been stopping occasionally simple
The Lewiston Journal recently pub- the lead of the United States.”
high cost of living.”
United
the
Guardian,
for
States,”
a
certain
at
hotel
says
lished an interesting article on "Some
many years. It
Old Stage Route Taverns in Washington “takes her rightful pl^ce to-dayas the has changed hands in the meantime, the
There are thousands of
of neutral powers end their cusine has not always been of the
best,
County,” in which mention is made of greatest
other
leader.
If
the
powers, notably
and the furnishings date back to the days
children who are
the stage route from Machias to Lubec,
a distance of 30 miles.
The writer says powers of South America, should join of red plush and carpets that require two
but
frail—not sick but
"The headquarters of the mail route the United States in this Btep there is a breadths to show the pattern; but you
that
will
in
they
continue to Inscribe your name on the
join
waB at the hotel kept by Mathews Clare, strong probability
stili in its remodeled form known as the next and decisive one of entering register. Then you encounter a snippy
with their
room clerk, are given an inside room
Clare’s Hotel, in the shire town.” But in side by side in the war.”
catch colds
and do
It was made known Monday that the with a ragged carpet and dilapidated
the early days the headquarters was at
not
need
Matthew Clare’s home and stable on a German government had ordered the furniture, and when you are called upon
street beBide the river just above the immediate release of the American Bail- to pay $4.25 for a day’s sojourn you reg»
the pure, rich
in
upper bridge to “Dublin,” and what ors taken from British ships by the Ger- ister a mental good bye to this hostelry.
later became, Clare's Hotel wag a two- man raider in the Atlantic, as demanded
Two Schooners Missing.
story dwelling house occupied by Dr. by the United States, shortly before the
of
relations.
This
diplomatic
severing
the
of
Boston
Bchooners which put to
Two
Boston
Harwood,
representative
capitalists in building a large dam action was interpreted in some quarters sea on Dec. 13th are missing and their
as an indication of a conciliatory attempt owners fear
and two mills some d stance above
they have foundered,possibly
the falls, about which the other mills on the part of Germany, since formerly with all hands. The three-master Carrie
of the town were located. Dr. Har- these men were legally prisoners of war, E. Look, on a passage from Perth Amboy
wood was a dentist and on returning to having accepted service on armed belig- for San Juan, P. R., is unheard from,
to start them growing and keep
At the same and as the
Boston became one of the leading den- erent merchant vessels.
trip should not take more than
them going. Children relish
of
Feb.
4th
said:
tists of that city.
In describing the road time a Berlin despatch
10 days to two weeks, there is great
SCOTT’S and it carries rare
„between Machias and Lubec we are sur-' "According to information obtained in anxiety regarding her fate.
The Jessie CoBta, a two-masted schoonnutritive qualities to their blood
prised that the writer above quoted official quarters there is no prospect of
should have made no mention of a sec- any modification of the orders to sub- er, sailed from .Boston for St. John’s N.
streams
and gives them fleshF. on the same day with a big gention known asa*‘natural road,’’and which marines.”
bone-food and strength-food.
eral cargo. This vessel was very heavily
food,
President Wilson Monday issued a loaded. It is
is recalled as composed of hard-packed
figured the Costa should
in SCOTT’S.
gravel, always smooth and requiring no proclamation, under the authority of the have negotiated the run to St. John’s in Nothing harmful
16-2
Scott* Bowne. Bloomfield. H.J.
not
over 10 dava at the Outside. 1
Amerirecent
act,
prohibiting
shipping
repairs.
average business, and so are unable to meet the present unusual de»
mand for cars. As an illustration of
ever

stable, steady and

in the

huge volume in the other.

h» Id,after which the guests
invited to the diningroom where rewere served.
The bride’s

Earl Cromer, who died suddenly in
Germany’s object in virtual- London Jan. 29th, was for halt a cenly declaring war against the United tury a public servant of England, and is
States? She would not take such a step spoken of as a statesman, business man,
without considering the consequences.
diplomatist and militarist of great judgof the American ship William P. Frye,
One view is that this country has sub- ment. The following
paragraphs from
and many like cases of drowning our
mitted to so much injury and insult from an
obituary in the Boston Transcript are
Citizens and destroying American propGermany that all she had to fear was a of special interest at this time:
erty?
Note of protest. Another view is that,
Lord Cromer, as Captain Evelyn Barher desperate condition, and ing, visited this country in 1865 and joined Snow.
recognizing
Further evidence of Germany’s bad
the war lords of Ger- Grant’s army, His activities did nor.
inevitable
a

care

upbuilding of

freshments
v-aivc
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in my profession rl.oul
do, but I must confess

myself

until Tanlao

cat

**lhe

symptoms that
were the ordinary bloat
from sour, fermented
digest properly. Of
and

an uncertain appet
pains, and felt all run

conditions that
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ordered stomach.
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was, that my patients w
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to recommend Tanlat h
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William Hughes, premier of Australia, who was called lo England to attend the conference of British colonial premiers Ilis wife and child are with
him.

I wish.

to be the ‘Master Med:

Service will be held at the North Congregational church next Sunday morning at 10.45
The service will be a patriotic memorial service in view of Lincoln’s birthday and it is expected that the Sons of Veterans and Auxil-

The Churches.
Craig will play a cornet solo at the
Church next Sunday morning at the
special service for the Boy Scouts
Avard

Methodist

gospel service

held, with a sermon by
“The Young Man—His Ideals

will be

Mr.

Sellers

and

Religion.” This, Thursday, evening,

on

at 8

o’clock “Our Folk’s,” a three-act drama, will be
given in the vestry. Admission 25 cents.
Next Tuesday at 7.30 p. m, the Bible class will
meet in the church to continue their study of
Revelation. All interested are cordially invited to attend.
E. T. Garland, secretary and superintendent
of the Bible Society of Maine, spoke in the
Universalist church last Sunday morning, in the
place of the pastor, Rev. A. A. Blair, and later
addressed the children of the North church
Sunday school and distributed an interesting
souvenir, a printed copy of St. John 11-16, in 53

Fiarhisk,

tary choir under the

But

leadership

“Of

of

212-3.

service at 10.45.
;

think

must

as

course

and

men

have

a

extraordinar
these

tat

women

giving remarkablt
lac. The demand for Tm
here that J. E. Gould \-

are

greatest druggists, ha'
load of Tanlac in order
to keep abreast with th
«•

for the Master Medicine

Tanlac is now being e
Belfast at the City Drug

First Baptist church. Rev, J. Wilbor Richardson, minister, residence, I Northport avenue,

telephone

“I

medicine

classed

present. Saturday night, at 7.30, the
chorus will meet for practice in the church. A
full attendance is requested.

morn-

ing there will be special music and a sermon
for the Boy Scouts, who will attend In a body,
Sunday school at noon. At 2 30 p. m.. Rev.
Horace B. Sellers will preach at -the Woods
schoolhouse in Northport. At 7.30 p. m. a

sermon

Memorial

fort to be

a success.

Sunday

of the

except

publicly
trained women as Nurs.
a

E. S Pitcher. We extend a most cordial invitation for you
to come and worship with us on this occasion.
The Sunday school will meet at noon. Tonight, Thursday, at 7.30, the mid-week service
will be held in the vestry.
Please make an ef-

Sunday was rally day for the North
Church Guild, and twenty-four attended the
morning service in a body. Other members
were present in the choir and in their family
pews. The Guild < ccupied seats in the center
front of the auditorium, and voted their first
At the Methodist church next

topic

Tanlac Man.

Forever.” Special pairiotic music will be rendered by our volun-

will be ‘‘A

Last

rally day

The

iary will be present.

usual service will be held at the Universalist, church next Sunday morning, followed by the observance of the Holy Communion.
Sunday school at noon.
The

"No medicine

eived such endorsemer

tained

in

Springs,

Sunday morning preaching
Minister’s topic. “The city

Brooks

Ames

1

at A

Com pan \.

*

agent in every Maine t«>w

with foundations;” a sermon for tired troubled
At 1 lt noon, the Bible school convenes
in the main auditorium. A large attendance,
much enthusiasm, good teachers, classes for
every age. A welcome extended to all visitors. Young People’s Christian Endeavor meeting at 6.30; all young people invited. Sunday
evening, preaching service at 7.30; minister’s
topic: “Born again—what that fact meanshow it makes some people much different than
souls.

The following clubbing
subscriptions to 1 he Jour
n

<

advance:

people.” Preaching at the Nqrthport The Journal and Farm and
Baptist church next Sunday at 230. This, The Journal and McCall’s Mag
Thursday, night at 7 30 Covenant meeting and The Journal and Woman s
other

Communion service in the main auditorium.
Sermon by the pastor. Tomorrow, Friday,
evening and Saturday evening, rehearsal of
the young people for the coming play. Next
Tuesday and Wednesday evenings the young
languages. The Bible in these languages is to people will present the play, “The Finger of
be found at the society rooms in Portland. Scorn.” It has been thoroughly prepared, and
The society was founded the same year that will present a splendid moral of intense in1
Abraham Lincoln wai born and has continued terest. Admission 25 cents. Curtain at eight
o’clock sharp. No one seated during an act.
its workfcwithout interruption ever since.

The

publications

clubbing offer

inclu

may be

ferent addressed
Send in your

j
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Only Three
Days More
Fo Fake

Advantage

Plane shot the door!

temperature low.

Fuel ia high and the

City Clerk Carleton Doak haa had

series of
severe colds and haa
been confined to his
home since lsat
Thursday with a case of the
a

grip.

Get your ticket for “Our
drama to be given in the

Folks’,”

the 3 act
Methodist church
tonight by the young men and women of the
araca and
Philathea classes of the Sunday
school. Oae night
only.
The meeting of
Waldo County Ppmona
Grange which waa to have been held with
Seas.de Grange
Tuesday, was postponed until

ot The

yesterday, Wedneaday,

on

account

drifted condition of the
country roads.

Ten per Cent Reduction on
every Shoe and Rubber in
the dinsmore store

The meeting of the D
from laat Monday

day, evening

A. R.

evening

on

to

was

of

the

’postponed

tomorrow,

Fri-

account of

the storm. They
7.30 p. m. with Mrs. ThomaB
E
Bowker and will have the
program

will meet at
for

aaeigned

Monday.

The

Remember.

February meeting of the City Government, called for Monday night, waa
poetponed
on account of the
atorm, to Wedneaday. Feb.
at
7
30
7th,
p. m. The resignations of
night
watch Harrison B. Toothsker and
William
Gray, tendered to the city officials last
week,
are to be acted
upon at this

..

Today, Tomorrow
and Saturday

meeting.

The Travellers Club will be
entertained by
Mrs. Chas. M. Craig and Miss
Caroline M. Cutter, Tuesday Feb. 13th.
Program: Paper,
“Temples and SBrines of Japan,” by Mrs. John
R, Dunton; reading, “Beauty and Labor in the
Daily Life,” hy Miss Nellie H. Hopkins; read-

!

ing, "Shops

The Dinsmore Store

Barr.

I

Belfast.

j

The February business meeting of the Woman's Club, announced for last Monday afternoon, was postponed to Monday, March 5th,

Federation
held in Bangor

,.f the State

,g

I

be

will

on

I
’e.'
j

Ladies

will attend Lincoln

Sunday services
Sunday morning.

North

will meet at their

Belfast, electrician, has
Secured claims,

,f

1

and the

krupty.
^
ic;jre-..f $459.50.

at its annual ban-

lub,

entertain the State

to

August.
Aid will meet at 2
,ay. with the president,
Tne program will in1

c:

:

|

Charles R Coombs has received $10 for the
chapel fund at Grove cemetery from Charles
A. Sibley of Curtis, Neb, who became inter
ested in it from the write-up in The Journal
and sent the money unsolicited
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March'1,

(li
employees

were

given

a

the mill
a
bouus
cent of their wages of the
The company paid out severs in this way and it was
ted by every employee as it
pportune time of year.— Cam*

Friday, when
each employee

iast

lp
b:

ffc'

r.

.r:d

|

bog

lod if

his shadow all
believe the old say-

saw

we

taken another
forward to

manage

paining

to

Now
flight
early spring

an

summer, and if

the coal bin

worry

through the

spell.

...Id

Colebrook, N. H., the presiMilk Producers’ Asin Belfast last Saturday and

w
ii,

was
A

England

aldo

County Association,

with

aldo, president, and G. J.
'•
-ffham, secretary and treasurer.
the week in the county and
"V. .-a! local
associations. Later in
f W

|

^ I fast.

\

Brooks, Troy, Frankfort
be organized under a
tfianii Association officer.
wna

*:

I

will

ght

Cafe, is the title of the enwhich will be given this, Thursrt special
meeting of Primrose
with Miss Amy Stoddard as

|
j

ature of the entertainment is

|:

-pt those taking part and is
hghtful surprise. There will
work. The regular meeting

;
i

h;

I*

S. S. L Shute, chief of the fire
department
took unusual precaution last
Monday night on
account of the drifted condition of the
streets
and had hose loaded on a sled and
kept five
mert at the engine house until 12 o’clock and
three until Tuesday morning.
The departwas

r?ady

to

respond at

a

moment’s

notice and the expense was very small* The
new engine arrived in Burnham
Monday and
was brought to Belfast
Tuesday.

Belfast. The Ladies Aid Society of |
Game Warden Walter I. Neal was called to
Northport was entertained January 30ih 1 Waldo Feb. 1st by Warden Skidmore of Libat the home of Mrs. Joel P. Wood.
The after- ; erty, who h id been notified the day before by
-nle.
noon was p easantly spent with
sewing, aochl J E. A. Sprague of the -finding on his farm of
the New York Bargain j
chat and piano solos, were pleasantly rendered two dead cow-moose. At ter
i\ for New York, wh-re
locking the moose
j by Mrs Wood. The hostess
served cocoa, over it was plainly seen that both had been
mg goods. She will re- !
cake
and
cookies.
The next meeting 1 shot and probably some months
fancy
The
weeks.
ago
will be with Mrs. L E
Pitcher_The grip moose were discovered by Will Marden and
,.s composed words and
j
and bad colds are very prevalent at this writ- others out hunting and were half
buried in
for the Belfast High
ing-Misses Doris and Ida Sherman of North- j snow on the edge of the woods in a pasture, a
ught the students at the
port have gone to Camden, where they have j portion of the farm not often visited in
h. 1st.
| employment... Mr. and Mrs. M. E. Curtis an.i I Tne penalty for shooting a cow moose winter.
is $300
V.
Sewing j
rkt-r Tent, U. of
daughter Ethel, were guests January 31st of fine or imprisonment.
d its picnic supper from 1
G. E. Curtis and familv.
Belfast will be well represented at the
u) account of the illness
Boys’
The Children’s Story Hour. The first in Convention in Lewiston the last of this week
members.
the series of Story Hours held at the Peirce as George H. Robertson, director for
take
Waldo
,,e Cotillion series will
school under the auspices of the Belfast Free county, with Raymond
Young, Maurice Cobb,
rriday. night in Memorial
Library, with Miss Annie L Barr in charge, Alton Andrews, Winfield Marriner, Lester
music by McKeen’s orcheswas given
last Saturday afternoon with 33 Pitcher and Carroll Parker of
group No. 1,
:i;y three more in the series,
children present. Mrs. Thumas B. Dinsmore, and Rudolph Sanders, loader, with
Frank
.'“t enjoyable.
who was to entertain the children with stories
Downs, Ira Trundy, Melvin Wood and Harold
fiance due Belfast-Searsport of her recent trips, was unable to be present
Bradford of group No. 2, will leave tomorrow,
auto fund of $2 25, and the and Miss Barr substituted with reading the
Friday, for the convention. They plan to re.-’-.tssioners are endeavoring to story of Cincinnatus, the Bell of Atri, The main over Sunday. Seven of the boys are
ended balances cleared away Blind Man and the Elephant, The Ugly Aunt, members of the H. H. class of the

S

j;

Annie L

honors awarded fpr the work done
the past three months. A
picnic supper will
be served

church next
hall at 10 o’clock and
They
march to the church. All members are requested to be present.
at the

public.

r-ttary

Clark Camp, S. of V

Auxiliary

Miss

used and

account of the storm.

A. E.

by Gov.
of Thomas W. Lothrop of
itiuns last week

Shopping,” by

The Junior Alliance Camp Fire girls have
finished their ceremonial garments and head
bands and will have their first
meeting in* full
regalia at the Unitarian parsonage tomorrow.
Friday, at 3 30 p. m. All will be initiated in
the first degree. The symbolic service
will be

I
Sews of

and

r.day evening, but owing to the
was made very brief, hence
ng next

Thursday night.

Alliance of the First Parish
eet at the home of Mrs.
’-vens. Church street, this, Thursr‘
:‘t 3 o’clock.
1
Keligious intelliven by Mrs. Harry W. Clark
of Samuel McCall’s Life of
d by Mrs. Wilmer J. Dorman,
j.
'•
Alliance will give its annua
’f*p home of Mr. and Mrs. James
j
"'hen the committee of arrange*
Mrs. Clement W. Wescott, Mrs.
l_
All8un
Mrs. Elbridge S. Pitcher, It
Ul|.
gentlemen’s night also.

j

f
|

j

--

Wm. H. Connor of Chin* and George W.
Bridge* of Unity have been granted diaehargee

--==========—==——

jj

in bankruptcy.

On

Our Stotfktpn Springs correspondence, denot reach «8 until
layed in transmission, did
yesterday noon—too late for this week's issue*
Charles F. Thompson was in Brooks Tuesday

I

*

sale next Saturday in the
the H. L, Lord sto^e.

offer it for
over

rooms

somely.

Colby G'ee Club gave an excellent entertainment of vocal and instrumental music
and readings in the Colonial Theatre last
Tuesday evening under the auspices of the
senior class of the Belfast High school. They
were enthusiastically welcomed and heartily
applauded. After the entertainment a dance
toas enjoyed in Odd Fellows hall, with music
The

of

a

Winter Overcoat at 25 °!o discount and
get a
Winter Suit. Those who did profited hand-

Many things have

You may call this
it

the

Associated
Char ties was held in the Municipal Court
room Wednesday afternoon, Jan. 81st, with a
of need were
quorum present. Several cases
discussed and means devised for their relief.
It waB voted that the quarterly report of Mrs.
Charles M Craig be printed and it is as fol-

quarterly meeting

a

happened

since to bear out my

tip,

a

leak in tl e

along.

To convince
thank me.

(No blacks

or

yourself,

blues

or

lows:

come

in and

market, but
see

safely

you can

pass

you will

staple worsteds included in these big mark downs.)

HARRY W. CLARK & CO.,

“A review of our records shows that in the
general work of the quarter we have come in
touch with 18- families; for these fuel, groceries, shoes or clothing have been provided
according to individual need. Of the 115 garments distributed, many are now adding to
the comfort of our school children. In a case
of illness medicine was provided; in another
case arrangements were made for hospital
treatment; in another the much needed ser-

The Main Street

j

Miss Grace H, Hayes, chief operator of the
vices of an optician was procured.
•‘The Christmas giving is of course an im- New England telephone central, is ill at her
portant feature of this quarter. Of the 32 home on Bay view street with the grip.
names on our Christmas list 8 were those of
The steamer Islesboro has been making but
eiaeriy people, nearly all living aione ana with \
little prospect of Christmas cheer. The other one round trip per day between Camden and
families included a total of 90 children, and to
Belfast, leaving Camden at 6 45 a. m.. and
some of these toys and games were sent.. Meat, !
potatoes, bread, outter, cranberries, oranges making landings at Dark Harbor, Hughes
and candy were provid'd for the dinner, and Point, and arriving at Belfast at 1.30 p. m.,
to these were added
apples and vegetables making the same island landings on her re-

Clothiers,

Belfast, Maine.

1

Merchants’ Week

j

j

which were kindly donated by friends.
"The Sewing School has been supported thus turn to Camden.
far by gifts entirely apart from the regular
Tne Belfast Checker Club now numbers over
funds of our association.
We have had
75 players and is growing in membership and
weekly meetings with an average attendance
of 25
There are 27 garments now in process interest. The president, and the dean of the !
of making, while 7 have been already com| let- i local
players, is Frederick W. Brown, money ;
ed.
We would express our gratitude to the j order clerk in the Belfast
post office, who has
farmers who donated to us vegetables at i
Christmas time; to the Woman’s Ciub for toys [ played checkers all his life and is still a stu- !
and garments; to the Boy Scouts for their asdent of the game. He is an excellent teacher
sistance, and to all who have aided in any way ! as well and always ready to instruct others,
in

our

25 % Discount
ON

J

work.”

Eugene M

The directors also appreciate the thought
fulness of those members who without solicitation have paid their dues for 1917.

checker

Pierson

players

is

and has

one

of

played

Maine’s best
in two State ;

tournaments, tieing for second place in the |
Boy Scouts. Byron Greenlaw won the de- one recently held in Lewiston. Hon. Robert
bate in favor of Electricity at the regular F. Dunton is also a strong player, and there !
meeting of the Boy Scouts last Thursday even j are a number of others in the club.
mg, in a well prepared argument. Scout games !
Belfast will be well repIf Thee3 fs WAR
wore played following the meeting and three
resented if we have to go to war with Gercw members were initiated:
Ralph McCabe, j many,
especially in the Navy. Capt. William
Thomas Knight and Joseph Nickers n
The j
Veazie Pratt of the navy, now stationed nt
chairman of the meeting this,Thursday, will be |
Washington, would no doubt have an importWalter Page. The program will inc udfe the i
ant command. Then there are a number of
“History of the Unitari-.n Church Bell”, by enisled young men from this city in the
Edwin Mors ; first aid to the injured,by Charles |
son of E. F. LittleNorman

Pictet

’il Eil fig

AT

■

DWIGHT P. PALMER’S.

j

Swift; History of the Scout Badge, by Lloyd
Smith; story telling by Nathan Read, Walter

field. is in the

Littlefield,
hospital corps,

the U. S.

Virginia.

navy.

;

S.

and stationed

On the

same

ship

TELEPHONE 6-4

on

is

__j

—

Whitt head, Byron Greenlaw and Tolford Dur- j
Tom Randall, son of William M. Randall, and
ham. The question will be, Resolved, that the 1
Alphonao Ritchie, *on of Elijah Ritchie. Frank
There will be an entertainment at the hall at
telegraph is of more value than the wireless, !
Libbey, nephew of Dr. W. C. Libbey, is on ^he Poor’s Mills next Tuesday
evening.
with Walter Page and Waiter Omar on the af- i
and
and
Harold
S.
Vfctor
ColU.
S. Vermont,
Mayor William K. Keene has been confined
firmative and Ernest Woods
and Donald
son, sons of the late M. M. Colson, are also in
to his home. No. 34 Northport avenue, for two
Knowlton on the negative. A demonstration the
navy. Lieut. Charles B. Hazeltine, son of
with a severe cold.
of taking messages by fi ig signals will be
given Ben Hazeltine, is in the army and stationed on days
A special meeting of the Board of Trade
by Orland Orchard and Donald Knowlton. The the Mexican border. Clarence E
Chapman,
will be held tomorrow, Friday, evening at the
program is being prepared for the anniversary
son of John F. Chapman, enlisted some months
week and will be of special interest to all
Courthouse to consider petitioning tor bitter
ago in the army and at present is stationed in
Scoute. This, Thursday, evening at 8 o’clock Arizona.
train service.
the message of Collin H.
Livingstone, president
J, Almon McMahan has written an amusing
Hospital Notes. Mrs. Arthur A. Blair,
of the Boy Scouts of
America, will be read bv who was taken
8Kit, “The Policeman’s Dream.” which will be
critically ill Friday at her
Scoutmaster Dickey and this will be done in
presented by local talent in the Colonial Theahome, No. 33 Church street and removed to
Baptist every scout
tre in the near future.
organization in America. At 8;15
ana Eugene
rieias dtory or the Sugar Plum
church, Mr. Robertson, teacher.
the hospital at 11 p. m., is very much imevery member of the 197.441 Boy Scouts of
Tree. Miss Barr attempted to read several
The remains of the three-months old child
Sarah J. Marden of Belfast,
proved-Mrs,
Belfast Opera House. All who wish to America will stand at attention with hand at
other stories and was surprised and delighted
and Mrs. Cora Allen of Searsport, medical pa- of George R. and Nina Shute Hibbard of
with the exclamations from the little ones see one of the finest programs of the year salute and repeat the Scout oath. Other intients, are gaining....Vinton, the seven-months- Waterville, formerly of Belfast, arrived in
“0! we know that,” and the titles of others should make it a point to attend either of the teresting features will be introduced at the
Belfast Wednesday noon and were placed in
old son of Mrs. Lena Knight of this city, a
two
and
on
shows
at
7
the
and 8 30 tonight at the Opera meeting
would recall the story to them and they would
following Sunday, the
the feceiviug tomb in GroVe
returned hone last MonCemetery.
pneumonia
patient,
members
will
House. The feature attraction will be popumeet at the City
say, “we would like to hear that again.”
Building and
Mrs
The Metro picture in six reels, “The Snowof Brooks, a surgical
day_Henry
Hopkins
march
to
the Methodist church, where
Harry L. Kilgore read Piccola from Kate lar Marguerite Clark ,in “Molly Make-Bethey patient, returned home last Saturday.I bird,” featuring Mabel Taliaferro and Edwin
lieve,” a picturization of the celebrated ro- will have seats in the body of the church and Daniel Irwin of
Douglass Wiggin’s Story Hour.
Searsport, an emergency ap- Carewe, will be shown this, Thursday, aftermance by Eleanor Hallowell Abbott.
In addi- listen to a sermon by the pastor, Rev. H. B.
A Case of Necessity. Jacob Bowen, who !
pendicitis case, is comfortable.Maurice noon and evening, at the Colonial Theatre. It
tion. the Hearst News, comedy cartoons and Sellers, and there will be special music for\he
lives near the M. C. R R. station, was brought !
Rooney, recently injured at Mack’s Point, is is a delightful romance of unusual character.
beautiful scenics will be shown.
Friday, an occasion. An Interesting feature of each week comfortable and gaining... Mrs. Pearl Whitbefore Judge Lord of the Municipal Court
On account of a misunderstanding there was
j elaborate reproduction of Charles Dickens’ with the Belfast Troop is a story tola by one of
ten Thomas of Camden, a surgical patient, has no meeting of the Board of Trade committee
last Thursday morning to answer to the charge
beloved work, “Great Expectations.” is the the Scouts of some local point of interest m
been detained at the hospital on account of a
of stealing coal from the Maine Central sheds.
on the new school house at R. F. Dunton’s
feature attraction. Jack Bickford as Pip and Belfast.
By this means many of the Scouts
cold and will visit Belfast relatives before re- ; office Tuesday evening. Mr. Dunton and three
Special officer C. E. Rolerson had caught Bowen Louise Huff as Estella in love
with Pip give learn for the first time of the
hisimportant
in taking coal from the shed the night before
turning home.... Mrs. Merle R. Whitcomb, a! other members were present and informally
fine portrayals. Saturday, matinee and even- torical points in the city.
and arrested him.
When arraigned Bowen
surgical patient, and her little daughter, Edna, ! discussed the matter,
Broekwell
is
Gladys
offered
in
ing,
a strong
Guilty of Forgery. Winnie R. Crock r of who has been ill at the
told Judge Lord: Most everybody else 'round
hospital for two weeks
Melville Gould of Orono, the young man
Fox feature, “Sins of Her Parent.” Thrills South Brooks was brought before
Judge Lord with bronchial pneumonia, will return home \ who recently
there seemed to be helpin’ themselves and I
disappeared iu New York, has
laughs, tears and a happy ending are the domi- of the Municipal Court Friday at 10 a. m. on
H.
Forbes, who been a lrequent visitor in
today, Thursday... .George
thought 1 would, to keep my little children
Belfast, the guest of
nating characteristics of this drama. Mon- a charge of forgery brought by Clement W was taken to the
from freezin’,” It was found on investigation
hospital last Sunday, died at Orrin J. Dickey, and has
many lriend^ here.
a fine holiday program headed
President
day,
Wescott.
of
the
House
National
by
Bank 10.30 a. m. Tuesday of uremia-Miss Lillian He coached the
City
that Bowen is sick and unable to work and
B. H. S. basket ball team when
Peters and Myrtle Stedman in “The
of Belfast, and pleaded
guilty. Judge Lord Smith, a student nufse, is ill at the hospital. the
Happithat he has a wife and several children and :
Hay ford twins w*ne stars, and clerked one
ness of Three ^ 'imen;'
Tuesday evening* ordered the young man held for the April ....Miss Velma Stiiham, a student nurse is in summer for D.
they are in very destitute circumstances, j
F. Stephenson.
"The Jockey of Heath,” a drama of
terra
of the Supreme Court, under bonds of
thrills;
Unity with her mother, who is ill with pneuJudge Lord was convinced that dire necessity
Mrs. Harriet F. Horne, whose home is with
Gail Kane in “The Men $500, which Crocker was unable to get and he
1 Wednesday evening,
B.
Eaton
monia-Mrs.
Charles
entered
Tuesdrove the man to thieving, and after sentencing
her brother, H. E. McDonald, Church
She Married.”
was committed to jail.
He was crying when
street,
him to ten days in jail he suspended the senday afternoon for medical treatment.
is a shut-in because of ill health and she takes
j
he left the court room in
of
Have
we Boy Burglars?
charge
The building on
Deputy
tence. The condition of the Bowen family {
New Advertisements.
three days a
Only
great deal of pleasure in feeding rhe EngSheriff J. A G. Beach.
October 27, 1916,
the wharf of the Eastein Steamship
was reported to the Charities and Corrections,
Corporamore—today, tomorrow and Saturday—of the lish sparrows and a flock of doves at home,
Crociter forged a checK for $21 on The
City ten per cent reduction on every shoe and rub- and
In case of further thefts from the railroad tion in this city was entered Wednesday night,
also pays for a generous supply of corn
j Jan. 31st. The slip was apparently lowered National Bank, using the name L A Stubbs of
coal sheds the offenders will not be so lightly
ber in The Dinemore Store.... New v. all pa- with which Mr. McDonald feeds the
doves at
and cashed it at the store of Chase &
and entrance made into the freight shed, then
Monroe,
with
dealt
but will be punished to the full expers at the Carle & Jones Store. Samples his store on Main street.
The doves watch |
the window was broken in the office and the Varney in Brooks.
He
had
worked
for
Mr.
tent of the law.
sent on request-The Penobscot Bay Electric for his
coming in the morning and when he apcatch lifted. The break was not discovered Stubbs and upon leaving, it is claimed, had
No pears at the dcor
Co. does all kinds of electrical work.
they come with a rush from
a trunk belonging to his employer
Postmaster Keating Entertains
broken
Post- until Thursday morning.
open
Although things
charge for wiring estimates or consultations. every direction
master Austin W. Keating gave his second ! were in a much disturbed condition, nothing and stolen some blank checks and other arti
Five hours solid comfort from a 16 c. p. Mazda
annual banquet Wednesday night, Jan. 31st, to had been takes, as no money is left there. cles
he check was carefully written in ink
light for one cent_Only three more days in
the employes of the Belfast post office, the
D DAP nuri'n
Judge Lord has the names of several small and numbered, but was endorsed in pencil. which tp
get a winter suit or overcoat at 25
rural carriers and those connected as substi- boys who are suspected of this "break,” as The City. National Bank is protected by the
per cent discount at Harry W. Clark & Co’s.
well as those at the Whiting
tutes or otherwise with the office. At 7 30 p
creamery and Pinkerton Agency, and a detective from Bos- Call and see what
Mrs. L. W.- Rollins and Mrs. Walter Brown
they have to offer.Capt*
m. oyster stew, crackers, pickles, sandwiches,
Belfast Candy Co,
Two older boys, whom ton, who arrived here Jan. 24th, followed
James H. Perkins, Mrs. E. L. Benner and Mrs. spent a day in Bangor recently.
doughnuts, cheese and coffee were served in j the police are watching, have volunteered to Crocker from Brooks to Waterville, then to tuoftj
taiu ui
oee
Mrs. Emma Bachelder entertained the “Elite
(iuuiibii
uiqu&B.
round up the small boys, one of them remark- Lily Bay and Greenville, and Jan. 31st located
the Dutch room at Jellison & Greer’s restaustatement of the Pennsylvania Fire Ins. Co.,
Club, Jan. 31st. Mrs. Elsie Kiliman will be
"The
are
no
it
ing:
followed
a
smoke
with
takes
s. thief
him at the Chamberlain lumber camps near
good;
rant,
police
Harry
by
talk,
and the Springfield Fire and Marine Ins, Co., the hostebs Feb. 14th.
M. Prentiss, railway postal clerk, as toast- j to catch a thief.” Four boys have been close- Shirley,where he was known as Arthur White.
represented in Winterport by Joshui Treat,
The W, C. and K Club met with Mrs. L. W. ’
but
do
not seem to be guilty and
master. Witty and entertaining speeches were ly questioned
He was arrested by Deputy Sheriff A. G.
Jr-Grocery store 39 Main street for sale. Rollins Jan.
30th. The meeting Feb, 6th was
made by the “men of letters” present. Mr. no charge has as yet been preferred against Rogers of Greenville who brought him to Bel- St>ck all new and will
j
be sold cheap if taken at
Ab to the creamery break Mr. "L. fast last
with Mrs. Grace Raley.
Keating expressed his appreciation of the ex j them.
Thursday morning accompanied by °nce. All bills not paid within 30
will be
days
cellent work done by his staff, especially during I F. Marden, the manager, does not think it the detective. Crocker claims to be only 18
Miss Annie E. Paul of Morrill closed a sucleft for collection.Charles C. Marden and
was boys, but a man who took
the holidays, when the business exceeded all
cessful term in the Clark school last
only cream and years of age, but is a full grown able bodied Mr. and Mrs. Lewis F. Marden
Friday.
a card
publish
previous records. With the exception of Fred- j brought jars ih which to carry it off, as the man. He has a record having served two of thanks_See notice of the trustees of the All hope for her return for the spring term.
cans
are
marked
and
in
the
erick Yv. Brown, one of the oldest employes, cream«ry
State School for Boys for ma- trust funds of the B. & M. H. Lake
easily identified. years
The K. P's held a masquerade ball, Jan. 31st
R. R. Co.
now clerk of the money drder department, all
The Weathek.
For the past two weeks or licious mischief, and some time ago served a
of the drawing of bonds for payment and at their hall
Bacheldar’a Orchestra of Frankof the employes were present, as follows: M. more extreme cold weather—6 or
thirty days sentence in the Waldo county jail cancelation... .Belle City 150 egg incubator, fort furnished music A large crowd was in
more degrees
for larceny from his own people. Mr. Stubbs,
C. Hill, assistant Postmaster; C. A. Thompson, below zero at times—has alternated
and a 50 egg round metal Cycle incubator for attendance.
with snow
who was called as a witness Friday
William Holt, Ii. H. Carter, Frank Luce, Thos. flurries. Last
morning, ■ale, Address by letter “K," Journal office.
Saturday morning the mercury
Mrs. Elsie Kiliman had us all day truests last
told “Win" he was sorry for him, etc., leaving
E. Bowker, E A. Banks, H. M. Prentiss, A. H
was reported as from 12 to 20 below in different
....The coffee sale of A. A, Howes & Co. last
Mrs. Sarah K. Boyd, and Miss Ada
Thursday,
Otis
H.
W.
W,
Herbert
the
in
Ellis,
tears.
boy
He
told
The
Healey,
Applin,
Journal report* Saturday was a great success. Read what
sections of the city, and 42 below at Burnham.
of Frankfort, Mrs. A. Harriman, Miss Bernice
L. Seekins, W. K. MacNeill, Earle Talbot, ArSunday was a cold day, and Monday morning a er that young Crocker had worked for him they say about it_W. L. West is receiving
Alley and Mrs. Walter Brown.
last fall and that he was always pleasant afid
thur W. Coombs, L. L. Robbins, Alfred D. snow storm set in which increased in
violence
every week at his stables on Spring street a
Shute, W. H. Staples, Walter L Healey, Fred as the day wore on, becoming a regular bliz- agreeable and worked well. “I am sorry for fresh lot of young, sound, well broken
horses,
WALDO STATION.
W. Thomas. Fred D. Jones of the firm of Carle zard at night with a northwest gale. The snow hipa. He took the blank checks when he left which will be sold at
living prices and warranthouse."
& Jones was a guest and
music on drifted
my
and
the
streets
ed
to
be
and walks were
badly
exactly as represented.
furnished
People in this vicinity are harvesting or
an Edison machine during the banquet.
All s jon almost impassable. The
February meetpacking their supply of ice.
extended their thanks to Postmaster Keating ing of the city government was
necessarily
Mr. Jacob Cunningham is not
and voted their second annual banquet a suc- postponed, the Colonial Theater was closed
enjoying Jiie
usual good health and does not
cess.
and only one reel of pictures was shewn at the
get about much.
Fish Bro’s are loading cars, some of them
Opera House. The bay steamers Golden Rod
and lalesboro made their trips as usual Monday
with pulp wood, some with cord wood and
and the steamer Belfast came down rivet and
others with spool wood.
left at the ubuaI hour for Boston. The condiMr. W. Johnson is poorly this winter and is
tion of the streets was such Tuesday as to maquite closely confined to the house. His broth- I
terially lessen the attendance at the public
er, E. Johnson, is assisting him.
schools, only about one-half of the pupils AsThe friends and neighbors of Oscar
Staples,
porting at the opening of the morning session.
who passed away in December
last, will miss
Those who had special work to do were kept;
him very much as he was a
kind, obliging man.
the others were excused and the general lesready to help every one who needed counsel or
sons
of Tuesday were heard Wednesday
aid. He left a
widow, whose health is poor,and
About one-fourth of the pupils of the Methree daughters, Mrs.
Rufus Cushman of
Leilas and Peirce schools reported. The atReading, Mass, Mrs. Percy Trefry of Greentendance was very good in the Grammar
wood, Mass., and Mrs. Carl Webb of Waldo.
grades. Supt. W. B. Woodbury substituted
during the morning for Miss Charlotte M.
Staples of Ea4t Belfast, who is substituting
for Miss Grace A. Lord, but was unable to
FOR FLETCHER S
reach the school until about 0009.

J

HOWES’

Our coffee sale last week
successful beyond ex-

was

pectations, despite the inclement weather.
Now if you like this
coffee we shall be pleased
to

u.

VUA

a

supply you at the
price of

regu-

lar

20c.a lb.

J

THREE POUNDS FOR
wif »mt

hoc.

A.A.Howes&Co,
Groceries,

Drugs

and Medicines.

GIRLS
WANTED
TO WORK ON POWER MACHINES

Steady

w>rk.

Apply

at

THOMPSON MFfi. C0„ C*iurc>i
Streef,
Belfast.
4w4

j

i

Wall Papers
sent

predictions.

them, and again

NEW

Samples

►

I again wish to go on record as
advising the buying of a Winter
Uvercoat or Suit during the last three
days of our Merchants’ Week Sale,
to get the same quality of cloth
you will have to pay from 10 to 25 %
more next fall.

by the Colby orchestra.
The

I

Februaay 1, 1917,

I gave you a tip to buy
good liberal saving on

and bought the stock in the late M. J. Dow’s
He is shipping it to Belfast and will

store.

=—=r-

on

request at

CARLE & JONES;

EACH WEEK
A fresh lot of young, sound, well
broken HORSES arrives at my

stables,

COME IN AND CET A

Chiiai’dii Uz\

OASTORIA

SQUARE DEAL

W.L. West, Spring St.
NOTICE
February 5, 1917.

At a meeting of the trustees of the Mortgage Trust Bonds of the Belfast & M. H. L R.
R. Co held this day, the
following mortgage
bonds were drawn for cancellation and
payment at the Belfast Savings Bank,
Belfast,
Me„ on May 15. 1917: eleven bonds of $500
each. Nos. 4. 7, 11. 9. 23. 30. 39, 42, 45 55, 5S;
one bond of $1,000, No. 1( 6

ALBERT C, BURGESS,
)
BEN D FIELD,
-Trustees
CLEMENT W WESCOTT, j

j

|

which will be sold at liv-

ing prices and WARRANTED
exactly as represented.

For Sale
STORE at 39 Main street. Stock
GROCERY
is all
and will be sold cheap if taken
new

once.
All bills not paid in thirty days will
be left for collection. Inquire at The Journal
office or 39 Main street.
6

at

ABSTRACT OF THE
SIXTY-SEVENTH ANNUAL REORT

[E. C. Dow

cffic

Insurance in Force in Maine, Paid-for Basis,
Total Insurance in Force, Paid-for Basis,

897,564

large numpower is great, and coverB
oer of different things, some of which
others
are important, while
may be ol

1

is prepared to make loan? on municipal securities, and 'on*a
members of the
conservative basis on local real estate, where the property can be personally inspected by
the securities purchased
Finance Committee. It also continues the practice undeviatingly of confining
of States where the Company is
exclusVelv to municipal bonds, issued chi, fly by cities and counties
of such securities have increased three
entered for the transaction of business. The Company’s holdings
three years.’’-Extract from report regarding investments.
the
of dollars

during

|
onrp

Premiums (less $3,670.00 for re-insur.80

Interest and Rents.
All other Receipts.

bl'Ufc4

Death Claims.. ....$
Matured a? d Disc* unted Erdowmertp.
Surrendered Policies and Cancelled Notes.

835.370 10
423,304 86
868.802 41

Surplus paid Policyholders...

397/ 40 65
3,824 99

That may be true, or it may not.
Whether true or not, one thing should be
borne in mind—good politics give good
results, while baa politics give bad results. Any one of several things could
easily be worse than a party election of
our commissioner of agriculiure.
For the past four years, there has
been a demand on the part of a few min
that the method of election now in vogue
be done away with, and there be substituted some method that will place the
power of choice in the hands of a few

Total paid Policj holders.$ 2,528,543 01
298.119 88
Agercy Expenses.
Home Office Salaries end Legal Expense.
If6.216 00

Insurance and

Taxes on Insurance.
Taxes. Repairs ar d Expenses on Real Estate.
Medical £ xaminations...
Advertising. Printing, Postage, etc.
Book Value Real Estate Reduced.
Supplementary Contract Claims...
Accumulated ash Dividend-...
Miscellaneous Expense.
All other Disbursements....
Receipts in excess of Disbursements (ledger assets increased).

47.235 £6

..

T

$3,222,837

08

?5,935 27
13 96f 50
15.926 59
10.000 00
13.704 01
2.242 14
4.602 47
60,060 12

men.

these men have met in private session and made their arrange- i
ments to have a bill of their own making

Recently

pushed through the present legislature.
In fleet, they will ask the legislature
to give up its right of electing the commissioner, and ule[,»i« it to seven men
—six to tie appointed by the governor,

87,287 29

Total. * 3,122,837 24

24

LIABILITIES.}

•••••■••

•••*£ “‘-"{J

RealVEstate.=ZT.T=:
V
Mortgages

!

o

to insure all outstanding policies.$17.517,403
(The reserve of the Comj any is calculated upon a
basi6 of 4 per cent on business written prior
to Jan. 1, 1901, and 3 per cent to business
written subsequent to that cate.)
Claims in course of settlement....
94.915
Reserve for State Taxes iD 1917 (estimated).
48.000
All other Liabilities.
191.479

Reserve

844.394

Real'Estate.

26
68

JS

require d

Gross Surplus, December 31, 1916.

Collateral Loans.
od
Collateral Loans on Policies. e,U58.2bU
87,296 74
Premium Notes.
bU
876
Agents' Balances.
214.498 24
Cash in Banks.
96
Cash in Office
Net Deferred and Uncollected Premiums, paid-for
25
237,318
basis.
273,061 74
Interest and Rents, duo and accrued.

$19,115,226

Cross Assets.— $19,115,226 10

00

67
(0
96
1,263.427 47

..

10

Portland. Maine, January 5, 1917.
that I have this day examined the Securities of the UNION MUTUAL LIFE INSUR4NCE COMPANY for the year ending December thirty-first, nineteen hundred and sixteen, in the
vaults of the Union Safe Deposit and Trust Company and find them as stated in the Schedule.
This will

certify

E. J. CARTFR,
Insurance Commissioner of Maine.

CHAS. W. RYDER,

——

Manager, Brooks, Maine.

One Occasion When Buffalo Bill

Didn't Like the

Calls

as a

OUR LATEST DREADN AUGHT ONE OF MIGHTIEST

j

Roosevelt Says Y\ ilson
Counsels Utter Cowardice.
[The<

dore Roosevelt

at

Oyster Bay ]

President Wilson has announced himself in favor of peace without victory,
and now he has declared himself against
universal service—that is, against all
efficient preparedness by the United

StateB.

Ideal of One Too Proud to Fight.
Peace without victory is the natural
ideal of the man who is too proud to
fight. In the event of war it is the only
kind of peace open to the nation whose
governors and leaders are too proud to
fight and too foolish to prepare. It is
6purned by all men of lofty soul, by all
men fit to call themselves fellow-citizens
of Washington and Lincoln, or of the
war-worn fighters who followed Grant
and Lee.
The Tories of 1778 demanded peace
The Copperheads of
without victory.
1864 demanded peace without victory.
were
Mr.
Wilson’s spiritual
These men
But neither Washington nor
forbears.
Lincoln was among the men who draw
the sword lightly, or who, when once
it had ueen drawn, sheathed it without
victory. If a righteous war is concluded
by a peace without victory, such a peace
means the triumph of wrong over right,
and neutrality between right and wrong
means the support of wrong against

right.
iur.

r* II3UH

aoAs

cut:

wuuu

iu

au,cjn

a

peace of dishonor, a peace
without victory for the right, a peace
designed to let wrong triumph, a peace
championed in neutral countries by the
apostles of timidity and greed. In Mexico he has accepted and is accepting such
bis Mexican policy he
a peace, and by
has brought disaster to Mexico and disRis policies
honor to the United States.
throughout his four years have brought
woe to humanity and shame and bitterness of heart to all Americans proud of
the honor of their flag.

Copperhead

Newport New

Let him remember that to work for
disarmament on the seas until after there
has been disarmament on land by the
great military powers of Europe and
Asia is to put this non-military country
at the
merCy of every military monarchy;
for inasmuch as we are now detenseless
on land, 0Ur
navy is our only safeguard
against invasion.
It would be well if Mr. Wilson would
cease to tread in the footsteps of the
Tories of the Revolution and the Copperheads of the Civil War. Let him think
of the men of Valley-Forge, who in the
last extremity of want and misery yet
spurned peace without victory and scorned to be neutral between right and
wrong. Let him think of the men of the
Civil War and on Lowell’s trumpet lines:
Come peace. Not like a mourner bowed
For honor loBt and dear onea wasted:
But proud to meet a people proud,
ith eyes that tell of triumph tasted.
>

in Fear of U-Boats.
When fear of the German submarine
next moves Mr. Wilson to declare for
“peace without victory” between the
tortured Belgians and their cruel opnres1
sors and taskmasters; when such fear
I next moves him to utter the shameful
untruth that each Bide is fighting for the
same things, and to declare for neutrality between wrong and right, let him
think of the prophetess Deborah, who,
when Chief Sisera mightily oppressed
his chariots of
I the children of Israel with

of the seas. The basic rule of freedom
is to be free from murder. Yet President Wilson has not dared to secure even
this elementary freedom for our men,
women and children on the seas.
Let
him first act in the present to secure this
elementary freedom from Germany before, in the interest of Germany, he asks
for the abolition of naval power.

it is among the biggest in the world.
ISLESBORO.
The schools have opened after a week’s
vacation to prevent the spread of measles.
Miss Alice Pitcher has returned to her
school after a week at her home at

Pitcher's Pond.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hatch have returned from a two weeks’ visit in Boston and vicinity.

Many

are

pneumonia,
mumps and

ill
and

with colds,
others have

grip

and

measles,

whooping cough.

The framework of the Inn is fast go-

ing up and people will soon be able to
see the shape and style of the
building.
Miss Mollie Williams is convalescing
a serious
operation in the Waldo
County Hospital at Belfast. She returned home Jan. 27th to Btay with her
brother, Washburn E. Williams.
after

Sloan’s Liniment Eases
Sloai’s

Pain.

Liniment is first thought of moth-

bumps, bruises and sprains that
continually happening to children. It
quickly penetrates and soothes without rub.
bing. Cleaner and more effective than mustald
pla-lers or ointments. For rheumatic aches,
neuralgia pain and that grippy soreness after
colds, Sloan’s Liniment gives prompt relief.
Have a bottle handy for bruises,
strains, sprains
and all externa)
pain. For the thousands
iron, ana wnen me people 01 meroz oiouu
neutral between the oppressed and the wboBe Work cal.s them outdoors, the pains and
aches following exposure are relieved
by
oppressors, sang of them:
‘‘Curse ye, Meroz, said the angel of Sloan’s Liniment At all diuggists, 26c.

Lord, curse ye bitterly the inhabithereof; because they came not to
the help of the Lord, to the help of the
Lord against the mighty,”

ers

for

are

the

tants

President Wilson has earned for this

nation the curse of Meroz, for he has
not dared to stand on the side of the
Lord against the wrongdoings of the

mighty.

BURNHAM.

CASTOR IA
For Infants and Children

In Use For Over 30 Years
Signature of

HUMPHREYS*

duni['Ureys’ Homeopathic Remedies

*o.

Much interest
revival

meetings

was

manifested in the

held here each

last week and over

evening

Sunday.

A meeting was held at the town hall

Boston was Dresent in the interests of
the association. There was a good attendance and much interest was manifested. The following officers for the
local organization were elected: President, G. J. Mudgett; secretary and
treasurer, Carrol 1. Lincoln.

DEAN’S RHEUMATIC PILLS for Rheumatism tc Neuralgia, Entirely vegetable. Sa-

are

lesigned to meet *he needs of families
)r invalids, something that mother, father,
.lurse or invalid can take or give tr meet
:he need of the moment. Have been n* use
:or over

Tuesday afternoon, Jan. 29th, called for
the purpose of organizing a local Milk
Producers’ Association. C. O. Colby of

Freedom from Murder Basic Rule.

President Wilson talks of the freedom

s

1
2
3
■4
7
8
9
IIO
13
14
15
16
17
19
20
21
27
30
3ft

Sixty Years.
Prio

for

Fevers. Congestions, Inflammations. 23
25
Worms, Worm Fever.
Colic. Crying ami Wakefulness of Infants. 25

23
Diarrhea, of Children and Adults.
Coughs, Colds, Brouchltis. 25
25
Toothache, Faceache, Neuralgia
Headache, Sick Headache, Vertigo.25
Dyspepsia, Indigestion, Weak Stomach.... 25
Croup, Hoarse Cough, Laryngitis. 25
Eczema. Eruptions. 25
Rheumatism, Lumbago.25
Fever and Ague, Malaria
25
Piles, Blind or Bleeding. External,Internal.25
Catarrh, Influenza, Cold in Head.
25
.25
Whooping Cough.
Asthma, Oppressed, Difficult Breathing.25
Disorders of the Kidneys. .25
Urinary Incontinence.25
Sore Throat. Quinsy. 25

77 Grip, Grippe, U Crippc......25
8o!d by druggists, or sent
Medical Book mailed free.

on

receipt of prioe.

HUMPHREYS* HOEEO. MEDICINE
William and Aaa Stream* Mem York.

CO., Cores*

^

Close

THt

!

believe

j

"Great

American

desert.”

to

Buffalo

that

Bill was ever anything
except ihe stur of a tent show, but old
timers know of bis perilous life of earlier days as an Indian tighter, scout
overland freight guard and pony express rider.
When the Kansas Pacific railroad
was building to the coast it employed
Will Cody to supply its construction
One of the greatest
gangs yvith meat.
shots of tile plains, iie won his name
and his spurs killing buffalo for the
builders of the iron trail.
During Indian umpaigns Cody rose
to be chief scout for tlie army and In
diau adventures became a part of bis
daily routine The fame of Buffalo Bill
spread through tile army. None doubt
ed llie courage and resource of the
great scout and Indian Inmtor.
Vet' one day this courage yvas sorely
tried. There yvas one time yvhep Buffalo Bill admitted be yvas scared.
General Emory, in command at Fort
•McPherson, induced the county authorities to make Buffalo Bill a justice of
the peace.
"Why. general.” protested the scout.
"I don't kuoyy any more about law
than a mule knows of singing."
But. the appointment was duly and
legally made, and the new justice had
to serve.
His first task yvas to perform a wed-

gaining steadily.
Cody turned in his saddle.
The Indian c hief lead lifted an arrow
to his how and even then was sighting
his target.
hike a flash Cody drew his revolver.
Seemingly he fired without aim, so
The Indian
quick was the action.
dropped from his saddle, and the pony
Kansas City
jjrpress sped on safe.
—

Star.

Bears the

CtNTAua

FOLEY
CZl_nC TABLETS
Stomach Sweet -V««er Active -Bowels
Keep

Retain*

\

__

At a Probate Court, held at Belfast, within and
tor the County of Waldo, in vacation
n the
22nd day ot .January, a !» J{)17.

NEW

YORK

\

CITV

Ala Probate Court, held hi
for the County of WaldJanuary, a. I). 1 PI7.

PROBATE NOTICES

j
•«

I

f ULA M. " HIT \ KKK,
late of
I.uetta K Hu
in said County of Wntdn...
senl'd a petition praying
'determine who are entit
their respective shares t1
and that the same be diM
Li

1

)
;

DONTON of Belfast, in the Conn
ty of Waldo, trustee under the will ot
n
villa Baker, late of Belfast. In said Comitv <f 1
Ordered, That the said ,.
Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition all persons interested by
that
lie
older to be published tinepraying
may be ? uthonzed to invest
in Tin Republican Jmirtia
certain .unds named in said petition.
Oitiered. 1 hat the said petitioner give noticeU ed at Belfast, that they ti
all persons interested by causing a copy iff tl is :; Court, to be held at Be la< ounty, on the 13;n day
order to be published three weeks successive!*
! 1917, at ten of the clock ’•
in '1 be Republican Journal, a
newspaper put’
cause, if any they base. v.
lisped at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and t >; 1 petitioner should led be _t
II ARB V h
said County, on the 13th day of
A
1>
February.
A

ROBERT

F

\

1

1U17, at ten of the clock before noon, and sbov
cause, if any tiiey have, vby the pray o
>;l,.
petitioner should not be cranted.
aA R R Y 1C B A NGS,
Judgc
A true copy. Attest :
Chas. F. Johnson, Register.

true copy.

Attest:
Cn s. K.

1

'i

r

.!

i-—

; At a IT* bate ('uni r ii.
for the County of v\ -;i.;
.lamia y, a l». lt*i7
1 C.-'TIN HkCKW IT 1 i
-Tl County <d Waldo,
At a Probate Court, heiu <u Belfast, within and
lor the County of Waluo. in vacation, on the ! tion pray in* that Robert «
20tli day of January. A. P). iyi7.
: Swanviile, or some otb.
be appointed conservatoi
certain instrun.eni, purporting to be tile last
Ordered, I bat the said |
will ami testament ot Allied K Paul, late ;
ah persons interested b
of Searsnmnt, in said County of Waluo, ueceased, having been preseuiedfor probate, pray I oruer lo be published tin
lug that said will may be moved and allowed in I he Republican Journal
ed at Belfast, that they .11
and that letters testamei taiy be issued to *. W
Court, to beheld at MeliaM.
Paul, the executor named therein
tile i3th day oi }■■
County,on
That
notice be given to all persons 1
Ordered,
at ten of the clock before n
Interested by causing a copy of this order to be
it
they have, why the }•:
published three weeks successively in The Re- I er any
should not be panted
« wspaper
publican Journal, a
published at
Harry i
Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
A true copy.
Attest;
Court, to be held at Belfast, witlnn ami for said
t'HAS K. .! HN>
County, outlie second Tuesday of eebruary next,
at ten of the clock before noon, and snow
if any they have, why the same should not be
j At a Probate Court acid at ;
proved, approved and allowed.
for the County of \\ alo
H ARRY F. BANGS, Judge.
January, a. D. 1917.
A true copy, Attest:
A. SHERMAN
Chas E. Johnson, Register.
Comitv, and Setii M. m
i and City of New Yoik.tri. *•
ai a rroDate ( ourt held at Belfast, within anc
will of Mary Maude Miliikei
for the County of Waldo, on the 9th day of
said County of Waldo. ,w
January, A. D. 1917.
I sented ;t petition praying t
F DDNTON, executor of the last
ment may be coi Armen aiut t;
will ot A ui Ilia Baker.Rate of Belfast, in said
issue to them without Won
County ot Waldo, deceased, having present
the provisions of said wili.
ed a petition praying that tlie actual market
Ordered That the said petit
value of file property of said deceased now n
all persons interested l>\ e.i
his han s, subject to tlie payment ot the coliai
order
to be published tine
era. inheritance tax, the persons interested in
in The Republican Jour:,
tlie successioi thereto, and the amount ot the
at Belfast, that ihc\
lishcd
tax theieon, may be determined by the Judge
bate < tturr. to he held at I
ot Probate.
I said County, on the 13th da\
Ordered, that tlie -ant petitioner give notice to
1917, at ten ot the clock bet.
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
cause, ii any they have, w !
order to be published three weeks successive'y in
petitioners should not I"- m
Tlie Republican Journal, a newspaper published
harry i
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
A true copy, Attest:
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said,
Chas E
<
the
of
13th
l ebruary, A. D. 1917,
County,on
ay
at ten of tlie clock before noon, and show cause
if any they have, why the prayer ot said petiAt a Probate Court held at :
tioner should not lie granted.
for the County ot \\ aldo,
HaRRY F. bangs.Judge.
of January, A. D. 1917.
A true copy. Attest:
4 cei tain instrument,
n
( has. E. Johnson. Register.
."1 will and testament
n.
a. Hatch, late of
Cydla
At a Probate ( ouit, held at Belfast, within and
ot W aldo. deceased, lunum
for the County of Waldo, or, tlie second Tues- 1
probat«*f praying that sac
day of January, A. D. 1917.
| be proved am I allowed nun
certain instrument, purporting to be tlie I mental y be i.-sued to her s
last will and fesu nn
ol Charles Clarence ! ker. she being tile executrix
Count' ot ; Ordered, That the said
Sylvester, iale ol
iberty, in sai
pm
Waldo deceased, having been presented foi 1 all
persons interested by .*
probate, praying that said will may he proved
Dlher (O he published thiand allowed and that Jett-rs testamentary ho
1" 11 e Republican donn a
issued to Bertha is. Sylvester, tlie executrix
;tt Belfast, tb.it they may
named therein.
Court, to be held at :ni
Ordered, that notice lie given to all persons in
County,on the 13th day
terested by causing a copy ol this order to ue
at Leo oi the clock belore
it any they have, why the
published three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, a newspaper publisher ,t Bel- tioi er should not be grant*
H A K h\ I
fast, that they may appear eta Pioliate Court, to
be held at Belfast, within and bo said
A true copy. Attest:
County
on the second Tuesday of February next, at ten
CHAs. K.
of the clock before noon, and show’ cause, if
any they have, why the same should not be
proved, approved and allowed.
171/ ALDOSE. 111 roui!
Harry K. bangs, Judge.
V V fast, on the 9th dav
A true copy. Attest:
mer A. Mierman and Beta
Chas. E. Johnson, Register.
ot
the will of Mary Man.
Belfast, m said Count \.
sented their flrs t and Iii
At a Probate Court, beta at Beltast.gwi thiu and
tratiou of said estate i<n t)
for tlie County of Waldo, on the 9th day of
January, A. 1) 1917.
Ordered, That notice tie
OETll M. MILI.1KEN of New York, in tlie weeks successively in i
0 County and State of New York, one of tie newspaper published in 1
that ;ili persons iuteresp
executors of the last will ot Mary Maude Milliken, late of Belfast, in said County ot Waldo, hate Court, to be helu ;it Be.
of
a
February next, amt si
deceased, having presented
petition praying
have,w hy the said account
that tlie actuai market value ol Hie property of
HARRY 1
said deceased now in his hands, subject to tlie
A true copy. Attest:
payment of tlie collateral inheritance tax, the
Chas. E. 1
persons interested in the succession thereto
and the amount of the tax thereon, may be determined by the Judge of Probate.
a 1,1)0 NS —In Court
Ordered, That the said petitioner give riotice tc
last, on the 9th da\
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
Charles W Karnes, miaul
!
order to be published three weeks
in
of
successively
YValdo. in said (
ley
The Republican .Journal, a newspaper published |
his first and final account
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
allowance.
Court, to be held ai oelfast. within anil for saic
Ordered, that notice th.
County, on thel3thjday of February, A. I>. 1917,
weeks successively in The
at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause,
if any they have.why the prayer of said petition
newspaper published in n.
that all persons interested n
er snouid not be granted.
bate Court, to be held at
HaRRY E. BANGS. Judge.
or ,January next, and -diov
A true copy. Attest:
have, why tlie said accoun
Chas E. Johnson, Register.
lowed.
HAKKYh
SS—In Court of Probate, held at BelA true copy. A ttest
fast, on the 9th day of January, 1917. B.
E. ••
Chas.
administrator
of
the
F, Colcord,
estate ot Prudence N. Park.la'e of Searsport, in said County,
his
first
deceased, having presented
jand final
1I7ALDO SS.—in Court or
account of administration of said estate for alVt fast, on the 9th lay
lowance.
I.ucretia W Kipley. admii
tate of Aaron K. Kipley, .atOrdered, that notice thereof be given, three
said County, deceased*,
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
second and final ascotuu
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,
said estate for allowance.
that all persons interested may attend at a ProDate Court,to be.heiduat Bellast.on the 13th day
Ordered, That notice t
of February next, and show cause, if any they
weeks successively, in I h<
have, why the said account should not be allow- a newspaper published in
ed.
H A RRY E. BANGS. Judge.
ty, that all persons intei
A true copy. Attest:
Probate Court, to be held
pChaS. t., Johnson, Register,
day of February next,
they have, why the said
YT7ALDO SS—In Court ot Probate, held at Helbe allowed.
tt
fast, on the 9th day of January. 1917.
HAKKY K
Horace E. McDonald, administrator, witn the
A true copy. Attest
will annexed,on the estate of Lucius F. McDonChas. 1- ••
ald, late of Belfast, in said County, deceased,
having presented his first and final account of
SS.—In Court
administration of said estate for allowance.
Belfast, on the 9ib d
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
Wilmot I.. Gray, guardian
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
Troy, in said County, bavin,
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,
account ot guardianship n
lliat all persons interested may attend at a ProOrdered, that notice Hu
bate Court, to be held at Belfast, ou the 13tli
wteks successively, in 1
day :of February next, and show cause, if any a
newsnape published m
thej have, why tin? said account should not be
ty, that all ,i ersons intei >
allowed’.
Probate Court, to be held
HARRY E, BANGS, Judge.
day ot February next, an
A true copy. Attest:
they have, why the said unChas. E. Johnson, Register.
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117 ALDO 88.—In Court ot Probate, held at Bel
ff fast,on the 9th day of January, 11)17. Wilber 8. Lowell, guardian ot iiosea ,J. Perley of
Unity, In said County, havingtpresented bis sec
ond account of guaidianslnp for allowance.
rdered, that notice thereof be given, three
w eks
successively in 1 he Republican Journal,
a
ewspaper published in Belfast, in said Counr
that all persons Interested may attend at a
P
bate Court, to be held at Belfast, on tile 13th'
d
of February next, and show cause, if auy
t
y have, why the said account should not be
a .'.wed.
HARRY E. BANGS. Judge.
A true copy. A ttest:

Chas, E. Johnson, Register.

A true copy.

HAKKY
Attest:
Chas F

ADMINISTRATOR’S
hereby gives
er

r

M>

noth'

duly appointed adininistra'*
JOEL H. GROL' l.
in the County of Waldo. <:<•

A
bonds as the law diree'>
demands against the estat*
desired to present the sain
all indebted thereto are re* |m
meut immediately.

FRED " ,0i‘
Brooks. Me., Dec. 12. Ibid

NOTICE.
NOTH
EXECUTRIX’S
by gives notice that she has been duly ap- CONSERVATOR’S
hereby gives notice that
pointed executrix of the last will aud testament
conservator
The subscriber here-

appointed

of

Dare to be true.
Nothing can need
A fault which needs it moat
a lie.
grows two thereby. -Herbert.

Always Bought

Signature of

COMPANY

>

Described.
“Pa. what is meant by a reminiscent
mood ?"
"When your mother is reminding me
of the things I promised her before we
were married she may be said to be In
a reminiscent mood, my boy."—Detroit
Free Press.

j

In Use For Over 30 Years.

It is difficult for this generation of
boys, even though they be born on the

—

a

The Kind Yqu Have

Pony Express Rider.

—

The I.muni States battleship Mississippi leaving the ways

I
i

the othti iu he the dean of the College of Agriculture who will be an txofiicio niemoer and chairman.
These
seven men are to be known as the Slate
boaid of agriculture.
1 grant to these men the most honesl
ana loyal intentions possible.
I do not
imagine there is any soreness over past
oifferences between them and some former official; their motive is doubtless an
impersonal one, ana their whole wish is 1
to serve the farm interests of the State.
While the woodpile is large enough to
hide a lull-grown man, 1 don’t imagine
th^re is a “nigger” in it. Enough to say,
these men mean well, but they are mistaken.
If the old board of agriculture had outlived its usefulness—and I think it had—
what better work could be expected from ding ceremony.
A
wedding yvas a
seven men appointed by the governor
great event at McPherson, auu the
than we used to get from the old board, whole fort resolved to attend.
elected by the agricultural societies of
In vain his wife and sisters tried to
the several counties?
coach Buffalo Bill. Nobody could find
Is not this an attempt to get the office
a copy of the marriage service.
still farther from the people—to put it
The great day came. The guests aswhere a tew men could dictate the policy
Cold syveat stood in beads
of the commissioner, and, when he failed sembled.
to please even four or seven, remove him
on the broyv of the Indian tighter.
His
from office, regardless of the value of hands trembled.
his work to the State?
iot
nrst
at
me ceremony
moved
wouiu me governor nno—could he two
without
The
bride
and
reproach.
men better fitted for selecting a com
were counseled in the convenmiasioner than the members of the legis- groom
lature? If he could and did, would it be tional manner until the close of the
ceremony, when Buffalo Bill startled
a non-partisan act or a still more conthe congregation by announcing:
centrated political move?
The proposed law is weak at its head
“Whom God and Buffalo Bill hath
a bad pla..e for a weakntss.
It presup
joined together let no man put asunposes that the legislature is incompetent, der!"
which nobody believes alter eleciio:
As a marrying justice he was voted
and that they are more anxious to serve
a great success.
than
are
to
look
after
tne
politics
they
Before the days of the telegraph
interests of the people.
Tne idea of
making the dean of the college the head news traveled by the pony express,
of the board, is wrong in principle ann nine days from St. Joseph, the end of
vicious in policy. There are some things the railroad, to Sacramento Cal
The
which he should do as a co-laborer win. distance over the short route was l.iKili
the commissioner.
For that reason milt s.
alone, he should have no voice in the
Will Cody was twice in the employ
or
of
the
commissioner.
election,
policy,
of the pony express as one of the relay
1
is
self-evident
and
stiou.d
This, think,
riders in the western wilderness,
it
condemn the proposed bill if it had no
was during
Itis second engagement
other lault.
1 can see no possible reason why we that he saved his life by his knack of
s: ould return to a board of
agriculture, shooting straight and thinking igiirkly
which would Oenefil none except the men
Will was riding from Red Butte, on
who happened to be appointed as memthe North Platte, to Three Crossings,
bers.
It a change were desirable, it
on the Sweetwater, a distance of sevwould be much better and much more
enty-six miles, when a station boss one
simple, less liable to abuse, to have the
commissioner appointed by the governor. day informed him:
“There's signs of lujlns about. Billy.
There are some good reasons for such an
Better keep your eye peeled.'
act as that, but I fail to see the benefit
of those seven men to act as a “go-beThe young rider uodded comprehentween.”
sion as he swung into the saddle on a
One other point I note—the commis
fresh pony and dashed out of the stasioner, however elected, should be elect- tion with his mail sucks.
ed lor a stated term and not during the
I'lainsuieu learned early to keep their
pleasure of any set of men. Two years
eyes open. As Will Cody rode he scanis a sufficiently long term, and it will be
much belter tor everybody when we ned the country ahead of him with tirewake up to the fact that two terms is
less gaze.
Every rock and hummock
enough for any man, no matter how had his attention.
good he may be. New personalities
It was a grim, wild country he rode
count. There is always material enough.
through. Great cliffs overhung his narPut in a new man every two or four
row path and darkened the
way. Foryears and get the clean sweep that is
ests of black pine stood thick on the
supposed to go with a new broom.
Mr. Rogers’ idea, which was also ad- precipitous slopes of the Rockies.
His keen eye caught sight of a slight
vocated by Commissioner Guptiil, of
having the commissioner elected by the movement behind a large bowlder that
people, is good and worthy of serious lay ahead of him. It needed no more
thought. If it were not tor the fact than that to tell the pony express rider
that our elections are so cumbersome of
duuger. Riding at top speed toward
and expensive, I think that I should be
the danger zone, he made his plan.
in favor of that method.
Cody was almost upon the rock beLet it be borne in mind that this is a
fore he swerved his horse sharply and
maLter belonging to the whole people
and not to any one class alone, and the dashed off to one side. Two rifle rereasons for a popular election crowd
ports came simultaneously, and from
home on the question with a great deal
behind the rock sprang two unmountof .force.
We wilj probably come to ed Indians.
that soon, but not just yet.
At the same time a score of Indians
Having had good results from the law on ponies hurst from the timber on
as it now
stands, and having just elected the
opposite side of the valley and
a
commissioner who has proved his
rode toward him.
worth by former work in the place, why
Ahead lay a narrow pass leading to
not remember and act
upon the old maxim of “when well enough is well enough,
safety. The race began.
let well enough alone.”
Only one rider threatened the express
All change is not progress.
Some- messenger.
He wore the headdress of
times a man “geLs out of the rut,”
a chief, and Ids pony was fleetest.
Close together the horses sued toward the pass, aud the Indian was
ana
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BALANCE
ASSETS.
Bonds.
Government, State. County and Municipal
0„
»
amortized value..
i5
Railroad and Miscellaneous Bonds, amortized value. 3,7Ub,4d4
market
Stocks,
Miscellaneous
and
Railroad. Bank
“

office; but the claim

lection.

1916

Annuities....

has failed to elect good
is made
enter too much into his 'se-

legislature

men to that
that politics
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Insurance

the
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CODYWAS SOARED

The Kind Yon Have Always Bought has home cue d
r,
ture of Chas. H. Fletcher, and has been made under
j
for
over
30
personal supervision
years. Allow nn
to deceive you in this.
Counterfeits, Imitations
**
Just-as-good” are but Experiments, and endanger iile
health of Cluldreu—Experience against Experiment.

Was Shy on Courage.
questionanle value.
The position now needs a man of good
executive ability as well aB a general
A MARRIAGE KNOT.
knowledge of farming and its needs. TYING
Such a man it is never hard to find for a
position carrying the honor and the salary j
now paid to the commissioner of agnj As a New Justice of the Peace He Had
culture.
to Perform the Ceremony, but He
It ib not claimed, at least openly, that
Job—One of His

INVESTMENTS—“The Company

millions

agriculture,

a

5 2,528,543
$57,223,741

Policyholders During 1916,
Total Payments to Policyholders.
Payments to

of

fell
n
ffice of secretary. It
Inal time that such a course would be
best for the interests of the tarm anu
the State.
...
Since then the powers and duties of tne
commissioner have been added to and en- j
larged, until he has become in several l
ways me most important officer of tne
Stale.
As an executive of law, his

$10,482,855
$64,767,030

....

commissioner

at

$6,120,313

....

ut

of agriculture
olisning the hoard
was

a.

$19,115,226.10
S 1,263,427.47
$

change.

Meine Farmer

this

PORTLAND, MAINE.

....
New Insurance Paid-for in Maine in 1916,
.....
Total New Insurance Paid-for in 1916,

Belfast, in the
at Jan. 26th.]

Sixteen years ago, the legislature ol
and exhaustive
State, alter a long
as they existed at
into
conditions
inquiry
that time, passed an act creating the

UNION MUTUAL LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY
ASSETS,
SURPLUS,

of

to find that he could have moved bia
load more easily if be bad etayed in the
beaten track. Let ua be sure we are
right before we clamor for a
Don't let a few men fool us in to thinking
we want something which would prove
of doubtful value if We got it.
Unfortunately, the master of the
S ate Grange h--'S been pushed into the
leading ph.ee in connection with the proThis tii-kes it appear as
posed change
'hough the Grange was behind the move.'
Bro. Thompson owes it to himself and
50,0110 o’her Pair ns to exph-in to the
legisla'urc that he is acting as ar. ind vi lual a id not for the Grange.

only

An Open Letter to the Legislature and the People.

LYDIA 8.

FERGUSON,

late of

Belfast,

County of Waldo, deceased. All persons
having demands against the estate of said de
ceased are desired to present the same for
settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
JANE W. FERGUSON.
Belfast, Me., January 9,1917.,

Id the

»

ot n

JOHN R. SPARROW ot K
in the County of Waldo, and
law directs. All persons having
the estate of said John K. ^1 a
s» ':
to present the same for
Indebted thereto are request*'
ment immediately.
A. M. SMALL.

Dated

1

*■

I*

TRANSPORT SUMNER BREAKS IN TWO

For Croup, Cough* And Colds.
A. Baxter, Wheeler, Wise., aaya; “For ten
years we have used Foley ’b Honey and Tar in
our family and
consider it the best cough
medicine on the market, especially for children,
Contains no opiates;
as they like to take it.”
safe for babies; effective for adults. Che6ka
croup;stops coughsjrelieves colds.—Sold every*
wnere.

RULES

FOOT

IN

OUR

ARMY.

Advice Which May Be of Value to the
General Public.
No better advice to tlic public can bo
given in reference to the care of their
feet than is embodied in our Army Manual

of

Military

The

Hygiene,

which,

of

geiuTal circulation.
particularly emphasized

is not

course,

points

in

may he paraphrased as follows:
Wear a shoe wide enough and
straight enough on the inner margin to
give the toes space for their proper po-

sition.
The best treatment of bunions will
be found in removing the pressure over
the affected joint. This can only be
done by supplying a properly fitted
shoe.
To relieve ingrowing nails they should
he cut squarely across and not rounded. Scrape the nail thin on the top and
insert a pledget of cotton under the

erican Press Association.

,1 States government has given up all hopes of saving the transport Sumner, which lias now broken
liaruegat shoals, off New Jersey. She went aground Dec. 11 while carrying 299 passengers from the
il to New York.

H\IR GROWER j

jp

j

Parisian Sage Shows Rehree Days.
n

i

losing your hair ai d fear
wes& Go. want you to try
It will surely atop
:r risk.
f '.air and make your hair
el 100 per cent, better, or

-.

ied.
and
>rful

have written
results obtained by

women

People who

were

getting

ry m their beautiful hair.
,d dandruff for years and
ma 1 say they had a clean,
just a few applications of
nient.
you are bothered with

|
;

stringy, dull, brittle,
iich-ng scalp, try Pari !
A
•his m mey back offer.
—nsive at drug stores I
o
our hair is worth saving
v worth trying
I
air,

f

K

in

;

Maine,

;
i

Interesting Article by i
is, director of the Maine
Aliment Station.

I
I

Maine Agricultural i
at its meeting in
on,
rized tti>- purchase ot
i. ni to stock High moor I
urpose ot studying lilt
ii.er sheep can or can- i
The
raised in Maine.
o i,e ot a fancy type or
hat

Nor

hey

w

re

A Letter That May

were

bred to produce "hott the high price of the
to be

just

For corns use properly fitted shoes.
Remove corns or callouses only when
they are a source of pain and Irritation.
Have at least two pairs of well fitted
shoes for constant use and smooth
stockings ns free from holes and darn-

ings

possible.
After a long walk wash the feet, dust
with foot powder and put on clean
stockings and shoes, hut do not soak

Interest You.
Durov

W.

nausea.”

An

ideal

physic, invig'rating

shoulders, lame back,
stiff neck, all pains and aches
yield to Sloan’s Liniment.
Do not rub it. Simply apply to
the sore spot, it quickly penetrates
and relieves. Cleaner than mussy
plasters or ointments, it does not
stain the skin.
Keep a bottle handy for rheumatism,
sprains, bruises, toothache, neuralgia, gout,
lumbago and sore stiff muscles.
At all druggists, 25c. 50c. and $1.00.

Sore

■

■

i

they

tie
■

.u

profitably employed,
Id be fed

more or

less

produce and hay. Aset
very thing was charged
probably not show the
redit side. Nevertheless,

Mrs. S. R. Haines ot Brookline, Mass.,
who is the guest of her sister, Mrs.
William McGi.'very, has gone to Hartland for a short visit with Mr. and Mrs.
Leon Haines.

Smith,

Mrs. Una Goodrow,
George Reynolds and Ardell Reynolds
went to Burnham Tuesday to attend the
funeral services of Mrs. Mary Carr Reynolds, wife of Joseph Reynolds, whose
death occurred Saturday at the age of 55
Pittsfield
years, after a long illness.
Advertiser.
Mrs. Alice

—

S"f‘K

SEARSPORT, MAINE,
Land

Surveying,
Valuation of limberlands,

Topographic and
Hydrographic Surveys,

STORAGE anJ
PACKING

■
■

sheep

Jrk

inventoried November 1, 1915,
*1 ?5. $345; 33 ewe
"■‘■■'T'J® «we»
3 registered bucks it $2E
I
waking a total inventory value
»Hk: ‘*r !)l,l'iously the flock is inven'"'low its actual value.
Bui
bis

bi„.
ett,

directly

bear upon the ex“ lhe
numbers of the sheep at
",|nK and end were not very dif-

in labor as shown
by actua
,air charge for all necessary
Pep -..ally spent in caring for the
*'33.54. The cost of grain
"
value at the barn of the
|

ftur:

■,

a!‘i!

t

law

V.
ci fe
vii

consumed,but including nc
I'a*turage, was $669.68. Medi-

Ha't and dips for ticks,
for running the
to
*i
coots and drive shearer coal
I
the amount invested in the
w
of caring for them, anc
»alu,. oi
food consumed at the barn

jUns

I

"1?

'’isoline

l'u'
,hi.U8
Cf,ai

Maine Christian Civic League.
Resolutions
the temperance policy outlined by Gov. Milliken and
expressing appreciation of the administration of Judge Bean of Kennebec County were adopted at the annual meeting
of the Maine Christian Civic League to-

Augusta, Me., Jan. 30.

indorsing

woman

suffrage,

day.

Melvin S. Hoi way, Augusta, was elected president; A. T, Laughlin, Portland,
vice president; Horace Purinton, Waterville, treasurer; Rev. C. E. Owen, Waterville, clerk.
The directors were increased from 16 to
20; Rev. W. R. Wood of this city and A.
S. Phelps, A. A. Heald and R. W. Dunn
of Watervilie are the new ones.
A

Woman’s

Experience

With

Grippe

When a cough or cold hangaon, and you have
aches and pains that are hard to define, it ie
likely that grippe is taking hold of your system.
Mra. J. A. Rodgers, Switzer, S. C., Bays: ”1
am susceptible to colds, often ending in grippe.
In this case I .have found Foley’s Honey and
Tar to prevent doctor bills." Sold Everywhere.
Record

Hog Prices.

Kansas City, Mo.. Jan. 29.
Hog
prices today reached what livestock men
called a new record, when $11.77 1-2 a
hundred pounds was paid for 56 head.
Tfie former maximum was seven and
one-half cents less, paid last week.

3ooda packe
packers,

r»r shipmd bv our
expert
tietimaies given by calling.
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able to be around and to attend church
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PICTURES
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Mrs. Mary (Carr) Reynolds, wife of
Joseph Reynolds died Jan. 27th at her
home in Burnham (Twitchell’s Corner)
aged about 55 years. Mrs. Reynolds had
been ill for a long time and had borne
her sufferings with much patience and
courage. She leaves to mourn their loss,
besides her husband, one daughter, Miss
Cora Reynolds, who has tenderly cared
for her mother, and three sons: Kervin
Reynolds, a teacher in the High school in
Willimantic, Conn., and Leon and Clyde
of Burnham.
She was a valued member of Sebasticook Grange.

I POPULAR I
MECHANICS
MAGAZINE
WMTTCN SO YOU CAN IMDDISTAIIDIT
All the Creat Events in Mechanics,
Engineering and Invention throughout
the World, are described in an interesting manner, as they occur. 3,000.000
readers each month.

Base Libel.
Woman—How did you get to be

a

tramp? Tramper— By degrees, mum.
I begun as a golf player.—New York

20 PJMte* each iaane tells easy
HlM fatal and
better way* to do thing* in
V\
the shop, and how to make repalm at home.

Globe.

EgRdssies

Fortitude is the guard and support
of the other virtues.—Locke.

sports and play Largely constructive; tells
how to build boatn motorcycles, wireless, etc

FOR SALE BY 16,000 NEWS DEALERS
convenient

publishers.

Catalogue of Mechanical Books free on request.

POPULAR MECHANICS MAGAZINE
• North Michigan Avenue, Chicago

A

j

Seventy-Year

Old Couple,

Mr. and Mrs. T. B. Carpenter, Harrisburg,
Pa, suffered from kidney trouble but have
been entirely cured by Foley Kidney Pills.
He
says: “Altho’ we are both in the seventies.we

vigorous as we were thirty years $go.”
Foley Kidney Pills stop sleep disturbing blad-

are as

Popular Mochanico offor* mu promia mg;
not join in "dubbing offora. *' and
•mptor* n» mActor* to Kir, luUcriptio*,

moon

der weakness, backache, rheumatism.

Everywhere.

Sold

Mine area proclaimed by Great Britain to further bottle
up German raidand submarines. New area shown by black lines

ers

R

_

At

■/

t

}

J
\

50c
Manalin Tablets 25c
and 10c

G&ltic Igiiiive

V;t(-*

-**

|

Ideal

/
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— —-
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Livery, Boarding & Transient Stable
is situated

on

Washington street just off Main street. I have single and
buckboards, etc. Careful drivers desired. Your patronTelephones stable 235-2, house 61-13.
Iy28
W. C. PRESTON. Proprietor.

double hitches,
age issolicited

i

]

>

JACKSON

r

FRANK COE FERTILIZERS. Manufactured
Factory in the Country ai Belfast. Maine
& HALL BhLFAST AOLNTS.

\

THE COE-MORTIMER COMPANY, NEW YORK

>

vguarries,
Factory
Mill

FURS

j
,

Locations

Miller’s Fur Rooms

:

Sites, Farms,Sites |

Yov will

for Summer Hotels
and

Phceiix Row. opposite the
C >urt House.

fin 1

on

fur Trim Hina Cut to Order.

Camps

Muffs, Scarfs and Garments

LOCATED ON THEjLINE OF THE

Foley’s Honey and Tar

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

Mothers know it stops croup
because it cuts the thick choking mucus, clears the throat of
phlegm, stops the hoarse metallic cough, eases the difficult
breathing, then quiet sleep.
MrB. T. Neureuer, Eau Claire, Wia,
writes: “Foleys Honey and Tar completely cured my boy of a very severe

give opportunity to those desiring" to
make a change in location for a new start

j

ON

j

ll\M).

HAIR
I

G GODS.

V\ hen you want furs would he pleased to have
you call.
44tf

in life.

I.

TRUCKING

Unlimited Raw Material
l

AND

attack of croup. We know from experience that it is a wonderful remedy for

cern.

Communications regarding locations
invited and will receive attentions

to any agent
MAINE CENTRAL, or to

of

the

CENTRAL

all

kinds of
a

trucking
specialty.

Leave orders at tbe stable, corner of

Telephone

INDUSTRIAL BUREAU
MAINE

uu

piano moving

Main and Cross streets, and they will
ceive prompt attention.

are

addressed

prepared to

Have just added to my
equipment a 2-ton
Acme auto true kmade by the Cadillac con-

AtfAtT DEVELOPMENT.

when

am

Furniture and

Good Farming Land

coughs, colds,croup,whoopingcough.”

V. MILLER.

Water Power

Undeveloped

Taken this 31st day of January, 1917, on execution dated January 25, 1917,issued on a judgment rendered by the Supreme Judicial Court,
for the Uounty of Waldo, at the term thereof
begun and held on the first Tuesday of January,
1917, to wit. on the 6ih day of January, 1917,
in favor of George L. Slipp of Belfast, in said
County of Waldo, against “The Pastures,” a

1

will tell you to use E.
‘n the Rest Equipped

)

SOLD EVERYWHERE.

j

|

mol

LET YOUR CROPS DECIDE

1867

They

Never Put
a Crouuv

re-

connection.
W. W. BLAZO,

RAILROAD,

125

V UdO

\V;JJi, dilflJt.

PORTLAND. MAINE.

MAINt CtNlKAL RAILROAD

corporation duly organized and existing under
the laws of the State of Maine and having its
principal place of business at said Belfast, for
eight hundred seventy-four dollars and eightyeight cents, dent or damage, and fourteen dollars fifty five cents, cost of suit, and will oe
sold at public auction at the office of Dunton

BELFAST AND BURNHAM.
1916, trainu connecting
at Burnnamand Waterville with through train.,
for and from Bangor, Waterville, Portland and
Boston, will run as follows:
On and after Oct 1.

FROM

said

Belfast, to the highest bidder,
on the 10th day of March, 1917, at ten o'clock
in the forenoon, tiie following described real
estate and all the right, title and interest which
the said “The Pastures” has ai.d had in and to
the same on the 19th day of January, 1916, at
one o’clock and twenty minutes in the after-

AM

PM

12 L0
tl2 25
tl2 35
12 47
12 59
1 05
1 13
11 23
1 36
3 00

depart.

*...

Bangor. 114.^

Clinton.
Benton.

8 39
8 4^

Waterville. 8 54
Portland. 11 50
Boston, pm. 3 20
TO

3 29
5 50
8 00

20
25
35
47
59
05
13
23
35
05
11
20
25

PM

AM

3

CO

Portland... 12 00

7 00

AM

Waterville.
....

7 16
7 00

Benton.
Clinton.
Burnham, leave. 8 35
Winnecook. {8 45

at a stake and
stones at the northeast corner of the lot of
land occupied by Caleb Lamb in 1867; thence
westerly twelve rods to a stake and stones;

Unity.

8 64

Thorndike. 9 02
Knox. t9 10
Brooks. 9 26
Waldo. t9 35

thence southerly about one hundred and twelve
rods to the Pond; thence easterly by the Pond
to stake and stones; thence northerly to
place

10 02
10 08
10 17
10 30
tlO 40
10 65
11 05
til 15
1135
til 45
111 65
12 01

Turbine Steel Ste tnuhip'J! I fas l
Leave Belfast Mondays and
Thursdays at
2 00 p. m for Camden, Rockland and
Boston,
keave Belfast Wednesdays and
Saturdays at
7.30 a. m for Searsport,

12 25

Bucksportand Winter-

port.

Return: Leave India Wharf, Boston. Tuesdays and Fridays at 5.C0 p. m. Leave Winterport Mondays and Thursdays at 10.00 a. m. for
Boston and intermediate landings.

MAINE STEAMSHIP LINE
Direct between Portland and New York.
Passenger service discontinued tor the sea-

son.

8 5C
PM

containing fifty-five acres.
The second parcel beginning

BANGOR LiNF.
TWO TRIP SERVICE.

25

AM

Steamship Lines

ALL THE WAV BY WATER.

PM

2
t2
(2
2
t2
3
3
*3
3
5
5
5
6
8

R FI* FAST

Boston. 10 00

Bangor

Eastern

BKLFAST

7 05
17 10
Citypoint.
Waldo. t7 20
7 32
Brooks
17 41
Knox.
50
7
Thorndike.
7 5S
Unity.
Winnecook. *8 08
Burnham, arrive.. 8 20
Belfast

noon, the time when the same was attached on
the writ in the same suit, to wit, the former
homestead farm occupied by Caleb Lamb, deceased, at the time of his decease, situated in
Belmont, in said County of Waldo, and bounded and described as three paicels in deed of
Ernest P, Piper to Horace Chenery dated August 8. 1902, recarded in Waldo Registry of
Deeds, Book 266, Page 327, as follows, to wit:
The first parcel beginning at a stake and stones
standing on tne northerly bank of Duck Trap
Pond, being the southeast corner of Leander
Morse’s land; thence north nine degrees west
in Morse’s line ninety rods to a stake and
stones; thence east on lots No. 26 and 29, one
hundred and twenty-nine rods to a stake and
stones; thence south fifty-two rods to the
Pond; thence southwesterly according to the
course of the Pond to the place of
beginning,

twelve acres,

"r

n'1’"1

Enclosed find.cents
for a box of...
Tablets. Send to

.-

Tha Peruna Co.

t>fCoiurnbuo,

re..

KIDNEYS AND BLADHEB

beginning, containing

1

Ge°tl^men*

Peruna Tablets

♦

Sur^Met

FOLEY KIDNEY PILLS

Freight

service

throughout

the year.

METR3P3LITAN STEAMSHIP LINE

direct between BOSTON AND NEW YORK
3 16 |
Paasenger and Freight Service throughout
1 60
the year. (Passenger Service
3 24
temporarily discontinued.)
3 34
3 50
FRED W. POTE, Agent.
4 00
Belfast, Maine

4
4
f4
4
?4

09
17
25
40
50
|5 00
5 05

Be

con d-

h and

goods of every description.
Furniture.

bedding,

car-

!
pets, stoves, etc
t9 46
Antique furniture
I
Belfast, arrive. 9 50
a specialty. If you
t Flag station.
have anything to
Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at I
sell drop me a
$5.25 from Belfast.
postal card and you will receive a prompt call
H. D. WALDRON,
WALTER II. .UiF\!B8.
64 Main Street, Belfast.
General Passenger Agent.
Telephone 249 -3
G. C. DOUGLASS,
General Manager. Portland Maine.

Citypoint.

more or

less, and being a part of lot No. 54 in said Belmont, The third parcel being a part of the
old Gore lot, so-called, in said Belmont, and being the same premises conveyed to Caleb
Lamb, Jr., by Hattie E. huntoon and Woodman C. Huntoon, by their deed of
warranty
dated April 1, 1873. recorded in Waldo Registry of Deeds, Book 159, Page 426
The above three parcels constitute the Caleb
Lamb farm, so-called, and being the same real
estate that was conveyed to Horace Chenery
by Ernest P. Piper by deed herein-before referred to, to which deed and the deeds therein
referred to reference is hereby had,
JAMES A. G. BEACH,
Deputy Sheriff.

are

1

PRESTON’S

Jan. 31.
The Bates College
Athletic Association has accepted the
in
proposed change
management of the
Maine intercollegiate track and field
o each college dual repmeets, giving
resentation in a board which shall handle
the meets.

of

11

The
up fhe system. The two are great aids toPeruna Co.,
good health. Send in the coupon today .•••"
Columbus, Ohio

_

»

—,

Lewiston,

in

1

They taste like candy, relieve effectively, and form no bad habits. Peruna
R Tablets clear up the system, overcome catarrh, restore the appetite and tone /

\

Bates Accepts Proposed Change.

Morse,

fOR CRIP COUCHS COtCi IATAARHAI
PiSEASrs wwn£iUAroNiuiRtwiPiD

Itauhmru- cv'rm f*kunacwirwuMuirdujiiT"

Manatin Tablets

|p

of several months.
Mr. Cram had been
in poor health for the past few years,
but was able to keep about his work until within a few months of his death,
when he suffered a shock of paralysis
from which he never recovered. Mr. Cram
was a kind neighbor, an
indulgent husband and father, and will be much missed I
in his home and in the community.
He
is survived by his wife, two
daughters
Mrs. Stella Maloney of Connecticut, Mrs.
Everett Sherman of Beverly, Mass., and
one son, Sherman Cram of
Liberty village. Funeral services were held at the
home and were laigely attended by neighbors and friends.

BACKACHE

rtf

j

and many doctor bills are unnecessary. If your liver is
active and your system free of waste matter you need
rarely be sick. For constipation, heaviness, bad breath
and digestive disturbances, use a good laxative.

George Cram, a much respected citizen
■>f Liberty, died Jan. 20th after an illness

FOR

4‘Pe*%g§£\

ILL HEALTH
EXPENSIVE

Cushman.

&

A Continuous Performance.
“Our baby gives us considerable trouble. Yells unless he has his own way.”
“Ours yells anyhow. You don’t know
what trouble is.”-Washington Herald.

_

your dealer to show you a espy; if not
to news stand, ssnd SI.60 for • year’s subscription.
or fifteen cents for current- issue to the

|

Anson B. Cushman, well known to
New England traveling men as night
clerk of Rockland hotels for 20 years,
committed suicide Jan. 28th. At 3 a. m.
he went to the kitchen and cut his throat.
Staggering back to his own room he calmly seated himself in his easychair, where
his daughter found him bleeding profusely. Medical assistance was summoned, |
but he died a few hours later.
He told 1
those present that he was sick and dis- 1
couraged and did not wish to be a burden
upon anybody. He was 83 years old, and
in his younger days sailed in the coastwise trade.
He was also in business in
Lawrence, Mass., a number of years.
Mr. Cushman was thrice married. He is
survived by his daughter, Miss Emma

the Days Go By.
Frank looked up thoughtfully from
his engine and cars game of railroading, played on the primitive plan of a

dreaming.—Town Topics.

Ask

i

SI ATE OE MAINE.

Cruel.
Wife—1 dreamed last night that I
was in heaven.
Husband—Did you see me there?
Wife—1 did; then 1 knew 1 was

all news stands

*mrt*or

i

Miss Elizebeth H. Stetson died, Jan.
29th at her home in Camden, after an
illness of many months.
She is survived
by one sister, Mrs. Sarah C. Glover of
Camden. The deceased was a member
of the Congregational church and until
her health failed, was a constant attendant.
She was a woman beloved by all
who knew her and her friends are many.
She lived an exemplary life and she has
gone to her long rest, missed and mourned
ny many. The funeral service was held
Thursday afternoon at 3 o’clock, Revs.
L. D Evans and C. L. Stevens officiating.

COUNTY OF WALDO, SS.

live-year-old hoy.
“Mamma, isn't it funny how.the days
go by, one after the other, just like a
train of cars with Sunday for the engine.”—Harper’s.

EACH MONTH

Ion

>

a

>

| yjj if KTj

r360
I 360

■

Burnham to live about ten years ago.
She is survived by her husband and two
sisters.

A Giant Emperor.
Maximinus, the giant Roman emperor, could twist coins into corkrocks between
screws. powder hard
his fingers and do other seemingly imWhen angered he
possible things.
often broke the jaw of a horse or the
skull of an ox with his fist. His wife’s
bracelet served him for a ring, and
every day he ate, besides other food,
sixty pounds of meat and drank an
amphora of wine.
How

BELFAST. MAINE.

dipping

t-rs, rent of land for pasl-s for the sheep, while nets that must be taken into
he practical farmer, are
the following statement,
included are the inventory
sheep, the cost of labor in
die sheep, cost of the food
c value
of the hay and straw
the cost to grow the roots
credits are the sheep and
the inventory at the end of

not

j

■

machine,gas engine,root

tr

Household Goods

Like a weak link in a chain, a weak organ enexpense items that the
need not be at. For | feebles the whule body. Wean kidneys lower
'lar reasons the cost of vitality. A. W. Morgan, Angola, La writes:
I am 43
'ures, erecting shelters in “I suffered with pains in the back.
Since 1
old, but I felt like a man of 90
fitting up the barns for years
took Foley Kidney Pills I feel like I did when I
expenses for piping was 21.” 50c and $1.00 sizes. Sold Everywhere.

troughs,

11

OP

£

fewdays previous to her death. She was
formerly a resident of Troy and came to

Youth’s Companion.

General Engineering Work.

1

e,

Mrs. Cora (Palmer) Cole, wife of WalCole, died Jan. 25th at her home in
Burnham; aged about 45 years. She had
been in ill health for some time, but was

about the streets, and so did lie love
them that a pig’s head with a “D” to
the left was the device upon his seal.
He used to enjoy telling how, when
he was on tour in Germany, one of his
pigs ran away and came finally to a
farm not far from Berlin. The farmer,
who was a kind man. gave the tired
looking beast food and drink. To his
consternation, the visitor solemnly
mounted an upturned barrel, looked
gratefully at his host and stood on its
head as a token of appreciation.—

■

NGER

ter

no are
r

DEATHS.

News has been received of the death of
Mrs. John Fletcher in Ottawa,
Kansas.
Mrs. Fletcher was
formerly Miss Mary
Thorndike
of Rockport and a sister
ofiVJ
Capt. William Thorndike of that town,
who survives her.

except talk.

_

equipped for them
Cut '1 his Out. It Is Worth Money.
off with a few sheep,
-alvage of time and ma- J DON’T MISs This. Cut out this shp.enclose
otherwise be wasted, with 5c to Foley & Co., 2835 Sheffield Ave.,
is the same as in the case ; Chicago, III., writing your name and address
You will receive in return a trial
a small flock of hens, a I clearly.
i to garden crops, etc. j package containing Foley's Honey and Tar
for coughs, colds, croup; Foley
Compound
well known exceptions j
and Foley Cathartic Tablets. Sold
!
farm items, charging Kidney Fills,
Everywhere.
co=ts, food at what it is
ing fixed charges into acEnforcing the Prohibitory Law.
ow book profit.
Nevery hand there are farmers
SACO, Me., Jan. 26. BanneNaplitano,
:nes
derived from small
aged 35, of Portland, who fought liquor
herds, and small areas de- deputies when intercepted as he was
ive comfortably, educate
passing through this city last night with
and
accumulate some a dress suit case filled with
whisky for
Portland, was given 90 days in jail and
sheep at Highmoor Farm fined $100 in the Police Court today.
r-mi November 1, 1915, to
Augusta, Me, J an. 26. Charles W ard,
was carried out entirely
an apothecary of Gardiner, arraigned on
iosseB that occurred the
a liquor nuisance charge
before Judge
-year.
Beane of the
Court today, was
always be an expense for fined $1000 andSuperior
costs and six months in
i maintaining
pastures,
if the fine
for sheep that will vary jail, with an additional lOmonths
ts not paid. It was the fourth time in six
fa'-ms and with different
years that Ward had been before Judge
! e overhead
charges, such as Beane. Ward’s wife was
arraigned on a
-s, and the like will also
similar charge, but County Atty Fisher
In an exying conditions.
nol pros9ed her case.
ted by the Station, where
to
keep individual records,
Felt Like 90, Now Like 21.
ars and time involved in
•<

He

from all over .he world.
Born of an ancient and noble family,
he was a pupil of tbe renowned cadet
corps, but before bis graduation be ran
away and joined a circus.
But be bad no ambition to be an ordinary clown. He kept in touch with
politics, with everything that took place
In Russia, anil applied to it his wit.
Soon lie became an unlicensed censor
of Russian society in motley. Evil be
rebuked by jest and gibe. No man was
in too high a place for his tongue, and
furious officials once brought about his
exile. Russia loved him too well for
that, however, and soon be was back
in the ring. To show that lie meant to
be more discreet he appeared with a
padlock attached to his mouth.
He was a very famous animal trainer.
Tbe pig was bis favorite pupil, and it
is said that bis pigs could do almost
everything that human beings can do

■

figures

a

Durov, belli that, whatever your vocation. the only tiling that brings you success is work. Accordingly lie became
tbe most industrious, successful and
beloved clown in Russia and probably
tbe richest down in the world, too, for
when be died ue left a fortune of $1,000,000 and a collection of trained animals that, brought visitors to liis home

■

not being Kept at a profit,
-nt convention of the State
-ociation a paper was read
refit on a small flock, hut
It is
a were estimates.
that on most farms a few
profitable, because they
lor in time that other-

Biting Tongue, and
Dearly Loved Pigs.

Had

The famous Russian clown, Anntole

and

any ordinary farmer ; .-strengthening the bowel act
md having a
While care was to be exer- good effect on the stomach ami liver Give
no
,e sheep,
high priced stou^ persons a light and free feeling. Sold
used. Nor was a special Everywhere.
he employed,
but
re grade Hampshire,
PIT rSFIELD PERSONALS.
irHampshire that only
1 tell them from pure
Harry R. Coolidge, Esq was a busiire as fine a flock of sheep
The farm superin- ness visitor in Skowhegan Mcpday.
see.
rienced man with sheep
Dr. E. C. Bryant was a guest of Mrs.
excellent care. A year Benjamin Thompson, Monday.
-of the first year’s trial
Mies Marguerite Folsom is in Troy
This trial showed that
(his week for a visit with Miss Florence
1 re
kept, at a large loss, Hillman.
nr
led to the receipt ot
and to the publication of
Mr. and Mrs. H. G. Gordon left TuesIt was evident day for Knox, where they were called by
er articles.
at
many sheep owners the death of a relative, Mrs. Rowe.
-re making money from
Mrs. Helen P. Emery of Monroe, who
one was found who was
had been ttie guest of Dr. and Mrs. E.
vk of about 10U sheep who
A. Porter, returned home Wednesday.
whether
tual
ns

;

as

the feet in cold water.
Root powder shaken into the socks or
dusted over the feet will help prevent
blisters.
Woolen stockings will absoib perspi
ration. Those who are on their feet
very much should harden them by applying foot powder and bathing the
feet frequently in cold water.
The correction of fiat foot may require a long period and can he aided
by furnishing a broad and well shaped
shoe, taking care that the foot is
strengthened by proper exercises and
not overloaded.
Do not "toe out,” but walk with the
inner margins of the feet parallel sc
that the- weight of the body will be
thrown on the outer or stronger part of
the foot.-Kathleen H'.ds in Leslies.

McConnell, Riverdale, Ga writes:
'•Foley Cathartic Tables absolutely cleanse mv
system thoroughly, and never a gripe, and o
N.

!

edge.

RUSSIA'S GREAT CLOWN.

none or tile animats

fancy price.

;

for ore vear, ending October 31. 1916, toThe Colby Endowment Fund.
tailed $1355 55.
The three
The wool sold for $255 91.
Ex-president. Taft has been secured by
bucks that had been used two seasons the Student Endowment committee to
in
for
and
were sold
$55. Sheep
January
speak at the City hall, Waterville, Feb1 .mbs sold during the year totalled $436
ruary 14th ag the first lecturer of the
08.
The 49 ewes, 20 ewe lambs and one series which has heen arranged to aid in
pure bred buck lamb (obtained in change securing the 1920 endowment fund of
for two ewe lambs) gave an inventory at $500,000.
He is not only one of the forethe end of the year of $401. These total most citizens of the country, hut his
$1147.99, or $207.56 less than the debtor popularity as a lecturer has been con
side of the account.
stantly increasing since he left the presiThere were produced 75 tons of manure dent's chair.
He has been a student of
which contained nitrogen, phosphoric aci I State affairs for many years and is conand potash worth, at the valuation used I sidered our forem >3t authority on inter
for commercial fertilizers in 1914 (before national relations and his coming will be
the war prices) about $300. The labor an occasion of no little note. The leccost, teams and men, moving the manure ture will be peculiarly apt and intere^tmonthly to the manure platform for I ine at. this tune, his subject being, Our
working over by swine, about $25. The VV »1 1 Relationships.
net value of the plant food in the manure
A reception at which ticket holders
at tne barn wras, therefore, about $275
will have ati opportunity to meet Mr.
Without considering the value of the I Taft will be held in Chemical hail on the
mat ure on
the credit side, or any over- afternoon of his arrival. Gov Ctrl E
Milliken has assured rhe committee that
head charges such as interest on investment, depreciation of plant, pasturage he will be present, and will, if possible,
and taxes, there was a net loss of a little remain for the evening address. Other
Al- prominent men have signified their in
over $200 for the year’s operation.
lowing full credit for the manure and tention to be present. Mr. Tuft will tvshow
a
entertained, while in Waterville, at the
omitting overhead charges would
home of President R iberts.
credit baiance of about $100.
This is not the place to give the details
“Bone Dry” Prohibition for < regon.
of labor and food consumed.
But these
have been tabulated and if any one is inThe House of
Salem, Ore Jan. 29.
terested copies may be had at Orono.
Tne full details of the trial and a discusRepresentatives 1oda> passed a “ho te
sion of the way the manure was handled dry” prohibition bill widen fo-mi Is imwill be given in a Station bulletin to be
portation of Hcohoiic liquors into Oregon.
The bill now goes to th- ^-mate
issueu as early in 1917 as possible.

RECENT

_
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HARRY

E7~BANGS; Seth W.

Attorney at Law,

ODD FELLOWS’ BLOCK, BELFAST, ME.
Collection* given prompt Attention.

4m4

^Attorney
BROOKS,

Norwood,
at

Law,
MAINE.

6th at 10.80 a.

George H. Forbes died Feb.
bad been ill at
aged about 70 years. He
the Commercial House, and waa taken to the
Cprtia Stevens, the oldest citizen of Casting Waldo County hospital last Sunday. Hia death
and one the best known residents, died, Jan. waa caused by uremia and a complication of
26th at the advanced age of 92 years snd 6 diaeaaea. He waa born in Belfast, the son of
months, Mr. Stevens was born in Gouldsboro, th# late Henry H. and Sophia W. Forbes, who
In
July 10. 1824. His boyhood and early manhood lived for years at No. 28 Cedar street.
were passed in his native town, where he was
early life Mr. Forbes studied navigation and
actively engaged ip business, mercantile and followed the aea many y«ara. Those who
shipping, for many years. He was prominent went with him say he was one of the best of
in the business and political activities of the n vitutors. He became captain and his first
town and for several years was in active busi- Co in .i d was wrecked, and th© experience
In 1873 he represented his class caused him to give up a sea-faring life. For
ness there.
towns in the legislature, serving a term in the years he was engaged in painting. Oct. 19,1878,
In 1876 he moved to he married Miss Annabelle Wight of Belfast,
house of representatives.
Castine with bis family, buying the homestead and they had two children, Walter, who died
property of tne late W. M. Lawrence in Main in infancy, and Josephine, who lived to womanstreet snd Battle avenue, where he bad since hood.
Two sisters, Josephine, wife of George
lived. For a number of years he was engaged Parker, and Ellen A., wife of Henry G. Robwith his son in the livery business at Bar Har- bins, died in Boston several years ago. Aning.
bor. Although never a candidate for political other sister, Henrietta R.» wife of Arthur H.
Auburn, Maine
Mrs. Gorham Hamlin is quite seriously ill honors he
always took a deep interest in poli- Cooper, lives in Auburn, The funeral will be
with the grip.
tics and political t flairs, both State and nation- held today, Thursday, at 10.30 a. m., at the
Mrs. P. M. Clifford has been suffering from al, and was at the time of his death probably Coombs' undertaking rooms.
SPAKSPORT.
the oldest Republican voter in the State of
neuralgia.
Mrs. Jennie Hamlin of Portland is visiting Maine, He cast his first vote for governor in
Mrs. Susan J. Dodge died Feb. 6th at the
Mrs. Lavonia Wiiliams is visiting relatives friends in town.
1846, voting as a Whig until the founding of home of her daughter, Mrs. Frank B. My rick,
H» Brewer.
the Republican party in 1856, since which time No. 1, River Avenue, with whom she had lived
Seth W. Norwood, Esq., was in Dexter last

OBITUARY.

the late Master Marshall and Sarah (Colcord)
Dutch and was born in Searsport, Sept. 15,
1851. He passed bis boyhood days here and
worked in the shipyards of Searsport as a
Familiar signs of worms in children are: Defastener, later following the sea until 1872,
stomsour
ranged stomach, swollen upper lip,
ach, offensive breath, hard and full belly with when he went to Waltham, MasB., and had
In
resided in that section until his death.
about the navel, pale face of
Meda P. Oakea of Verleaden tint, eyes heavy and 1873 he married Miss
dull, twitching eyelids, itching mont, who survives him with three sons, men-,
of the nose, itching of the rec- tioned above, and one grandson, the little son
tum, short dry cough, grinding
and Fastnet (Eiskine) Dutch. He
of the teeth, little red points of Dana
John S. Dutch of
one brother,
qIso
leaves
on
out
starting
tongue,
sticking
If Waltham. Mass,, and two sisters, Mrs. E. A.
Mt Hark Ell ml during sleep, slow fever.
—r-»
cnuu
biiowd
IUUK
Sargent of Searsport and Mrs. Edward Lewis
•tart using Dr. True’s Elixir, the.Family Laxaof Waltham.
tive and Worm Expeller AT ONCE.
••My little son is gaining every day and I
think more of Dr. True’s Elixir than all other
such medicines put together,” writes Mrs. Ida
The News of Brooks.
Gagnon of Manchester. N. H.
At your druggist’s, 36c, 60c and $1 00. Write
Miss Edith Lawrence is in town, dressmakto us for further information.

m..

Does Your
w

in

town

Clifton Whittum is visiting Dr. and Mrs. B.
E. Larrabee in Islesboro for a week.

week

operated on at the Waldo of
county hospital Friday for appendicitis,
Daniel Irvin

J.,

of

guests

are

Spratt of Union Hill, N.
C, M, Closson on Pike

Mrs.

avenue.

of

Charles Bagley of Lewiston is in the employ
M. F. Parker at his barber shop on Main

street.

the

Fogg has had a large
hauling ice the past week.
M. L.

Ship Timandra, Capt. N. F. Giikey, has been
chartered to load coal at Newport News for
Buenos Ayres.
Hon. and Mrs. W. T. C. Runnells, who have
been confined to their home with bad colds, are

Varney

W. N. West is recovering from

illness, having been confined

to her

a severe

home for

past two weeks.
Herbert Partridge left Monday for Bangor,

the

to take

special

a

We

are

at the

course

University

of

School.

Maine Law

indebted to Harry L. Nason, second

tfficer of the steamer Illinois, for copies
London daily papers.

of

Ruth, Capt. Briggs, finished dischaiging Sunday at the P. C. and W. Co,’s
wharf and sailed Monday ivr Newport News.

Ralph I. Mortland informs your correspondent that the item in last week’s issue of The
Journal of his taking a partner in the milk
erroneous.

this winter struck
here Monday. It snowed all day with a howling northeast gale arid the roads were badly
drifted. The evening mail was an hour and a
half late in arriving.
The worst storm thus far

Miss Agnes Mantor, the manager of the E.

S. N. S. basketball team, is corresponding with
the manager of the Searsport High school
girls’ team for the purpose of arranging a
geme in Castine Friday, Feb. 9th.

Saturday
It

ter.

town in
m.,

the

was

32

was

coldest day for the winin several places in

below

the early morning, and 6 below at 6 p.

wun

a

sever-

crew

Club will be

The

Simeon Crockett, is
house

on

cutting and
in

9th.

moving into the Charles
road.

the Monroe

Miles Jellison of Belfast

C. Tasker and
town on business Saturday.

E

strong

ouriawesi

wiuu

which kept the bay from freezing

Dorothy have

and Miss

Kilgore
both been the victims of
Mrs. A. E.

uiumuK,

over.

past three years, sailed from Honolulu
Feb. 4th for San Francisco, en route for Fort
Ringold, Texas, where he has been assigned to
duty, Mrs. Black and son Freddie will go to

for the

to visit

Tampa, Fla.,
Ross for

James

a

Capt.

and

Mrs.

A. M.

time.
A.

Colson, for

cashier of the

30

years

assistant

Searsport National bank, went

^ublic-spiriUd citizen, always
tively interested in the affairs of the town ard
in the Unitarian Society, of which church organization he was a constant and regular attendant up to the time of his last illness. Since
the death of his wife in 1905, he had received
the unselfish devotion and careful attention of
his daughter, Mrs, Celia Alexander, and his
son, William G. Stevens, who survive him.
He

ac-

was a

Bqpjamin Charles Crabtree, the youngest
from a
Miss Edith Hobbs ha3 been suffering
and only surviving member of a very large
is
now
but
improving.
trouble,
throat
bad
family of old Maine stock from North Haven,
Doris Roberts entertained several died Jan. 27th at his home in East Lynn, Mass.,
Misj
friends at a whist party Thursday evening, after a week’s illness of valvular heart trouble.
Feb. 1st.

Mr. Crabtree
who is

Merritt

Raymond

attending

U.

the

here.

Effie Jenkins, who is spending the winMrs
in Belfast, was the week-end guest ol

Mrs.
ter

C. VV.

Ryder.

Barden and Geo. Hall are at work on
milk room
the creamery building and have the
nearly finished.
R. A.

and Mrs. William Austin were in Monlast Sunday, calling on her mother, Mrs.

Mr.
roe

Bradishali, who is ill.
Bachelder and Miss Erma Barhave been conker, two of our school teachers,
fined to the house with bad colds.
Mrs. Grace

ill at
Godding, wbo has been quite
the home of her daughter. Mis. Fred Emmons,
is much improved and is able to be out.
balurday morning, Feb. 3rd, was the coldest
Mrs. Aftie

w«

have

seen

for

a

good

The

many years.

indicated 34 below

thermometer

zero.

%

a
MiBs Emily Brown, who has been taking
ai Baltimore,
post graduate course in nursing
and Mrs. F.
ftdd., is visiting her parents, Mr.
H. Brown.
Charles Mixer, who has been working with

Robert J. Sullivan, who has been in steamers j
of the American-Hawaiian line for the past 3£
J
years, passed a successful examination last j
the
week in New York and was granted a second the Roberts hay press, was called home
last of the week by the illness of his daughter
officers license for ocean-going steamers.

Capt. Frederick F. Black cf the 25th U. S.
Infantry, stationed at Fort Schofield, H. I.,

never

publican candidate

colds.

severe

of M.t spent the week-end with his mothei.

Steamer

business is

the

on

were in

improving.

Mrs.

part

weeks, is much better.

Colby College Glee
Brocks Friday evening, Ftb.

now

one

A crew of men was in town working
electric lights last week.
Clarence Hamlin, who has been ill for

al

failed to cast his vote for every Refor governor, including Carl
E. MiJliken in 1916. He cast his first vote for
President for Zachary Taylor in 1849, joining
the Republican party when it was fouuded in
1856, and votirg for each Republican candidate,
including the last in 1916. Although an invalid
and confined to his home for the past few
years, he always insisted that he be taken to
the polls that he might cast his ballot, although
suffering much physical rnd bodily discomfort !
ha

business.

Sarah Stevens has moved into
C. O. Fobs house.

Mrs.

was

Mr. and Mrs. John

on

R. J. Kenney has been quite ill with rheumatism and a severe cold.

X XvFlXX

was

Haven.

born at North

He

Skowhegan

to reside with his parents
22, and remained there about 15
where
years. He then went to Lynn, Mass
he entered the employ of the Boston & Albany
Railroad as a private detective. He worked
for the railroad about 15 years and then removed to Stoughton,Mass., where he made his
home for about five > ears. He then returned to
Lynn and continued his occupation as a detective. He was employed by a g~eat many New
England folk for various crimes and robberies
and w»as a well known character in court sessions about these States. He retired from
active business life in 1900 and since then had
been devoting his time to rescue mission work
went to

at the age of

in

and

around

Boston in connection with the

Advent Christian church of Lynn and other
religious booies. At the outbreak of the Civil
War Mr. Crabtree enlisted In the 85th Massachusetts Volunteer Infantry and saw active
service with the Army of the Potomac under
the leadership of Gen. McLellan. At Antietem
he wes severely wounded by a fragment of
amopiitri

biicii

which

bliuck

mm

in

me lore-

head. He was picked up unconscious from the
battlefield and after a long stiuggle lor life at
the field hospital was discharged as unfit for
further service. He was a member of Glermere Lodge of Odd Fellows and the
Lynn
Masons for a great many years, tie was con-

Mrs.

Dodge

was one

Cook and Bernard Ellis were in Belgetting advertisements for the
second edition of the High school paper, which
will be printed in a few weeks.
The lecture and free pictures at Crockett’s
fast last week

H.

of the

best of woman, a good neighbor, beloved in
the home ciicle and by old and young. She is

officiating.
receiving

The

tomb at Grove

Cemetery

and in-

Walter I Neal died very suddenly of heart
disease Tuesday afternoon, Feb. 6r.h, at his
home in Waldo, aged [9 years. He was born in
Morrill, the son of Israel C. and Ardra Neal,
and married Miss Georgia Simmons of Waldo,
who survives him with their daughter, Mrs.
Madeline Neal MacDonald of Belgrade, and
sons Allen S. of Waldo and F. Ray Neal of
Belfast. He is also survived by three sisters,
0. Johnson. Mrs. Lucius C. Morse
Lowell, aii of Liberty. Mr.
Neal has been prominent in Waldo County
Mrs. John

and

Mrs. S. M.

politics.

He

And

den

for many years a game warstationed at Bangor during the

was

was

big game
chairman,

later

member, and
of the Commission of Inland Fisheries and Game. At the time of his death he
was a State game warden.
In addition to this
season, and

service he owned and
fine farm
ments

Sears Lodge. Since its inconferred degrees on 178 candistitution
dates and paid benefits to the amount of $2000.
After speeches by other brothers a delicious
collation was served by. the stewards Geo.
Sargent and A. Crose.
of

it has

A meeting of the committee for the Surgical
Dressings work was held at the home of Mrs.
1st. at
Summer C. Pat tee, Thursday. Feb.
which the following organizations of the town

in Waldo.

a

successfully carried on a
writing arrange-

At this

for the funeral have

Church

*-

Penobscot Bay Electric Com parr

J
1

BORIS

Henry
respected citizens,
one

most

of Belfast’s best and
died

at

2 p,

m.

Feb

No. 8 Park street, of heart
disease following a severe attack of the giip.
It was not generally known that Mr. Lord was
c riticaliy ill and his sudden death was a severe
4th at his hone

Rose, who have both been very sick with

lime in Hallowell, but

came

to

Belfast about

the Dew store,
phone central office.

Owing

delay

to

in the

arrival of the necessary apparatus the lines
have not yet been connected.
The serial picture. “The Girl f rom Frisco,’
now being shown at Crockett’s Picture House
Saturday evenings, introduces Marion Saiis
and True Boardman, who were in the “Stingaree’J serieB so much enjoyed here,

this

month.

For many years Mr. Lord and his

family occupied

the

Harris

house

on

Park

and in 1879, he built his present resipart of the Harris lot. He is survived by his wife and their four children—
Grace A. Lord, Mrs. Georgia Lord Hanson,
Samuel H. Lord and Judge Maurice W. Lord
all of Belfast, and by one Bister, Mrs. Sarah G.
Sj cLellan of Portland. The funeral took place
at his late home Tuesday at 1.30 p. m. Rev.
Ashley A. Smith of Bangor and Rev. Arthur A'
Blair of Belfast officiating. The bearers were
Messrs. Albert C. Burgess, W. A. and C. F.
Swift and Charles O'Connell.

street
dence

on a

and

Mr.

Mrs.

Lewis

parents in' Freedom.

Mrr..

BELFAST

i

In Orland, Jan 27, to Mr tfr.d Mrs Roy
daughter.
In South Brooksville, Jan 22, to
Chatto.
Mr and.Mrs Ernest Chatto, a son.
Dokr* In Gouldsboro, Jan 23, to Mr and Mrs
Elmer Dorr, a son, Dwinal.
Douglass. In Deer Isle, Jan 15, to Mr and
Bray,

were

Sunday at 2 o’clock p.
tended by a large number of

church

m.

held

and

at

the

were

at-

relatives and

friends.

Rev. H. H. Hathaway, assisted by
There were
Rev. A. Lee Ridgway, officiated
many beautiful flowerB from friends and neig*
bors.
Mrs. Emma (Blaisdel!) Hall, wife of Richard
C. Hall of Rockland died Feb. 1st from the
effects of a fall upon an icy sidewalk a few
weeks ago in which a hip was dislocated. She

Mrs John A Douglass, twin sons.
Gray. In Brooksville (Cape Rosier), Jan
to Mr and Mrs C M Gray,;Jr, twin sons.
Hutchinson. In Deer Isle, Jan 16, to Mr
and Walter T Hutchinson, a son, Edward Walter.

*

was

born in Rockland in 1856.

For many years

was president of the Knox County W. C*
U. and the local branch She had been a
mi mber of ihe First Baptist Church since girl
hood. She is survived by her husband and two

she

T.

Frank W. Ginn died,
after a brief illness, aged 55 years.
He was a life-long resident of the town and
until Within a few years had worked at his
trade as a painter. He had many friends and
the
was held in high regard as a good citizen of
town. He belonged to Fort Knox Lodge, 1. O.
O. F. He is survived by his widow, Mrs. Carrie

Bucksport

Ginn.
Mrs.

Esther Webb,

a

long-time

resident

oi

Belfast".

house

help
present
or

to house

canvass

money solicited.

will be made

and

In the face of the

situation, who knows how soon
others may be called upon to render us the
valuable service? Remember, every
same
little helps, and all will be most gratefully rewar

ceived and deeply appreciated
Mr. Francis M. Dutch, a resident of Newton
for over thirty years, died Monday night at his
late home, 11 Orchard street. Mr. Dutch was
born at Searsport, Maine, September 15,1851.
In early manhood he womed in his father’s
shipyard, later going into the retail provision
business at Waltham and West Newton. For
the last ten years he was in the wholesale beef
business, traveling through western Massa-

chusetts, Rhode Island and Connecticut, He
was a member of the Common Council of Newton in 1890-1891. He was a charter member
and past noble grand of Newton Lodge, 1.0. O.
F., also a member of Dalhousie Lodge A. F. &
A. M. He is survived by a widow and three
sons:
Dana M. of Waban, Leon P. of New
York and Francis M. Jr. of Newton. The funeral was from his late borne, 11 Orchard street,
Newton, Thursday, February first, conducted
by Dr. Charles H. Cutler of Wabag and members of Newton Lodge, 1. O. O. F. Interment
was
at Mount Feake, Waltham.—Newton,
Mass., Graphic, Feb. 2nd.
Francis M. Dutch waa the youngest son of

ters the

pictures

power house and sub
also showed the use of

the home

esting

and

from

on

the

farm.

beginning

It

station.

electricity

was

to finish.

The
in

very inter-

«

State of Ohio, City of Toledo,
Lucas County, ss.
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he iB senior
partner of the firm of F. J. Cheney & Co.,
doing buBineBS in the City of Toledo, County
and State aforesaid, and that said firm will pay
the sum of ONi. HUNDRED DOLLARS for
each and every caBe of Catarrh that cannot be
cured by the use of HALL’S CATARRH
FRANK J. CHENEY.
CURE.
Sworn to before me and subscribed in my
of
December, A. D. 1886.
6th
this
day
Dreaence.
V
A. W. GLEASON.
Notary Public.
(Seal)
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally and
acts through the Blood on the Mucous Surfaces of the System, Send for testimonials
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
free.
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
Hall's Family Pills for constipation

Children Cry
FOR FLETCHER’S

CASXORIA

Miller for years bought furs in Maine for the
Kaka8 Bros, of BoBton and later went into the
fur business for himself, Some years ago he

the sewing machine business, was the
landlord of the Commonwealth Hotel in
1890 95, and for a time conducted a grocery
store on Phoenix Row. He was engaged in
the fur business, and millinery, in the Howes
block for several years, and closing out there,
after a vacation mainly spent in Lincolnville,
Row and was
opened a fur parlor on Phoenix
taken ill there about ten days ago. He bad
he was living
come from Lincolnville, where
with bia niece, Mrs. Eva M. Dean, to close
his rooms and return to Lincolnville. He was
cared for in his last illness by Mrs. Dean. Mr.
Miller was a member of the Masonic order and
was

in

of Thomas H. Marshall Post, G. A R.. having
served,in the Navy as assists: t surgeon durThe
ing the Civil War, and was a pensioner.
funeral will be held at the Coombs undertakRev. A.
ing zoom to-morrow, Friday, at 12 m„
A. Blair officiating. The remains will be placin
ed in the receiving tomb end later interred
Grove Cemetery.

What a great blessing
whose
has been to the many toiling thousands
lhie
rich!
blood it has made and kept pure anu
in
all
humors,
of
blood
medicine cleanseB the
tones
herited or acquired, and strengthens and
aure
be
to
the whole syetem. It is important
ask
that you get Hood’s Sarspanlla when you
for
No substitute for it is like it.

it.

New

State

Horticulturist.

Frank H.
AUGUSTA, Me., Jan. 31.
Dudley of Auburn wan today appointed
State horticulturist to succeed Clyde L.
Mr. Dudley is a
Wilkins of Wilton.

graduate

of

Farmington

Normal School.

For 16 yearB he has been in the nursery
Mr, Wilkins plans to take a
business.
special course at the University of Maine.
A Woman’s Experience With Crippe
When a cough or eold bangs on, and you have
aches and paine that are herd to define, it it
of your system.
likely that grippe ia taking hold
Mre. 1. A. Rodger*. Switser, S. C„ «aj«: “I
in grippe.
often
ending
am aneeeptible to cold*,
*
In this can* I have foond Foley Honey end
Bold
Everywhere.
T»r to prevent doctor bill*-

00 |

■

-ft

4

v

ville.

Spaulding-Wright, In Belfast, Feb 2, by
Rev Horace B Sellers, Armand^ Lawrence
Snaulding of Bingham and Miss Sarah Ellen
Weight of Belfast,
Smith Phillips. In Belfast, Feb 3, at the

WEDNESDAY, February 11,

An Act
neys.
An

Kidney

verge of collapse
When you seem

Mrs PIcebe A

Carter, aged 72 years.
Carter. In Stonington, Jan 20, Sylvia J.
Carter, aged 41 ears, 9 months and 22 days.
In Stonington. Jan 23, Jasper H
Carter.
and
Carter oi
urry, agtd 72 years, 7 months

duties

fertnce with,

! you

C. wife of Ureorge H Cunningham, aged 72
years.
Dodge.

feel

the

first

or

first

a

14. An Act to‘amend Sec.
the Public Laws of 1915 «m
qualize the salaries of Kegj
EDGAR E. KOI
By MELLEN Tk'i

the

backache

!«■

lowing:

circulates
attacking brain,
Don't wait for the serious
vital organs.
trouble—begin using Doan’s Kidney Pills when
uric acid

fficers.

SALARIES AND H
The Committee on Salari
give a public hearing in it.House, in Augusta,
On February 13, 1917, at 3 p.

blood, in many
nerves, muscles and

with

cases,

<.

t

twenty

to assaults

HAROLD R

task, your back aches and you cannot do
an ordinary day’s work, it is time to’ask yourself this question: "Ate my kidneys woiking
right?”The answer may be easily found.
Weak kidneys slacken their tilt ring work and

son

hundred

run3

any

25

In Rockland, Jan 28, Hannah

to

amend Section

to

one

Statutes, relating

you down to the
before you know the cause.
unable to pin your mind to

sickness often

Act

chapter

Awaken to the Danger and Aid the
Weakened Kidneys.

days.
Chatto In South Brooksville, Jan 23, infant
of Mr at d Mrs Ernest Chatto, aged 1 day.
In Rockport, Jan 30, Adeline S Cook,
Cook
71 years, 1
a native of Tenant* Harbor, aged
m< nth and 15 days.
Crabtree In Lynn, Mass, Jan 27, Benjamin
C Crabtree, formerly of North Haven, aged 80

relating

THURSDAY. February 15, Hi!',

Rev Walter T
Lena Phillips,

*

^INLAND FISHERIES

notice

The Committee on Inland 1
will give a public hearing
State House, in Augusta,

urinary disorders. This remedy has given new
life and strength to thousands,
Pfoof of merit in a Belfast woman’s state-

On TUESDAY, February !
In Belfast, Feb 6, Mrs Susan J
No. 23. An Act to amend Sr
ment.
Dodge, aged 92 years and 24 days.
ter
38 of the Revised Statu
In Sedgwick, Feb 2, Horace N
Dority.
to the taking of smelts, m
Mrs. Margaret P. Wood, 10 Vine Street, BelDority, aged 80 years.
and cusk.
across
DUNCAN In Rockland, Feb 1, George Merrill fast, says: “I suffered f am severe pains
No. 25 An Act to amend swith my
Duncan, aged 83 years, 1 month and 8 days.
my back and at night they interfered
ter 33 of the Revised Statute
Francis
Jan
80,
In Newton, Mass,
Dutch.
1
was subject to dizzy spells and black
rest.
j cusk fishing through the ice.
M Dutch, formerly of Searsport. aged 65 years.
were
On TUESDAY, February 13,
In Belfast, Feb 7, Earl H Emer- spots came before my eyes. My kidneys
Emerton.
and
felt
miserable
At which time proposed
and
1
somewhat disordered
tor. aged 21 years
and special fish laws
be
private
to
seemed
Forbes. In Belfast, Feb 6. George H Forbes, run down.
Pills
Doan’s Kidney
will be considered.
aged about 70 years,
what my system required and I soon got
just
Jan
28.
SHERMAN L. Hi- i
Dorothy,
In EllBworth,
Grindle.
Doan's Kidney Pills ;
daughter of M- and Mrs Earle L Grindle, aged relief. I can recommend
to
j
3 months and 17 days.
procured'.from the City Drug Store anyone.”
ask
EQUITABLE ACCIDEN i
Ginn. In Bucksport, Feb 4, Frank W Ginn,
Price 50c at all dealers. Don’t simply
55
Pills
s
BOSTON, MAS
years
aged
Kidney
for
a kidney ren edy—get Doan
L
Lord,
In Belfast, Feb 4, Henry
Lord.
froster-MilAssets December 31.
same that Mrs. Wood had,
—the
5
months.
and
78
years
aged
Lowell In North Penobscot. Jan 24, EliphaMortgage loans..
burn Co., Props., Buffalo, N. Y.
Stocks and bonds.
let A Lowell, aged 74 years, 3 months and 16

j

Notice of First Meeting of Creditors,
In the District Court of the United States for
j the District of Maine.
In the matter of Levi O.
ln bankruptcy.
I
Bowden, Bankrupt,
of FrankBowden
O.
of
Levi
the
Creditors
To
59 years.
fort, in the County of. Waldo and District
Pattee. In Jackson, Jan 29, Henry Pattee,
aforesaid, a Bankrupt.
aged 89 years, 8 months and 19 days.
Pease. In Pittsfield, Feb 3, Mrs Amanda A
Notice is hereby given that on the 17th day
84
years.
Pease, aged
of January, A. D. 1917, the said Levi O.
In Camden, Jan 29, Mrs Sarah
Stetson,
Bowden was duly adjudicated ajBankrupt; and
Stetaon, aged 77 years.
that the First Meeting of his Creditors will be
Stevens. In Castine, Jan 28, Curtis Stev- held at the office of Dunton & Morse, Savings
and 16 days.
ens, aged 92 years, 5 months
Bank building, Belfast, Maine, on the 3rd day
In Castine, Jan 20, Wilbur Ward*.
Ward
of March, A. D. 1917, afe,ten o’clock in the
Wescott In Brooksville, Jan 22, Mary G, forenoon, at which time and place the said
widow of Charles Wescott. aged 73 years, 2 creditors
may attend, prove their claims, apmonths and 4 days.
point a Trustee, examine the Bankrupt, and
In Clinton, Feb 2, Sarah Johnson
WOOD.
transact such other business as may properly
Wood, widow of the late Samuel Wood, aged 81 come before said meeting.
years.________
JOHN R MASON,
Referee in Bankruptcy,
Bangor, Maine, February 2, 1916.
Marden. In BelfaBt, Feb 2, Susan R Marof
den. wife of Charles E Marden. formerly
Swanville. aged 77 years.
Miller. In Belfast, Feb 6, Israel V. Miller,
aged 77 years, 11 months and 19 days.
Neal. In Waldo, Feb 6, waiter I Neal, aged

SPRINGFIELD FIRE & MARINE INSURANCE COMPANY.
SPRINGFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS.
Assets December 31,
Real estate.$ 300,000 00
Mortgage loans. 2.590,020 00
Stocks and bonds. 6 748,497 00
927.621 85
Cash in office and bank.
Agents’ balances. 1,445,982 37
78,621 50
Interest and rents.
11,984 83
All other assets.

Cash in office and bank.
Interest and rents.
All other assets.
Grose assets
Admitted assets.

Liabilities December 31.
Net

unpaid

losses.

Unearned premiums.
Ali other liabilities.
Cash capital....
Surplus over all liabilities
w

Total liabilities and surplus

S4

#

3w6

PENNSYLVANIA
ANCE COM PA

THE

i'

V

Assets December HI

|

Real estate.
Mortgage loans..
Collateral loans.

^
j

Stocks and bonds
Cash in office and bank..
Agents’ balances.i.
Interest and rents.

}

Gross assets.
Deduct items not admitted

1916.

...

A

12

■

Colby-Shales. In Belfast, Feb 5. at the
home of the officiating clergyman, Rev Arthur
A Blair, Wilbur O Colby, Jr, and Mrs Eleanor
Bartlett Shales, both of Belfast.
Clement-Gray, In South Penobscot, Jan
22,.by Rev W L Bradeen of North Brooksville,
W alter A Clement of.Sedgwick and Miss Helen
Alberta Gray of PenoDscot,
Gray-Robbins. In West Sedgwick, Jan 17,
by Elmer Edgar Robbins, Freeman L Gray of
Sedgwick and Miss Rubie Robbins of Sargent-

CUNNINGHAM.

PAID PRODUCER.

•-

Annis-Cook. In Belfast, Jan 27, by Maurice
W Lord, J P, Merl B Annis and Alice E Cook,

years.

MARKET.

Apples,per bbl.l 00a2 00
dried, per lb., 7

_

The funeral services

Legislative Notices

legal affail
The committee on Legal ...
Hay.
18 ! public hearing in its room at
Hides,
in Augusta.
16 j
6,50 Lamb,
Beans, pea,
No. 10.
nn Act to
ti 75 Lamb Skins, 1.00al.25
Beans, Y. E„
provide a
8
avoiding taxicab and public
35a37 Mutton.
Butter,
will
be held in Legal
73
9al0 Oats, 32 lb.,
Hearing
Beef, sides,
State House on THURSDAY
1 75
Beef, forequarters, 9a 10 Potatoes,
at 2 p. m.
60 Round Hog,
12
Barley, bu,
8
00
30 Straw,
Cheese,
WEDNESDAY, February 14.
26a30
20a22. Turkey,
Chicken.
No. 13. An Act to amend .2
35 Tallow,
Calf Skins,
of the Revised Statutes of lyii
12al3
20
Veal,
Duck,
tenure of office of
County Att
38
40; Wool, unwashed,
Eggs,
1HURSL>AY, February 15. lyr
5 00
I8a20; Wood, hard,
Fowl,
No. 14. An Act to authonz
3 50
18 Wood, soft,
Geese,
from the city where
they are
RETAIL MARKET.
RETAIL PRICE.
to vote therein by
having the
1 10
by mail to the city clerk or t
18 Lime,
Beef, Corned,
tion day, and to regulate such n.
5
Butter Salt, 141b., 18a22 Oat Meal,
6
ing.
1 21 Onions,
Corn.
13al4
1 19 Oil, kerosene,
Cracked Corn,
THURSDAY, February 8,17
No. 18, An Act to amend S»,
9
Corn Meal,
1 19 Pollock,
Revised Statutes relating to e hi.
18
30 Pork,
Cheese,
1
13
associations.
2 30 Plaster.
Cotton Seed,
|
5 I
10 Rye Meal,
Codfish, dry,
THURSDAY, February 15,
1 75 j
10^ Shorts,
Cranberries,
No. 21.
An Act to amend
8
Clever seed,
24; Sugar,
Revised Statutes relating to
100
501
T.
10
OOall
Salt,
I.,
Flour,
TUESDAY, February 13. iy;7.
3 1-2
4 50; Sweet Potatoes,
H. G. Seed,
An Act to amend section
6
Lard,
20| Wheat Meal,
hundred seventeen Revised
to stenographers of
Supreme j.,
PRODUCE

a

20,

both of

PRICE CURRENT.

Corrected Weekly for The Journal.

Bray.

L

MARRIED.
Susan R. Marden died Feb. 2nd at her home
in North Belfast, aged 77 years.' She was
born in Swanville, the daughter of the late
Benjamin and Eunice Carter Batchelder, and
had lived in Belfast for the past 9 years. In
her active dry8 she was public-spirited and
was for many years a member of the Swauville Ladies’ Aid Society. She is survived by
her husband, Charles C. Marden; by three sisters, Miss Julia Batchelder, who lived with
her, Mrs. Hattie Rowe of Belfast and Mrs.
John Morrill of Swanville, and by two stepsons, Lewis F. Marden of Belfast, and Horace
of Chelmsford, Mass. The funeral took place
in Swanville Sunday at 2 30 p. m.. Rev. Wali ter T. Hawthorne of the Belfast CongregaI tional church officiating.

Troy.
Lunt Lord

!

j

been announced.

not

Flye are visiting his
home in Athene.
Troy, died Feb. 2nd at her
Flye was formerly
were represented:
Funeral Tuesday at the home of her daughter,
and
toe
will
be
W.
who
in
Christine
couple,
Lane,
young
Black,
Guild by Mre. J.
charge Miss
was
Mre. F. C. Hollis in Troy. Mrs. Webb
of the ring pillows; Ladies Aid of the Method- who were recently married, have the best
81 years of age. She leavea one daughnearly
for
a
and
long
happy
ist church, Mrs. E. W. Gilkey, in charge of wishes of hosts of friendB
ter and tour sons, Ben jamin of Athens, Julian,
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We do all kinds ox Electrical Work. No job too small or
too large for us to handle. We want you satisfied,. We
make no charge for wiring estimates or consultations,—
It’s Part of Our Service
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And enjoy five hours of solid comfort from a 16 c. p.
Mazda Light for One Cent. If a whole evening’s comfort isn’t worth a cent then we having nothing more to say.
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Electric light decreases sickness, errors and waste,
Gives your customers in your store greater appreciation
of your store, hotel or restaurant. Makes them
stay
longer, buy more and buy better. Electric light is the
comfort making light, We install it in your home where
It welcomes the coming
you can enjoy it every day.
the
speeds
parting guest.
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J, H. Montgomery of Bucksport
last week on business.

Electric light is the profit making light. We put the
light where it does the most good, make it thoroughly
usable, make you feel better, see better, work better.

j

Y
X

Pay^

Lighting

Make Your Kiddies Largh
Children smile when they take

Foley’s Honey
1st, It tastes good.

and Taf

2nd, It makes them feel good.
It will turn a feverish, fretful, coughing child into a happily smiling one.
Because—It puts a healing, soothing
coating on a feverish, inflamed, tickling
It helps snuffles and stuffy,
throat.
wheezy breathing. It stops coughs
quickly, and it wards off croup.

does not upset a delicate stomach, and the last drop
in thg bottle ia just aa good as the first.
Tty it.
It contains

no

opiates,

Gross assets. ...$12,102,727 65
140,751 24
Deduct items not admitted.

Admitted assets.$11,961,976 31
Liabilities December 31, 191G
662.860 77
Net unpaid losses.$
Unearned premiums. 6,159,662 74
126 000 00
All liabilities.
Cash capital... 2,500,000 00
Surplus over all liabilities. 2,614,452 80
Total liabilities and surplus.$11,961,976 31
JOSHUA TREAT, Jr Agent,
3w6
Winterport, Maine. m

Admitted

CARD OF THANKS

For Sale
in
1 KA BUG BELLE CITY INCUBATOR,
lOU good running order. Price 96.00.
Alio ■ 60 egg round metal Cycle incubator,
price 91.00. Addreii by letter
“K,” JOURNAL OFFICE.
_

*

December HI.

Net unpaid losses.
Unearned premiums.
All other liabilities.

j

Cash capital.
Surplus over alt liabilities
Total

liabilities and surplus
JOSHUA TREAT, J't.
Winter port, Maine.

Wanted
BODIED ENGLISH

ABLE
—ageB 21

to

SB-tu learn A

Building. Good wages pan!
Apply or address,
MIN

EM PLOY
"
The Hartford Bubber

4*6_Hart
CARD OF THANKS

SOLD EVERYWHERE

We wish to thsr.k ail for their kindness to
and for
us in mrlste srd sudden bereavement
the beautiful flowers sent to the funeral.
H.
PERKINS,
CAPT. JAMES
MRS. E, L. BENNER,
MRS. MARY B, COX.

assets.

Liabilities
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CHARLES C. MAKDL

MR.andMRS.LLVU:>*

